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IN rrHE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2304 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, JR., IN HIS OWN RIGHT A.ND 
.AS ADMINISTRATOR OF WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, 
SR., DECEASED; MARY S. GILLESPIE, WIDOW OF 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, SR.; LOIS V. RUSS; MAR-
GUERITE DIXON; KATHLEEN N"ICARS; ALBERT 
GILLESPIE; .A.ND HORTENSE GILLESPIE, Appel-
lants, 
versus 
ELMER vV. SOMERS, TRUSTEE IN DEED OF TRUST 
OF IRVING H. MATTHEWS AND WIFE; AND ELMER 
W. SOMERS, ADMINISTRATOR OF M. A. SOMERS, 
DECEASED, Appellees. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL. 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: 
Your petitioners, William C. Gillespie, Jr., in his own right 
and as Administrator of William C. Gillespie, Sr., deceased; 
Mary S. Gillespie, widow of William C. Gillespie, Sr.; Lois 
V. Russ; Marguerite Dixon; Kathleen Vic.a rs; Albert Gil-
lespie and Hortense Gillespie, respectfully represent that they 
are aggrieved by a final decree entered by the Circuit Court 
for the County of Accomack, Virginia, on the 20th day of 
December, 1939, in a suit in equity therein pending brought 
by Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in a deed of trust of Irving H. 
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Matthews and wife, against William C. Gillespie, Sr., and 
Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, deceased. 
A Transcript of the Record in said suit .is herewith pre-
sented, from which the errors complained of may be seen, and 
your petitioners pray tha.t they may be granted an appeal 
frqm and supersedeas to the decree herein complained of, and 
that said decree may be reviewed and reversed. 
STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS IN LOWER COURT. 
This suit was brought in chancery by Elmer W. S'omers, 
Trustee in a certain deed of trust of Irving H. Matthews and 
wife, against William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. S'omers, 
Administrator of *M. A. Somers, deceased, for the pur-
2• pose of compelling Gillespie to pay the balance of the 
purchase price of the property purchased by him from 
the said Somers, Trustee. William C. Gillesoie. Hr .• filed 
an Answer in the nature of a Cross-Bill, setting up he was 
entitled to the balance of the purchase price as beneficiary in 
the deed of trust, and prayed that the said Elmer W. Somers, 
T~ustee as aforesaid, and Elmer W. Somers, Administrator 
of M. A. Somers, deceased, be made parties defendant to the 
Cross-Bill, and that Somers be compelled to cive him a deed. 
The said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in the deed of trust from 
Irving H.' Matthews and wife, and Elmer W. Somers, Admin-
istrator of M. A. Somers, deceased, filed a joint answer to said · 
Cross-Bill, in which M. A. Somers' Administrator claimed 
· a one-sixth interest in the net proceeds of the Deed of Trust 
sale. William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
0
died intestate prior to the 
hearing of the cause, and his Administrator, William C. Gil-
lespie, Jr., and the heirs-at-law filed Petition in said suit 
asking to be made parties and praying that the Answer and 
Cross-Bill of William C. Gillespie, Sr., be considered as their 
Answer and Cross-Bill, and the Court so ordered. 
The case was then heard 01·e te'IVUs, and the Court decreed 
that M. A. Somers' Administrator was the holder of a one-
sixth interest in the deed of trust, ordered Gillespie's Ad-
ministrator to make payment to Somers as Trustee, and the 
Trustee to make disbursements, etc. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
Irving H. Matthews and wife executed a deed of trust on 
the 3oth day of October, 1919, to Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, 
conveying their farm in Atlantic District, Accomack County, 
Virginia, securing the payment of a bond of even date in 
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the principal sum of Seventy-five Hundred Dollars ($7,500.00), 
payable on demand to William H. Hitchens. In 1920 Irving 
H. Matthe,':S and wife made a payment of Fifteen Hundred 
Dollars ($1,500.00) on the bond, reducing it to Six Thousand 
Dollars ($6,000.00), and paid up the interest. 
On the 8th day-of November, 1920, Irving H. Matthews and 
wife executed a second deed of trust to Elmer W. Somers, 
Trustee, *securing to the Accomack Banking Company, 
3• Inc., the payment of a bond of Two Thousand Dolla.rs 
($2,000.00). This bond was later assigned to Elmer W. 
Somers in person, and held by him in 1930. 
On the 28th day of October, 1922, William H. Hitchens as-
signed his bond, on which there was a balance due of Six 
Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00), secured by a first lien on the 
property of the said Irving H. Matthews, and wife, with the 
deed of trust securing the same, to William C. Gillespie, 
Sr. William C. Gillespie, Sr., continued to hold the bond 
until his death. Interest was paid on it up to and including 
the interest date in the year 1929. -
The dwelling on the property was destroyed by fire in the 
spring of 1930. Witnesses were unable to fix the exact date. 
At the time of its destruction Mr. Irving H. Matthews had 
a policy of insurance with the Petersburg Insurance Company, 
Inc., written through G. Fred Kelly, Agent, of Onancock, 
Virginia, in the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00), 
with coverage as follows : Three Thousand Dollars 
($3,000.00) on the dwelling, One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
on the household and kitchen furniture, and One Thousand 
Dollars ($1,000.00) on the barn. The loss under the policy 
was payable to Elmer W. Some·rs, T1·ustee /01· William C. 
<lillesrn,e. The policy was written on the 2nd day of Sep-
tember, 1929, and expired on the 2nd day of September, 1930. 
The dwelling and furniture were destroyed; the barn was 
not. ( See original "Exhibiff O ".) 
After the fire Elmer W. Somers, who was Trustee in both 
deeds of trust, and the holder of the Two Thousand Dollar 
($2,000.00) bond secured in the second deed of trust, desired 
to use the insurance money in replacing the buildings. Mr. 
Gillespie wanted the insurance money from the dwelling, 
namely, Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), paid to him, and 
retained G. Walter Mapp, an Attorney at Accomac, Virginia, 
to obtain the insurance money. 
4• *Mapp notified Mr. Somers by letter dated May 3, 
1930, that he was representing Mr. Gillespie and that 
Mr. Kelly had informed him that the policy had not actually 
been paid, but that he was expecting it to be paid shortly 
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and anticipated no hitch in the matter, and that when Somers 
was ready to settle he would have Gillespie come down and 
that they would meet in his office. In the same letter Mapp 
suggested that as Somers held the second lien he had better 
take up the entire bond held by Gillespie. (See original "Ex-
hibit B".) 
The insurance was paid on the 14th day of May, 1930, 
by Draft delivered to Mr. Somers in the sum of Four Thou-
sand Dollars ($4,000.00),-Three Thousand ($3,000.00) cover-
ing the dwelling and One Thousand ($1,000.00) the furniture 
and fixtures. 
Under date of May 17t, 1930. !fa.pp wrote to Somers con-
firming a verbal understanding advising that Mr. Gillespie 
would accept a ca.sh payment of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) to be credited on the interest and principal of 
the bond of Irving H. Matthews, with the understanding that 
the remainder of the insurance money be expended in the 
building to be erected on the fa.rm in the place of the one 
burned, and with the further understanding that the balance 
of the bond be guaranteed by Somers and paid in full on or 
before the 15th day of August, 1930. ( See original '' Exhibit 
D".) Mapp had prior to this communicated these terms 
to Gillespie and Gillespie had agreed to them by letter dated 
May 13th, 1930, expressly stating that he was to hold the 
mortgage he then had '' ,until the last payment is made prin-
cipal and interest". (See original "Exhibit C".) 
Somers, replied to Mapp 's letter of the 17th day of May on 
May 21st, 1930, stating that Matthews ( evidently meant to be 
Gillespie) had agreed to permit new buildings to be paid for 
out of the insurance money on the dwelling destroyed, namely, 
Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), and that he had ordered 
the material and arranged for a. new residence at a contract 
price of *Twenty-four Hundred Dollars ($2,400.00), which 
5* he, Somers, had guaranteed, but that in order to satisfy 
Mr. Gillespie Matthews had arranged with another party 
to pay off Gillespie in full by August 15th, 1930, and that he, 
.Somers, would personally guarantee the full amount due him. 
(See original "Exhibit E".) 
Mapp replied to this on the same date, May 21st, 1930, 
stating that Mr. Gillespie denied any such agreement with 
Matthews with reference to new buildings, and declined to con-
sent to the insurance money being re-expended in building, 
and in said letter Mapp then insisted upon compliance with 
the original agreement or ''what is perhaps better still for 
the retirement of Mr. Gillespie's whole loan". (See original 
"Exhibit F"). 
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Somers replied to this on May 31st, 1930, in which he re-
cited that Gillespie had seen him about the matter, and again 
reiterated his willingness to have the money used in rebuild-
ing, and that the loan would be taken over in full by Fred 
S. Chesser by Aug'Ust 15th, 1930. (See original ,·, Exhibit 
G".) 
Under date of June 12th, 1930, Mapp replied to this letter 
stating that Gillespie denied absolutely the statement made 
by Somers to the effect that Gillespie had agreed to the insur-
ance money being used in rebuilding, and in said letter of 
June 12th l\tlapp advised Somers that as he had receded from 
his offer verbally made of paying One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) of the insurance money and guaranteeing pay-
ment of the remainder of the bond by August 15th, 1930, Mr. 
Gillespie would claim the entire amount of the insurance 
money and demanded check therefor at once. Mapp's let-
ter concluded with this statement: "In replying you can 
reply directly to me and further conferences in the matter 
can be had with me as Mr. Gillespie's Attorney.'' ( See 
original "Exhibit H".) 
Under date of August 19th, 1930, following a conference 
that same morning, Mapp wrote to Somers advising him that 
as the •insurance money had not been paid to l\fr. Gil-
6* lespie and as the bond had not been taken up on or before 
August 15th, 1930, suit would be brought 3:t once for the 
collection of the insurance money and payment of the bond. 
( See original "Exhibit I".) 
Somers ren1ied to this under elate of August 20th, ] 930, in 
which he stated that Gillespie was absolutely safe under the 
deed of trust, but that Matthews was trying to borrow the 
money from the Federal Land Bank in order to get the 
matter disposed of, and concluded with this statement: "Of 
course, if Mr. Gillespie thinks he can get the money sooner 
by demanding sale of the property, or filing suit for same, he 
can do so. However, nothing can be gained thereby by any-
one." ( See original "Exhibit J".) 
On August 25th, 1930, Mapp brought suit (M. R., p. 45) 
ap;a.inst Irving H. MflttlH:·WR m:d Pc~nr W. Matthews, his 
wife. and Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in the two deeds of trust 
hereinbefore mentioned, and filed his Bill setting up in. sub-
stance the facts hereinbefore set forth, and also alleging that 
Gillespie had always declined to agree to the expenditure 
of any of the insurance money on the property other than 
under the proposition made by his Attorney, and concluded 
by alleging- that the failure of the Trustee to pay the Three 
Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) received from the insurance on 
,_ ... _ 
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-the house to Gillespie,-the policy having been payable to th0 
Trustee for the benefit of Gillespie,-"was a misapplication 
of said funds, for which the said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, 
is liable as a fiduciary and also liable personally and should 
be · removed as Trustee in said deed of trust''. The prayer 
of the Bill was that Somers be required to pay to Gillespie· 
the Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) received from the fire 
insurance on the house, and that he be removed as Trustee 
in the deed of trust and a suitable Trustee appointed in his 
stead, and that after payment of the insurance money a de-
cree be entered for the sale of the real estate conveyed in 
the deed of trust for the *satisfaction of Gillespie's bond . 
. 7* (See original "Exhibit X".) 
Notice to take depositions in the case was served on 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and as Attorney for Irving H . 
. Matthews and wife, on the 30th day of September, 1930 
( original "Exhibit K "), but the de-positions were not taken. 
After notice was served on Somers to take said depositions 
he advised that he was not representing Matthews in the suit, 
and Mapp reserved his notice to take depositions on the 11th 
day of October, 1930, and wrote Matthews on October 6th, 
1930, at the suggestion of the Court telling him that Somers 
.was not representing him. (M. R., pp. 46, 47; original "Ex-
hibit L"). 
According to the testimony of G. Walter l\Iapp befo1·e the 
taking of the depositions on the 11th of October, 1930, the 
matter was taken up in Court, and Somers agreed to pay off 
.. · the bond. (M. R., pp. 46, 47, 48; 53.) Mapp wrote to Mr. 
Gillespie under date of October 10th, 1930, telling him that 
S'omers had agreed to pay off his bond, and that it would 
be unnecessary for him to come down on the 11th for the taking 
of depositions. (M. R., p. 47; original "Exhibit M".) 
According to the testimony of Mapp, Somers agreed to 
pay One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) at once, the costs of 
.the suit, and the balance in a day or so (M. R., pp. 48, 53), and 
that any amounts paid were for credit on the bond (M. R., 
pp. 48, 51). . 
Under date of October 13th, 1930, Somers wrote to Mapp 
enclosing check in the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) "to be credited on the above described deed of 
trust''. The subject matter of his letter was as follows: · 
"In Re: William C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews-Deed 
of Trust.'' In said letter he requested that the note not be 
credited with the payment "as I will probably have the note 
assigned to me as soon as the full amount due thereon is 
paid. (Original "Exhibit 1 ".) The check given in payment 
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of this, which will be found in the ~Record as original 
s• '' Exhibit 2 '', had written in the lower left-hand corner 
"Wm. C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews". 
Under date of October 13th, 1930, Mapp acknowledged 
receipt of Somers' letter and check for One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) "to be credited on the bond of Jrving H. Matthews 
and wife due William C. Gillespie''. ( Original '' Exhibit 
3".) 
Under date of November 6th, 1930, Somers gave Mapp 
check for the costs of the suit amountiIJg to Twenty-six and 
05/100 Dollars ($26.05). (M. R., p. 49; original "Exhibit 
N".) 
No further payments were made by Somers, but on the 6th 
day of February, 1931, Somers took a third deed of trust from 
Irving H. Matthews and wife to himself· and H. Chris Somers 
as Trustees, which was duly recorded, securing the following 
indebtedness: Three Thousand ($3,000.00) to Grover T. 
Somers ; Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) to M. A. Somers, 
or her a.ssigns ; One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) to M. A. 
Somers, or her assigns; and a fourth bond of Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00) to M. A. S'omers, or her assigns,-the 
deed of trust stipulating that the first three bonds aggregating 
Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) constituted a first lien, 
and the last bond of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) a sec-
ond lien. 
Somers had begun financing Matthews' farming operations 
in 1927 and continued until Matthews' death in 1932. (M. R., 
pp. 28, 29, 35.) From then on until the time of sale the farm 
was rented. For the years 1933, '34 and '35 it was rented 
to Roland Marshall under an Agreement of Lease signed by 
the said Marshall and Elmer W. Somers, Trustee for Irving 
H. Matthews and Pearl vV. Matthews, his wife. ( Original 
"Exhibit 19"). For the years 1936 and '37 it was rented 
to W. T. Brittingham under a Lease drawn between Elmer 
W. Somers, Trustee, and William C. Gillespie, beneficiary, 
parties of the first part, and William T. Brittingham, party 
of the second part. ( Original '~ Exhibit 18'' '.) 
9* *The farm was sold on October 9th, 1937, and pur-
. chased by William C. Gillespie, Sr., for Four Thousand, 
Fiftyt DoUars ($4,050.00). Gillespie complied with the terms 
by paying the cash requirement of ten per cent., Four Hun-
dred Five Dollars ($405.00), and executing an acknowledg-
ment of the purchase. ( Original '' Exhibit A,.,.) 
Under the terms of sale the purchaser was to have pos-
session January 1st, 1939, and rents for the year 1938. Taxes 
we~e to be paid on the property from the proceeds of the 
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sale to January 1st, 1938. Somers did not pay taxes f_or the 
years 1936 and '37 (l\L R., p. 40), although he had funds 
in hand to do it from the cash payment made. In fact, ac-
cording to the allegations of his Bill, the cash payment was 
sufficient to pay all the expenses of sale and taxes, and leave 
a small balance for credit on the bond. 
Somers declined to give Gillespie a deed claiming that the 
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) paid by him was for th~ 
purpose of purchasing a one-sixth (1/6) interest in the bond, 
and that he was entitled to one-sixth of the net proceeds 
of the sale in his capacity as Administrator of :M.A. Somers, 
deceased. ( M. R., pp. 33, 34.) According to the statement of 
Somers some time between the payment by him of the One 
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) as aforesaid and the date of the 
sale of the property, the Two Thousand Dollar ($2,000.00) 
second lien bond held by him and the one-sixth interest in 
the bond held by Mr. Gillespie, alleged to belong to him, were 
assigned to his mother, M:. A. Somers (M. R., pp. 35, 38, 
and original Bill.) 
At the time of the sale she was deceased and he had quali-
fied as her Administrator. 
From· the time of the first payment Mr. Gillespie continued 
to demand his money, and his Attorney, G. "\Valter Mapp, 
was continuously after Mr. Somers for the payment of same 
both by word and letter. As late as September 13th, 1935, 
. there appears in the *Record a letter from Mapp to 
10* Somers insisting on the payment of the remaining Two 
Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00), which was recovered from 
the insurance money (original "Exhibit R"), to which let-
ter Somers replied on September 14th; 1935, stating that 
l\fr. Gillespie had been renting the farm "along with me 
as Trustee to Roland C. Marshall on a cash rental basis 
* * • . " Somers reiterated his statement that Gillespie had 
agreed to spending the insurance money in replacing the build-
ings on the farm, and stated in said letter, "The money was 
put back in the buildings on the farm just as he desired and 
he holds the first deed of tmst on theJann". (Original ''Ex-
hibit s ".) 
Under the terms of sale the second payment was due 
on the 9th day of October, 1938. Gillespie declined to pay 
this on the ground that he had already paid more than enough 
to pay the expenses of sale, and that he was entitled to 
all of the balance of the proceeds of the sale. Whereupon 
Somers instituted his suit on the 12th day of November, 
1938. 
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
(I) The action of the Court in decreeing that Elmer W. 
Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, deceased, was the 
owner of one-sixth of the bond of Irving H. Matthews and 
wife, dated October 20th, 1919. 
(II) The action of the Court in directing William C. Gil-
lespie's Administrator to pay to Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, 
for the account of Elm~r W. Somers, Administrator, Five 
Hundred Eighteen and 22/100 Dollars ($518.22), with interest 
from October 9th, 1938, and costs. 
(III) The failure of the Court to dismiss the bill of Elmer 
vV. Somers, Trustee, and to compel him to at once state 
his account, and account for the funds received. 
ARGUMENT. 
First Assignment of Error. 
The question involved and presented by the first assignment 
*of error is whether or not the payment of One Thou-
119 sand Dollars ($1,000.00) by Elmer W. Somers to G. Wal-
tor Mapp on October lath, 19:30, was a payment on the 
Matthews bond held by Gillespie or was for a pro rata pur-
chase of the bond and the Deed of Trust securing it. This 
question in turn depends upon the interpretation of the cor-
respondence of the parties and their Attorneys, their acts 
and conduct. There is but one conflict in the evidence, and 
that is between the testimony of Elmer W. Somers and G .. 
Walter 1\fapp. At the hearing of the case Somers testified that 
the One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) was for the purchase 
of a one-sixth interest in the bond and its security, and re-
lied upon the correspondence with Mapp to prove it. (M. R., 
p. 33.) Mapp testified there was no understanding that the 
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) was for purchase of a one-
sixth interest in the bond, but to the contrary said the One 
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) was for payment on same. (M. 
R., pp. 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54.) 
At the time of the hearing of the case Gillespie was dead, 
and in making demand on his estate Somers must meet the 
requirements of Section 6209 of the Code as to corroboration. 
He claims the One Thousand Dollar ($1,000.00) payment 
was made by him personally. At that time he also had a 
second lien on the property in question for Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00). At the time of the hearing both his 
claim of a one-sixth interest in the first lien and the second 
lien of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) had been assigned 
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to his mother, M.A. Somers, of whose estate he was adminis-
trator. He had also taken a third deed of trust from Mat-
thews securing Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) as a first 
lien thereunder and Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) as a 
second. This he said he was not able to negotiate. He had 
financed Matthews from 1927 until his death in 1932 and this 
had left Somers '' in the hole''. ( M. R., p. 35.) 
As said in Krikorian v. Dailey, 197 S .. E. 443, 449 : 
12• ., 'When one is testifying as· to transactions had with 
another who is incapable of testifying, the necessities for 
corroboration are greater than when, in such a suit, he under-
takes to testify as to matters which may ultimately affect that 
estate but which are not directly connected with decedent. We 
should scan closely all that Dailey says took place between 
him and Krikorian.'' 
While no universal rule can be applied and each case turns 
upon its own facts, "there should be such corroboration as 
would confirm and strengthen the belief of the jury, (court) 
in the testimony''. Some essential allegation must be cor-
roborated, which, if unsupported, would be fatal. B'lirton's 
Ex'r. v. Manson (Va.), 129 S. E. 356, 359;Varner's Ex'rs. v. 
White (Va.), 140 S. E. 128; Davies v. Silvey (Va.), 138 S. E. 
513; White v. Pacific Mut. Life Ins. Co. (Va.), 143 S. E. 340; 
Cannon v. Camnon (Va.), 163 S. E. 405; Krikorian v. Dailey, 
supra. 
Again in discussing corroboration in Ratliff v . . Jeu,ell, P-t iix, 
, (Va.), 149 S. E. 409, 412, the Court said: 
'' Its character and amount must measurably be ganged 
by the facts sought to be established. A narrative which 
runs counter to common experience should be buttressed to 
an extent not necessary, were it fair upon its face, and no 
amount of testimony can sufficiently corroborate evidence of 
factsl inherently improbable, which is but another way of say-
ing that the same process of reasoning should hold in courts 
which govern us out of them.'' 
Somers must rely upon the correspondence in the case to 
corroborate his testimony if he relies upon anything, and it is 
submitted that this shows conclusivelv that the One Thousand 
Dollars ($1,000.00) was a payment and not a purchase. In 
other words, the correspondence conclusively corroborates 
the testimony of G. Walter Ma.pp and not that of Somers. 
It is undisputed that at the time of the fire Gillespie held 
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.a first lien of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00), and Somers a 
. second of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00). The property 
was insured for the benefit of Gillespie. Somers was T;rus-
tee in both deeds of trust, and the money was paid to him. 
He says Gillespie agreed to have it used in replacing the 
buildings. Gillespie *employed an Attorney, G. Walter 
13• Mapp, of Accomac, to collect it. A number of proposi-
tions and counter-propositions were made by Somers and 
by Mapp as Gillespie's Attorney. ( Original '' Exhibits B, 
D. E. F, G, H, I, and J. ") Throughout all Mapp and Gillespie 
insisted on the payment of at least One Thousand DollarEl3 
($1,000.00). 
Gillespie instructed :Mapp definitely he was not to part with 
any part of his security. We quote his letter in full: 
"Mr. G. Walter Mapp 5-13-30 
"Dear Sir 
"I am willing to accept Mr. Somers proposition be made to 
you. Monday reference to Irving Matthews business.. Mr-. 
Somers is to pay ($1,000) dollars in cash the remainder $5,000 
dollars Aug·. 15, 1930, I shall hold my mortgage I now have 
mitil the last payment is made principal and int. let me hear 
from you. Yours, 
"W. C. GILLESPIE, SR. 
"I shall trust to you to make such terms to Mr. Somers 
that will be binding. 
"W. C. G., SR.,,. 
On the 25th day or August,.1930, Mapp brought suit charg-
ing Somers with misappropriation of funds and asked that 
he be compelled to turn over the Three Thousand· Dollars 
($3,000.00) insurance money; that he be removed as Trus-
tee and the property sold to pay the balance of Gillespie's 
bond. (Original "Exhibit X"·.) 
Under these circumstances Somers paid Mapp One· Thou-
sand Dollars ($1,000.00), and also paid him the costs of the 
suit. Somers and Mapp are both Attorneys of long year~' 
practice. Somers testified that the payment of the One Thou-
sand Dollars {$1,000.00) had nothing to do with the pending 
,suit whatever. (M. R., pp. 36, 37, 38.) He took no assign-
ment from Ma pp of a partial interest in the bond. To be-~ 
lieve he made such a payment and paid the costs of the· suit 
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under these circumstances for any other purpose than satisfy-
ing Mapp's demands indeed "runs counter to common ex-
perience". It is even more incredible to believe Mapp, in the 
face of Gillespie's express instructions and his attitude 
14* *as demonstrated by his letters, would have accepted it 
for any other purpose than in compliance with his de-
mands for payment. But we a re not left to conjecture; 
Somers' letter of transmittal ( original '' Exhibit 1 ") reads: 
"G. Walter Mapp, Esq., 
Accomac, Va. 
October 13, 1930. 
- "In Re: William C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews-
Deed of Trust. 
"Dear Mr. Mapp:-
" As per agreement, I herewith enclose check for $1,000.00, 
Jo be credited on the above described deed of trust. Please 
let me have a receipt showing same paid by me. I will ask that 
you do not have the note credited with this payment, as I will 
probably have the note assigned to me as soon as the full 
amount due thereon is paid. 
'' Very sincerely yours,'' 
Note the language "to be credited" and "I will probably 
have the note assigned to me as soon as the full amoiMit due 
thereon is paid''. 
Mapp 's reply ( orig-inal '' Exhibit 3 '') reads as follows: 
''Mr. Elmer W. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
Octo her 13, 1930. 
"In Re William C. Gillespie v. Irving· II. Matthews, et als. 
Deed of Trust. 
'' My dea.r Elmer : 
'' This will acknowledge receipt of yours of October 13, 1930, 
inclosing your check on People's Bank of Bloxom, Incorpo-
rated, $1,000.00, to be credited on the bond of Irving H. Mat-
thews and wife due William C. Gillespie. 
'' As requested by you the bond will not actually be credited 
with this payment until you further advise. . 
"Very sincerely yours," 
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On the check ( original ''Exhibit 2'') is written: 
"Wm. C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews." 
This is the short style of the suit which was pending. And 
then followed the payment of the costs of the suit by Somers~ 
check to Mapp. . 
Note Mapp's letter to Gillespie on October 10th, 1930, when 
*the matter was fresh in his mind, telling him of the set-
15* tlement. (Original "Exhibit M".) The matter dragged 
on and Mapp continued to demand of Somers that he 
comply with their agreement, and at no time did Somers claim 
to_ be the owner of one-sixth of the bond or deny the arrange:.. 
ment of settlement. His only excuse until August, 1935, was 
that he could not comply. (Original "Exhibits P, Q, R, T 
and U".) 
In September, 1935, he renewed his claim that the money 
had been spent on the buildings, but even in this letter he 
ma.de no claim to being part owner of Gillespie's bond. In 
fact, to the contrary, he expressly recognized Gillespie's lien 
in the following language in his letter of September 14th, 
1935: 
'' The money was put back in buildings on the farm just 
as he desired and he holds the first deed of trust on the farm." 
( Original "Exhibit S ".) 
Not "\vm-HB holds· the first lien! 
It will be borne in mind that we are not concerned in this 
. proceeding with the controversy as to whether or not Gillespie 
did or did not agree to permit the insurance company to be 
used in replacing the buildings on the property. The question 
of whether or not Mr. Somers misappropriated the insurance 
money has no bearing in this suit except as ·a circumstance 
to be considered in determining whether or not Mapp and 
Gillespie meant to part with a one-sixth interest in their 
security at a time they were accusing Somers of having mis-
appropriated Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), which be-
longed to Gillespie. 
It was contended in argument of counsel for Somers in the 
lower court that Mapp 's letter of October 6th, 1931 ( original 
'' Exhibit 5 "), in which he advised Somers if the interest 
was paid on the bond down to date, leaving a balance of 
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) due (the One Thousand 
Dollars ($1,000.00) hereinbefore mentioned being considered 
as a credit on the principal), Mr. Gillespie would indulge 
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Somers and Matthews for a -further reasonable time, cor-
roborated S'omers' statement that "the One Thousand 
16*' Dollars ($1,000.00) turned over by him was for pur-
chase and not fo_r payment. It will be noted in the letter 
that Mapp expressly states that he is not waiving any rights. 
In Mapp's testimony he. explains that what was meant by 
this proposition was that the credit was to be on principal in 
contradistinction to interest in order that he would get more 
.interest paid; that when the One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
was. paid it went first to discharge the interest and the balance 
on principal,-hence, his proposition to have the full amount 
credited on principal and Matthews pay up the unpaid in-
-terest. - (M. R., p. 54.) It will be noted in Mapp 's first propo-
sition of settlement to Somers before any payment was made 
that he offered to accept a cash payment of One Thousand 
Dollars ($1,000.00) "to be credited on the interest and prin-
cipal of the bond". (Original "Exhibit D".) 
In Somers' reply to Mapp's letter making· this offer under 
date of October 9th, 1931 (original "Exhibit 6"), he states 
that it is impossible for Mr. Matthews to raise any more 
than the 1930 interest, and goes on to give his reasons. In 
other words, this letter itself demonstrates clearly that 
Somers understood Mapp 's proposition. 
After the death of Mr. Matthews, Mr. Somers appears to 
have managed the farm. It will be borne in mind that he 
had a second lien of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00), and 
that Matthews also owed him monqy growing out of his 
:financing Matthews' farming operations, and that he likewise 
held a third deed of trust on Matthews securing bonds aggre-
gating Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) as a first lien and 
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) as a second lien. Roland 
Marshall was placed on the stand for the purpose of showing 
that Mr. Gillespie had stated he and l\fr. Somers owned the 
farm together.- It is submitted that even had Mr. Gillespie 
made such a statement, this was not inconsistent with his 
and Mr. Somers' position. The title to the farm was 
17'' still in *Matthews or his heirs. It was encumbered, 
however, for more than its value with Mr. Gillespie hold-
ing the :first lien and Somers the second and third, but even 
Roland Marshall when questioned further stated that what 
Mr. Gillespie actually said was ''Mr. Somers had charge of 
it". (M. R., p. 41.) · · 
When S-omers drew the lease to be executed bv Marshall 
it was prepared between Ebner W. Somers, Trustee for 
Irving H. Matthews and wife, which, of course, applied to the 
:first, s:econd and third deeds of trust. ( Original '' Exhibit 
19".) 
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· When, however, he came to draw the lease with William 
Tp Brittingham for the year 1936 it will be noted that it was 
drawn between Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and William C. 
Gillespie, Beneficiary, parties of the first pa.rt, and William_ 
T. B1ittingham, pa.rty of the second part. (Original "Ex-
hibit 18".) Neither Elmer W. Somers nor M.A. Somers, his 
mother, were mentioned as beneficiaries. William C. Gillespie 
was and actually' signed the lease as such. This lease was 
dated as late as October 31st, 1935.. Brittingham occupied 
the property in 1936 and '37. The property was sold on Octo-
ber 9th, 1937, and the purchaser was to have the rents for 
the year 1938. Brittingham had paid the rent for 1937 to 
Somers. B.rittingham paid $50.00 in rent to Somers in 1938, 
and when Gillespie learned of this he demanded that the 
remaining rent be paid to him, and gave Brittingham a bond 
to indemnify him. ( M. R., p. 67.) 
No doubt Somers had decided, under the pressure he was 
being subjected to and inasmuch as he held the junior liens 
on the property, that 11e would take up· the .first lien, and no 
doubt he intended to have it assigned to him after he had 
completed the payment of same, but it is respectfu1ly sub-
mitted that the original Exhibits demonstrate conclusively 
that he had no intention other than this, and that the claim 
of being a one-sixth owner of the first lien upon his pay-
ment of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) upon same was a 
creature of his own •imagination, born at a very late 
18* date,-in fact, not until about the time he was forced 
to make sale of the property. His own letter trans-
mitting his check (original ''Exhibit l"} makes no claim to _ 
any part of the first deed of trust bond or its security,-in 
fact, it expressly recog-nizes that he had no rights in the same 
until he had completed payment, as is conclusively sho:wn by 
the last sentence thereof, which at the risk of undue repetition 
we quote again: ''I will ask that you do not have the note 
credited with this payment, a.s I will probably have ~he note 
assigned to me as so.on as the full amount due thereon is 
paid.'' Until the full amount due thereon was paid he had 
absolutely no rights in the premises. 
A.<:.c:i.qnmenf of Errn,r No. II. 
It is submitted that tl1e Court erred in directin~ the Ad-
ministrator· of William C. Gillespie, Sr., to pay the sum of 
Five Hundred Ei~hteen and 22/100 Dollars ($518.22) to 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, or any other sum for the reasons 
set forth under Assignment of Error No. I, but if it be con-
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ceded for the sake of argument that either Somers or his 
mother, for whose estat~ he ,vas Administrator, were entitled 
to a one-sixth interest in said bond, it is submitted that the 
Court erred in ordering payment without first compelling 
Somers to state his account of the funds received by him as 
Trustee both on the purchase price and from rents collected 
subsequent to January 1st, 1938. His Bill simply alleges that 
he receiyed the initial payment of Four Hundred Five Dollars 
($405.00) on the purchase price of the property, and that after 
giving all credits there is a balance of Five Hundred Eighteen 
and 227100 Dollars ($518.22) owing by the purchaser, who is 
likewise the beneficiary. The only supporting evidence of this 
is Somers' testimony in general terms that the facts alleged 
in the Bill are true. No detailed statement is rendered of the 
disbursements of the initial payment, or how the amount 
claimed by the. estate of M. A. Somers is arrived 
19'"' •at. 
AsRi.qn-rnent of Errnr No. III. 
If the appellants' contention is correct that Gillespie's 
estate is the sole owner of the bond secured in the first deed 
of trust then the Complainant's Bill should have been dis-
missed, and Elmer ,v. Somers as Trustee should have been 
compelled to have made up his account accounting for the 
funds received, and likewise compelled to execute to Gillespie 
or his heirs a deed in accordance with the terms of sale. 
CONCLUSION. 
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that an appeal be awarded 
to the decree complained of and that said decree be annulled 
and set aside at the appellees' costs, and that this Honorable 
Court may remand this cause to the Circuit Court of Acco-
mack County for further proceedings in accordance with 
its instructions, or enter up a final decree in favor of the 
appellants herein. ' 
A copy of this Petition was handed to H. Ames Drummond, 
Counsel of record for Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and Elmer 
W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, deceased, in 
p<~l'son. on the 22nd day of March, 1940. 
Notice is hereby given that Counsel for the appellants de-
sire to state orally the reasons for reversing the decree com-
plained of in the foreg·oing Petition, and that ~hey will adopt 
the f oreg9ing Brief as their opening Brief on behalf of the 
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appellants at the hearing, with leave to file a Supplemental 
Brief at the proper time if they be SQ advised. 
Respectfully submitted, 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, JR., 
in his own right and as Administrator of William 
C. Gillespie, Sr., deceased; 
MARY S. GILLESPIE, 
widow of William C. Gillespie, Sr.; 
LOIS V. RUSS, 
MARGUERITE DIXON, 
KATHLEEN VICARS, 
ALBERT GILLESPIE and 
HORTENSE GILLESPIE, 
GODFREY CHILD, 
B. DRUMMOND AYRES, 
Counsel. 
By Counsel. 
20* *"\Ve, L. K. Mears and B. Drummond Ayres, Attorneys 
practicing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of :Vir-
ginia, do hereby certify that in our opinion the decree com-
plained of in the foregoing Petition should be reviewed by 
said Court. 
L. H. MEARS, 
Eastville, Va .. 
B. DRUMMOND AYRES, 
Accomac, Va. 
Received March 23, 1940. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
April 12, 1940. Appeal awarded by the court. Bond, $300. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
M. B. W. 
Pleas before the Circuit Court for the County of Ac-
comack, on Wednesday, the 20th day of December, 1939. 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: 
On the Third :Monday in December, 1938, came Elmer W. 
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Somers Trustee in deed of trust of Irving H. Matthews and 
wife, plaintiffs, and filed his Bill in Chancery against Wil-
liam C. Gillespie, Sr. and Elmer W. Somers, Administrator 
of M. A. Somers, deceased, defendants, which Bill is in the 
following words and figures, to-wit.: 
In_ the Circuit Court for the County of Accomack, Virginia. 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in deed of trust of Irving H. 
Matthews and wife, Complainant, 
v. 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Administra-
tor of M. A. Somers, deceased, Defendants. 
(In Chancery.) 
To the Honorable John E. Nottingham, Judge of said Court: 
Your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, trustee in a certain 
deed of trust from Irving H. Matthews and wife respectfully 
represents the following case: 
1. That on the 30th day of October, 1919, Irving H. Mat-
thews and Pearl W. Matthews, his wife, executed a deed of 
trust now of record in Deed Book 116, page 299, among the 
land records for Accomack County, Virginia, conveying to 
Elmer W. Somers, trustee, all that certain tract, piece or par-
. eel of real estate, with the buildings thereon, situ-
page 2 } ate, lying and being in Arbuckles Neck, Atlantic 
Magisterial District, Accomack County, Virginia, 
containing Fifty ( 50) acres, more or less, and bounded as 
follows : On the North and East by the land of A. W. Nock; 
on the South by the land of Dr. Harmanson and Frank Mat-
thews; and on the West by a N eek Road,-it being all of the 
land purchased by the said Irving H. Matthews from George 
Edward Bunting and wife, by Deed of Bargain and Sale, 
duly recorded in Accomack County, Virginia, together with 
all of the improvements thereon: and the appurtenances there-
to belonging, or in any wise appertaining, in trust, however, 
to secure a certain bond payable to William Hitchens for 
the principal sum of Seventy-five Hundred Dollars 
($7,500.00) ; 
·2. That later on, to-wit, in the year 1920, the ~aid Irving 
H. Matthews and wife made a payment of. Fifteen Hundred 
Dollars ($1,500.00) on said bond, thereby reducing same to 
the _amount of Six Thousan~ Dollars ($6,000.00); 
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a. That later on the said William Hitchens assigned the said 
,bond to William C. Gillespie, Sr., of Temperauceville, Vir .. 
gini&; . 
4.1 That on the 8th clay of N ove.mber, 19202 the said Irving 
I-I. Matthews and wife conveyed the above deseribed real 
eetate to Elmer W. Somers, trustee, to secure the Accomaok 
Banking Company, Inc., of Bloxom, Virginia, in the payment 
of a certain bond for the principal sum of Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00), which bond was later assigned by the said 
Accomack B.anking Company, Inc., to Elmer W. Somers; that 
the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., continued holding 
pag~ 3 ~ the deed of trust bond for the balance of Si~ Thou-
sand Dollars ($6,000.00) and the said Elmer W. 
Somers continued to hold the deed of trust bond for Two Thou .. 
sand Dollars ($2,000.00) until the 13th day of October, 1930, 
when the said Elmer W. Somers, pursuant to a previous agree. 
i;nent with the said ,vmiam C. Gillespie, Sr., paid over to 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., per G. Walter Mapp, his attorney, 
the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) by cbeck dra:wn 
on the Peoples Bank of Bloxom, Inc., with the express under- . 
standing and agreement that the deed of trust bond held by 
the said Willi:;tm C. Gillespie, Sr., was not to be credited with 
the said smn of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) as it had 
been previously understood and agreed by and between the 
said William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers that 
the said ,vmiam C. Gillespie, Sr., was selling to the said 
Elmer W. Somers, or his assigns, a prorated share in and to 
the deed of trust bond held by him, the said William C. Gil-
lespie, Sr., and that the said Elmer W. Somers would take 
over additional parts of said deed of trust bond as soon as he 
could get additional sums of money to purchase same; and 
it was expressly understood and agreed between the said 
parties that, in the event of sale of the said "Irving H. Mat .. 
thews Farm'', that the proceeds from sa.id sale were to be 
prorated between the owners of the said deed of trust bond 
according to their respective interest therein. 
5. That later on the deed of trust bond of November 8, 1920, 
for Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) and the one-sixth (1/6) 
interest held by the said Elmer W. Somers in and to the 
deed of trust bond of October 30, 1919, was conveyed to 
Margaret A. Somers as collateral security by the 
page 4 ~ said Elme1' W. Somers, and is now held by her 
estate, of which the said Elmer W. Somers is ad-
ministrator. 
6. That on the 9th day of October, 1937, the said Elmer W. 
Somers, trustee, advertised for sale the "Irving H. Matthews 
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Farm'', mentioned and described above, pursuant to the deed 
of trust of October 30, 1919, and the same was purchased by 
"William C. Gillespie, Sr., at a purchase price of Four Thou-
sand and Fifty Dollars ($4,050.00), and on that day the said 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., paid over to Elmer W. Somers, 
trustee, the sum of Four Hundred and Five Dollars ($405.00) 
to cover the initial payment on same as per terms of sale, 
duly advertised; 
7. That the said ·William C. Gillespie, Sr., has failed and 
refused to pay to the said Elmer W. Somers, trustee, any 
further amount or amounts, and now contends that he is 
sole owner of the deed of trust bond of October 30, 1919. 
8. Your complainant here states that he has offered to 
convey the said real estate to the said William C. Gillespie, 
Sr., by special warranty of deed, upon the payment of the 
sum of Five Hundred and Eighteen Dollars and Twenty-two 
Cents ($518.22) to him as of November 11, 1937, this being 
one-sixth (1/6) of the net proceeds from the sale of said farm 
less two credits, namely, Forty-seven Dollars and Seventy-
four Cents ($47.74), net amount in hand from rents collected, 
and Forty-nine Dollars and Eighty-four Cents ($49.84), net 
amount in hand from Initial payment made by "William C. 
Gillespie, Sr., on day of sale, which sums should be 
page 5 ~ credited on the sum of Six Hundred and Fifteen 
Dollars and Eighty Cents ($615.80), ( one-sixth of 
the net proceeds from sale of said farm), thereby leaving a 
balance of Five Hundred and Eig·hteen Dollars and Twenty-
two Cents ($518.22) due by the said ·William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
for the balance due on the one-sixth share which was held 
by the estate of Margaret A. Somers, deceased, on the day 
of sale and the same being due her estate on account of the 
sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) paid over to the 
said "'illiam C. Gillespie, Sr., under the circumstances and 
conditions hereinbefore stated, and that the said ·wmiam C. 
Gillespie, Sr., has failed and refused to pay over to your com-
plainant any part of the said amount. 
· 9. Your complainant alleges that he has no personal in-
terest in the amount now due and owing by the said '\Villiam 
C. Gillespie, Sr., for the balance due on the purchase price of 
said real estate. 
On consideration whereof and for as much as your com-
plainant is remediless in the premises save by the aid of a 
Court, in equity where matters of this kind are along properly 
cognizable, your complainant prays that the said ·wmiam C. 
Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, administrator of Mar-
g·aret A. Somers, deceased, may be made parties defendant 
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to this bill and required, 'lmt not under oath, to answer same, 
the oath being hereby expressly waiyed; that all proper or-
ders and decrees may be made, inquiries directed and ac-
counts taken, that a decree may be entered in this cause re-
quiring the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., to pay 
page 6 ~ over to your complah}ant, as trustee, for the benefit 
of Elmer W. Somers, administrator of Margaret A. 
Somers, deceased, the said sum of Five Hundred and 
JiJighteen Dollars and Twenty-two Cents ($518.22), or such 
sum or sums as may be right and proper to pay to the estate 
of Margaret A. Somers, deceased, one-sixth of the net pro-
ceeds from the sale of the '' Irving H. Matthews Farm" pur-
chased by the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., as hereinbef ore 
stated; and that your complainant may have all such further, 
other and general relief in the premises as the nature of his 
case may require or to equity shall seem meet. 
And your complainant will ever pray, etc. 
ELMER W~ SOMERS, 
Trustee, Complainant. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Accomack, to-wit: 
I, Elmer W. Somers, trustee, do make oath and· state that 
the facts and allegations contained in the foregoing Bill of 
Complaint are true. 
ELMER vV. SOMERS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me in my County and State 
aforesaid this 19th day of December, 1938. 
LILLIAN WESSELLS, 
Notary Public. 
Answer of vVillia.m C. Gillespie, Sr., in the nature of a 
Cross-Bill, filed June 15, 1939. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court for the County of Accomack. 
page 7 ~ Elmer 1.V. Somers, Trustee in deed of trust of Ir-
ving H. Mat.thews and wife, Complainant, 
v. 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Adminis-
trator of M. A. Somers, deceased, Defendants. 
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Tb(} A~swer in thij natur~ of a Cross-Bill of ·wmiam O. 
Gillespie~ Sr., to the Bill of Complaint filed in the Circllit 
Court for the County of Accomack, Virginia, by Elmer W. 
Somers, 'l'r1,1stee in a deed of trust from Irving· H. Matthews 
ancl wife, against him and others. 
This :r~i;;pondent for answer to said Bill of Complaint, or 
to ao much thereof as he is advised it is material be .. should 
imsw~r~ answers mid says : 
(1) That so far as he knows and believes the allegation 
in the first paragT&-ph of the Complainant'~ Bill, wherein it 
i~ a1leged that on the 30th day of October, 1919, Irving· IL 
Matthews and Pearl W. Matthews, llis wife, exe<;mted a deed 
of trust, recorde<;l in Deed Book 16, at page 299, securing· the 
payment of a bond of Seventy-five Hundred Dollars 
($7,500.00) to William H. Hitchens, is true. . · 
(2) That so far as he knows and believes the allegation in 
the second parag-raph of said Bill, wherein ·it is alleged that 
Irving H. Matthews and wife in the year 1920 made a pay-
ment of Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) on said bond, 
reducing the same to Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) is 
true. 
(3) 'J_1hat it is true, as alleged in the third paragraph of 
the Complainant's Bill, that the said bond was as.,. 
page 8 ~ signed to your respondent. 
(4) Your re~pondent neither admits nor denies 
the alleg'ations contained in the fourth paragraph that on the 
8th d.ay of November, 1920, the said Irving H. Matthews and · 
wife conveyed the $3,me real estate c.onveyed in the aforesaid 
deed of trust to Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, to secure a bond 
payable tQ the Accomack Banking Company, Inc., in the sum 
of r.(lwo Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00), and that the same was 
later assigned to the said Elmer W. Somers, but calls· for 
strict proof of the same. 
Your respondent admits the allegation contained in said 
fourth paragraph that he continued to hold the said bond, on 
which there was a balance due of Six Thousand Dollars 
($6,000.00), until the 13th day of October, 1930, and here al-
leges that he still holds the same. 
Your respondent neither admits nor denies the allegation 
QQntain~d. in ~aid par11graph that the said Elmer W. Somers 
continued to hold the deed of trust bond of Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00) until the 13th day of October, 1930. 
Your re$pondent emphatically denies the alleg·~tion con-
tained in saicl fol.lrth paragraph that he made any ag:r~ement 
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with the said Elmer ·vv. Somers, or with anyone else, either 
in person or through his Attorney, G. Walter Mapp, whereby 
he was to be paiff the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
by the said Elmer W. Somers, or anyone else, with the un-
derRtanding· that the same was not to be credited upon the 
aforesaid bond. 
Your respondent further emphatically denies the 
page ~ ~ allegations contained in the said fourth paragraph 
that he either directly or throug·h his attorney, G. 
Walter Ma.pp, made or had any agreement with the said El-
mer W. Somers, or anyone else, to the effect that he was sell-
ing to the said Elmer "\V. Somers, ·or his assigns, a prorated 
share in and to said bond, and/or the security to same, and 
further emphatically denies that he had any agreement him-
self or through his Attorney, G.· Walter Mapp, with the said 
Elmer W. Somers, or anyone else, whereby the said Elmer 
W. Somers was to take over additional parts of said deed of 
trust bond by purchase as additional sums of money were 
available. . 
This respondent further emphatically denies the allega-
tion contained in said fourth paragraph that in the event of 
a sale of the said "Irving II. Matthews Farm", the proceeds 
from said sale were to be prorated between the owners of 
the aforesaid deed of trm:t bond, according to their respective 
interests. 
(5) Your respondent neither admits nor denies the allega-
tions contained in the fifth paragraph of said Bill to the ef-
fect that the deed of trust bond of November 8th, 1930, for 
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00), and the one-sixth inter-
est alleged to have been owned by the said Elmer W. Somers 
in your respondent's bond were conveyed to Margaret A. 
Somers as collat~ral security by the said Elmer W. Somers, 
and that the same are now held by the estate of the said Mar-
garet A. Somers, but calls for strict proof of said allegations. 
(6) Your respondent admits tlie allegations contained in 
the sixth paragraph of the Complainant's Bill that on the 
9th dav of October, 1937, the said Elmer V/. Som-
page 10 ~ ers, Trustee, advertised for sale the Irving- H. 
Matthews property conveyed in the aforesaid deed 
of trust of October 30th, 1919, and admits that he purchased 
the same as alleged for the sum of Four ·Thousand Fifty Dol-
lars ($4,050.00) at said sale, and that he paid at the time 
the sum of Four Hundred Five Dollars ($405.00) to tJ1e said 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, in accordance with the terms of_ 
said sale. 
(7) Your respondent admits the allegations contained in the 
seventh paragraph of said Bill that he has refused to pay 
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to the said Elnier "\V. Somers, Trustee, any further amounts 
on account of said purchase for the reasons hereinafter as-
signed, and admits that he now contends, as he has always 
contended, that he is the sole owner of the deed of trust bond 
of October 3.0th, 1919. 
(8) This respondent neither admits nor denies the al1ega-
tions contained in the eighth paragraph of the Complainant's 
Bill that the said Elmer vV. Somers, Trustee, has offered to 
make conveyance of said property to him, upon the terms 
and conditions set forth in said paragTaph, and calls for strict 
proof of same, but he does not in any wise admit that the 
said estate of Margaret A. Somers, or anyone else, other than 
himself, has any interest in the aforesaid bond, and he de-
nies that anyone, other than himself, is entitled to the pro-
ceeds of the aforesaid sale after payment of the costs and 
expenses of the sale, and expressly denies that the said estate 
of Margaret A. Somers is entitled to one cent of the proceeds 
of said sale. 
(9) Insofar as the ninth paragraph of the Com-
page 11 ~ plainant 's Bill is concerned, your respondent al-
leges that no one has any personal interest in the 
amount now due and owing of the balance due for the pur-
chase price of said property except himself, but he neither 
admits nor denies that the said Elmer W. Somers is inter-
ested in the alleged claim of the estate of Margaret A. Somers 
and in the Two Thousaud Dollar ($2,000.00) bond constituting 
a second lien upon said property, and calls for strict proof 
of the same. 
(10) Your respondent denies that the complainant is en-
titled to the relief sought for in his Bill, and again alleges 
that no one except himself has any interest in the aforesaid 
bond dated the 30th day of October, 1919, secured by a deed 
of trust on the Irving H. :Matthews property described in 
the Complainant's Bill, and here states that the facts leading 
up to the payment of the said sum of One Thousand Dollars 
to this respondent by the said Elmer W. Somers are as fol-
lows, to-wit: 
That on or about, to-wit, the spring of 1930, the dwelling 
house on said farm was burned; that the said dwelling house 
was insured under a policy in the Petersburg Insurance Com-
pany, Inc., the same being policy No. 101069, issued by the 
late G. J:4,red Kelley, of iOnancock, Virginia, for the sum of 
Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), with loss clause pay-
able to Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, as his interest might ap-
pear; that following said fire this respondent demanded pay-
ment to him of the said sum of Three Thousand Dollars 
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($3,000.00), and retained G. ·walter Mapp, an Attorney of 
Accomac, Virginia, to represent his interest; that 
page 12 }- negotiations ensued in which your respondent first 
agTeed to accept One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
and to permit the application of Two Thousand Dollars 
($2,000.00) of the insurance money in replacing buildings upon 
the premises ; that the balance of the loan was to be guar-
anteed by Elmer ,v. Somers and paid by August 15th, 1930; 
that the said Elmer W. Somers, Attorney for Irving H. Mat-
thews and Trustee, first agreed to this and then declined to 
live up to it, stating that arrangements had been made to 
pay off Mr. Gillespie's loan in full on the 15th day of ... L\.u-
gust, 1930; that negotiations continued without success, dur-
ing ·which your respondent always contended and repeatedly 
demanded _that at least One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) 
of said insurance money be paid to him, the balance to be ex-
pended in replacing the buildings on the property, and his 
entire loan to be paid by August 15th, 1930, or otherwise that 
tl1e entire sum of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) be paid 
to him; that said negotiations continued without your re-
spondent obtaining· payment as demanded until the 19th day 
of August, 1930, when his Attorney advised the said Elmer 
vV. Somers that he was instituting suit at once for the col-
lection of the said insurance money and for the payment of 
said bond; that on the 25th day of August, 1930, your re-
spondent th1~ough his .Attorney, G. Walter Mapp, filed suit in 
the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court for the County of Ac-
comack, Virginia, under the style of William C. Gillespie, .As-
s-i,qnee of WiUia.1n II. Hitchens, v. Irvin,q Ii. 1J!Jatthews, Pearle 
TY. llfatthew8, his wife, and Elm,er W. Somers, Tritstee i,n a 
certa-in deed of triist fr01n the said IrvinlJ H. Matthews and 
wife, dated October 30, 1919; and El1ner W. Som-
page 13 ~ ers, Trustee and the Accomac Ba.nking Company, 
Beneficiarv, in a certa-in deed of tntst dated No-
vember 8, 1920; ·that said suit was returnable to September 
Hules, first Monday, and the Bill and Exhibits filed at said 
Rules, and decree n.isi entered; that at the September Rules, 
third :Monday, 1930, there having- been no reply to said Bill, 
the same was taken for confessed; that the said case was set 
for hearing· at the October term, 1930, and the trial actually 
commenced; that during the proceedings, either while your 
respondent's Attorney was reading· the Bill or shortly there-
after, the said Elmer W. Somers stated in open court that it 
was unnecessary to proceed further and that he would make 
payment as demanded; that proceedings thereupon termi-
nated; that no decree was entered in said cause so far as 
the record discloses, but that said suit is still on the docket; 
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that the said Jmmer V\T. Somers immediate1y following said 
proceedings advised G. Walter Mapp, your respondent's At-
torney, that he would pay him One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) on that date and would take care of the balance 
shortly thereafter, including the costs of the aforesaid suit, 
and that there was no need to enter any decree in the suit, 
which the said G. \V"alter Mapp advised would be satisfactory, 
and further advised the said Somers that if payment was 
made promptly as agreed he would waive the $15.00 fee to· 
be taxed as a part of said costs; that the said Elmer W. 
Somers thereupon paid to the said G. '\Valter Mapp, At-
torney for your respondent, the said sum of One Thousand 
Dollars ($17000.00), in accordance with his agree-
pag·e 14 ~ ment made as aforesaid, and the said G. Vv alter 
Mapp promptly made settlement with your re-
spondent for the said One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00); thai 
on the 6th day of November, 1930, the costs of said suit were 
taxed and settlement made with the Clerk of the Court; that 
your respondent is advised through his Attorney that the 
papers in the cause of William C. Gillespie, Sr., Assignee of 
William H. Hitchens, v. Irving H. Matthews, et als., cannot 
be found in the Clerk's Office and he has been otherwise un-
able to locate the same, but he has obtained from the said 
G. Walter l\fapp a copy of the Bill filed in said cause,-a 
copy of the same being herewith .filed, marked E·xhibit "A", 
and prayed to be taken as a part of this Answer; that the . 
said Elmer W. Somers failed to pay the sum of Two Thou-
sand Dollars ($2,000.00) to the said G. Walter Mapp, .At-
torney for this respondent, as agreed although the said G. 
Walter Mapp continuously kept after him for the same; that 
your respondent finally agreed, in view of the paym,ent to him 
of the said sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) and the 
expenditure of the remaining· Two Thousand Dollars 
($2,000.00) on the buildings on the property, to relieve the 
said Somers of the obligation to pay the remaining -Two 
· Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00), and instructed his said At-
torney, G. Walter Mapp, to· take no further action in the 
collection of the same; that he would have the farm sold and 
purchase it at .the sale if necessary to protect himself. 
(11) That this respondent here alleges that he has already 
paid to the said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, more than a suf-
ficient amount to take care of the costs of the sale, 
page 15 ~ including the Trustee's commissions and taxes, and 
that he is entitled to the balance in the said Trus-
tee's hands after deducting the aforesaid commissions, taxes 
and costs. 
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(12) This respondent further alleges that the said Elmer · 
W. Somers, Trustee has failed to pay the taxes for the years 
1936 and 1937, as provided for under the terms of said sale, 
amounting to $93.70, exclusive of penalties. 
(13) Your respondent further alleges that under the terms 
of said sale he was entitled to possession of the property on 
.. ,January 1st, 1939, but that all rents, issues and profits from 
said land under the terms of said sale from January 1st, 1938, 
were to go to him; that the said property was rented in 1938 
to William T. Brittingham for Two Hundred Dollars 
($200.00), Fifty Dollars ($50.00) of which was paid to the 
said Elmer· "\V. Somers, Trustee, which amount your respond-
ent alleg·es said Trustee sho·uld account for in making settle_-
ment with him. · 
In consideration whereof, this respondent prays that tbis, 
his Answer, may be treated in the nature of a Cross-Bill; that 
, the said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in the aforesaid deed of 
trust from Irving H. Matthews and wife, as well as the said 
Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of Margaret A. Somers, 
deceased, may be made parties defendant to this Bill and 
required to answer the same, but not under oath, oath being 
hereby expressly waived; that proper process may issue; that 
the relief prayed for in the Complainant's Bill be denied and 
that the Complainant's Bill be dismissed; that it may be de-
creed that your respondent is the sole owner of 
page 16 ~ the aforesaid bond of October 30th, 1919, of Irving 
H. Matthews and wife, and entitled to the full 
proceeds from the sa]e of said property after payment 
of· costs of said sale, including taxes and Trustee's commis-
sions; that the said Elmer W. Somers, 'Trustee. may be or-
dered to make payment of the taxes on said property for the 
years 1936 and 1937, in accordance with the terms of said 
sale; that the said E1mer W. Somers, Trustee may he di-
rected to make up his account of the funds received by him 
from the sale of said property, inoluding· the $50.00 rent col-
lected by him as aforesaid, and that he be directed to make 
mn·rnent to this respondent of the amount fo his hands due to 
this respondent, after deducting the costs· of said sale, in-
cluding Trustee's commissions and taxe~; that the said El-
mer W. Somers, Trustee may be then directed to convey to 
this respondent the aforesaid property upon this respondent 
tendering to him a receipt for the balance owing on the pur-
chase price, which amount this respondent will be entitled 
to as a credit upon his bond, upon the said Elmer W. Somers 
likewise being tendered a deed -by this respqndent, prepared 
at his expense; and that this respondent shall have all such 
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further and other relief in the premises, both general and 
special, as the nature of his case might require or to equity 
shall seem meet. 
And as in duty bound be will ever pray, etc. 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, SR., 
By Counsel. 
B. DRUMMOND AYRES, Counsel. 
pag·e 17 ~ (Exhibit "A'' referred to in above Answer is 
the same as Exhibit '' X'' filed with testimony of 
G. ·walter Mapp, and referred fo on page 50 of this tran-
script.) 
And at another day, to-wit: 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of the County of Accomack, on Thursday, the 
15th day of ,June, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred 
and Thirty-nine. · 
Elmer vV. Somers, Tmstee in deed of trust of Irving H. 
Matthews and wife, Pltff., . 
against 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer vV. Somers, Administra-
tor of M.A. Somers, deceased, Defts. 
In Cha11icer:21. 
On motion of William C. Gillespie, Sr., by B. Drummond 
Ayres, his Attorney, leave is granted him to file his Answer 
in the nature of a Cross-Bill in this cause, and the same is 
filed accordfogly. 
And thereupon it is ordered that this cause be remanded 
to rules, and that process do issue to Elmer W .. Somers, Trus-
tee in a deed of trust from Irving H. Matthews and wife, and 
to Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, de-
ceased, directing them to answer said Cross-Bill. 
And the Court reserves, etc. 
Answer of Elmer W. Somers, trustee and Administrator 
of M. A. Somers, deceased, filed October 6th, 1939. 
In the Circuit Court for the County of Accomack, Virginia: 
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page 18 }- Elmer vY. Somers, Trustee in deed of trust of Ir-
ving H. Matthews and wife, Complainant, 
v. 
"William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Adminis-
trator of M. A. Somers, deceased, Defendants. 
(In Chancery.) 
Come now the defendant, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator 
of M. A. Somers, deceased, and the complainant, Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee in deed of trust of Irving H. Matthews and 
wife, and for answer to the Cross-Bill filed by William C. 
Gillespie, Sr., or to so much thereof as they are advised it is 
material they should answer, answer and say: 
Your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in deed of 
trust of Irving· H. Matthews and wife, and your respondent, 
Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M.A. Somers, deceased, 
respectfully assert that the alleg·ations made in the Bill of 
Complaint filed in this cause are true and correc.t; the ref ore, 
they take no exception to the first, second, and third para-
graphs of the Cross-Bill of the said William C. Gillespie, 
Sr., nor do they take any exception to t.he first part of the 
fourth paragraph of the said Cross-Bill, but they do take 
exception to the denial of the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
that he made an ag-reement with the said Elmer W. Somers, 
in person and through his Attorney, G. Walter Mapp, whereby 
he was to be paid the sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) by the said Elmer W. Somers with the express 
understanding that the same was not be credited upon the 
aforesaid bond, and your respondent Elmer W. 
page 19 }- Somers, Administrator of M.A. Somers, deceased, 
and your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, 
have ample proof to sustain the allegations made in the 
fourth paragraph of the Bill of Complaint. Exception is also 
taken to the denial of the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., that 
he directly and through his Attorney, G. "\Valter Mapp, made 
an agreement with the said Elmer "\V. Somers to the effect 
that the said Elmer vV. Somers, or his assigns, was to pur-
chase a pro rata share of the said deed of trust held by the 
said v\t ... illiam C. Gillespie, Sr., and here state that they have 
ample proof to sustain said charge. Your respondent, Elmer 
"'vV. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, deceased, and 
your complainant, Elmer ""\V. Somers, Trustee, also take ex-
ception to the denial of the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
that in the event of a sale of the said Irving H. Matthews farm 
the proceeds from said sale were to be prorated between the 
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owners of the afore said deed of trust bond according to theii; 
respective interests and here state that they have ample proof 
to sustain said charge. 
Your respondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. 
A. Somers, deceased, and your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, 
Trustee, take no exception to the fifth, sixth, seventh and 
first part of the eighth paragraph of said Cross-Bill, but do 
take exception to the last part of the eighth paragraph of said 
Cross-Bill wherein the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., denies 
that a~yone other than himself is entitled to the proceeds of 
tlle sale of the Irving H. Matthews farm and here state that 
Elmer W. S0111ers, Administrator of l\L A. Somers, deceased, 
is entitled to one--sixth of the net proceeds from 
page 20 ~ said sale. 
Your respondent, Elmer \V. Somers, Adminis-
trator of M. A. Somers, deceased, and your complainant, El-
mer W. Somers,. Trustee, take exception to the ninth para-
g·raph of the said Cross-Bill. 
Your respondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. 
A. Somers, deceased, and your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, 
Trustee~ to take exception to the tenth paragraph of said 
Cross-Bill wherein the respondent, William C. Gillespie, 
Sr., denies that the complainant is entitled to the relief sought 
for in the Bill of Complaint. It is true that in the spring 
of 1930 the dwelling house on the Irving H. Matthews farm 
was burned and that the same was insured through the office 
of G. Fred Kelley, Agent, Onancock, Virginia, for the sum 
of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00), and the personal 
property of Irving H. Matthews was likewise insured for the 
sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00); that the said Ir-
ving H. Matthews and Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, to whom 
the loss was made payable, made demand on the said insur-
ance company for payment, but same was refused on the 
ground that the dwelling was not worth Fmirth Thousand 
Dollars ($4,000.00) and the insurance. company demanded 
that a reduction be made in said sum of Three Thousand 
Dollars ($3,000.00) to approximately Two Thousand Dollars 
($2,000.00) on the ground that the dwelling was not worth ~s 
much as Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) when it was 
burned. However, the said insutance company, through its 
Agent, was notified that Elmer W. Somers, Attorney, had 
been retained to prosecute said claim and that suit would be 
filed against said company to recover the full amount of the 
irtsurance, and after repeated efforts, settlement 
page 21 ~ was finally made therefor. Immediately after the 
fire, Irving H. Matthews, and Pearl Matthews, his 
wife, interviewed William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. 
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Somers, Trustee, with view to rebuilding· on said farm and 
refurnishing said dwelling which could not be done unless 
the sum of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) could be used 
for rebuilding and the . sum of One Thousand Dollars 
($1,000.00) used for refurnishing the dwelling. The said 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., to whom had been paid the sum o~ 
One Thousand Eighty Dollars ($1,080.) to cover' three years' 
interest in 1929, readily agreed to the proposition and 
advised the said Irving H. Matthews and wife and Elmer 
W. Somers, ·Trustee, to get in touch with some good con-
tractor to rebuild as soon as possible. The ref ore, Lee. ·:N" ock, 
a contractor, of Assa woman, Virginia, was employed to re-
build, and a small building was erected immediately· on the 
property so that the said Irving H. Matthews could continue 
his farm work. Likewise an agreement was reached witl1 
Elmer W. Somers to permit the sum of ·Orte Thousand Dollars-
($1,00().00), which was later re~eived from the insurance eom--
pany for the personal property, to be used for refurnishing 
said dwelling, and all of said money, after deducting a five 
per cent (5%) commission due Elmer W . .Somers, Attorney, 
for services rendered in securing settlement, was used for. 
rebuilding on said premises and refurnishing the dwelling 
placed thereon~ After the work was practically completed, 
the said ·wmiam C. Gillespie, Sr., inspected same and stated 
that he was quite pleased with same. It was not until later 
. on, when it· appeared that the said Irving H. Mat-
page 22 ~ thews would not be able to make enough out of his 
farming operations in 1930 to pay the 1930 interest 
due on the Six Thousand Dollar ($6,000.00) deed of trust 
bond held by the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., that the said 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., asked for a payment thereon and 
later, when he knew that the money had been used for re-
building- .with his consent, he even went so far as to demand 
all of the insurance monPy to he paid to him. It was not until 
after the building had been erecte4 and paid for that the said 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., through G. Walter Mapp, his At-
torney, filed suit to recover the insurance money, apparent1y 
hoping thereby to recover Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) 
in: ,cash and ·at the same time hold a first lien on the farm 
with the new· buildings erected and paid for out of the in-
surance- money. · . · · 
In order to satisfy the claim of William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
and pay off the bond held by him, the said Irving H. Mat-
thews :filed an application with the Federal Land Bank for 
refinancing the saiq farm, but was unable to secure a loan 
from the said Federal Land Bank -for that purpose. Your re-
spondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, 
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deceased, and your complainant, Elmer vV. Somers, Trustee, 
deny 'that the suit was set for hearing· at the October term, 
1930, and trial actually commenced and that during the pro-
ceedings the said Elmer VV. Somers stated at open Court that 
it was unnecessary to proceed further and that he would 
ma],e payment as demanded and the proceedings thereupon 
terminated. On the ccntrary, the case was not set for hear-
ing and could not have been disposed of without the taking 
of depositions as the defendants were ready to def end the 
said suit throughout since it was based upon false 
page 23 ~ and erroneous statements and was simply a case 
of trying to secure money which did not rightfully 
belong to the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., and the defend-
ants had ample proof to sustain their position in said suit. 
·what actually happened with this: The said Irving H. 
Matthews and wife were very anxious to pay off the bond held 
by the said Vlilliam C. Gillespie, Sr., and remove him from 
the picture as be had never been willing to assist them during 
the bad years, but was always demanding· his interest 
promptly each year. The farm was unquestionably in 1930 
a good investment for a loan of ,Six Thousand Dollars 
($6,000.00); therefore, the said Elmer vV. Somers hoping· and 
believing conditions would continue as they had been from 
1925 through 1930 and having some money not needed for 
his actual use at that time, proposed to the said "\Yilliam C. 
Gillespie, Sr., and G. VValter Mapp, his Attorney, to take 
over and purchase the bond held by ·William C. Gillespie, Sr., 
as. and when he could get the money in hand with the ex-
press understanding that the bond should not be credited with 
the monies advanced by him, but would later be assigned to 
him or to such other person as he mig·ht name. Upon this 
condition and ·with this express understanding, the said El-
mer W. Somers advanced and paid over to G. Walter Mapp, 
Attorney for William C. Gillespie, Sr., the sum of One Thou-
Hand Dollars ($1,000.00) for which he holds receipt and can-
celled check to sustain and prove the agreement so made at 
that time. Unfortunately, conditions did not improve, but 
gradually became worse and the same Elmer W. Somers was 
not able to make any further advances on account of said 
bond nor purchase any additional portion thereof. 
page 24 ~ The said Irving H. Matthews died in 1931, and 
the said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee and as Attor-
ney for Irving H. Matthews' Estate, continued to operate said 
farm for the balance of 1931 and 1932, but lost money thereon. 
In 1933 and 1934 the said farm was leased to Roland C. Mar-
shall and later leased to "William T. Brittingham until it was 
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sold by the said Trnstee at public auction as alleged in the 
Bill of Complaint. 
Your respondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of 
M. A. Som~rs, deceased, and your complainant, Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, know nothing· of the agreement reached be-
tween the said William 0. Gillespie, Sr., and G. Walter Mapp, 
Attorney, about the dismissal of said suit as the said Irving 
H. Matthews and wife and all of the defendants named in 
said suit were ready to contest same throughout. 
Your respondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of 
M. A. Somers, deceased, and your complainant, Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, deny the alleg·ations conta5.ned in the 
eleventh paragraph of said Cross-Bill and here state that the 
allegations contained in the Bill of Complaint are true and 
set forth the exact balance in said Trustee's hands, and the 
balance due and owing by the said William C. Gillespie; Sr., 
as purchaser of the said real estate. 
Your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, admits that 
he has not paid the taxes for Hl36 and 1937 because the said 
purchaser has failed to make settlement as requested and as 
alleg·ed in the Bill of Complaint. 
Your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, denies the 
allegations contained in the thirteenth paragraph of said 
Cross-Bill wherein it is alleged that the property 
page 25 t was rented to "\Villiam T. Brittingham for the year 
1938 for :Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00), Fifty 
Dollars ($50.00) of which was paid to Elmer W. Somers, 
Trustee, and here states that not one penny of the 1938 rent 
was paid to the said Elmer W . .Somers, 'Trustee, and that no 
part of the rent has been collected by the said Trustee since 
1937. However, the Bill of Complaint filed in this cause sets 
forth the net amount in the hands of the said Trustee from 
rents collected, the same being Forty-seven Dollars and Sev-
enty-four Cents ($47.74), and the net amount in hand from 
the initial payment made by ·wmiam 0. Gillespie, Sr., pur-
chaser, namely, Forty-nine Dollars and Eighty-four Cents 
($49.84). An itemized statement of same has been given to 
the said William C. Gillespie, Sr., who has time and again 
checked over the items as listed on the records in the office of 
Elmer W. Somers, Attorney and Trustee. 
Your respondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of 
l\L A. Somers, deceased, and your complainant, Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, respectfully pray that the said William C. 
Gillespie, Sr., purchaser, may be required to make settlement 
in accordance with the prayer in the Bill of Complaint so 
that the said Trustee can give the purchaser a deed for the 
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property and make settlement on the money received by him 
accordingly. 
Ancl now haying fully answered the Cross-Bill your re-
~pondent, Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. Somers, 
deceased,- and your complainant, Elmer W. Somers, Trustee 
in deed of trust of Irving H. Matthews and wife, respectfully 
pray that they may be hence dismissed with their reasonable 
costs in this behalf expended. 
page 26 t 
EL~ER W. SOMERS, Trustee. 
ELMER W. SO:ME'RS, 
Administrator of M. A. Somers, dec'd. 
~- AM.JnS DRUMMOND, Counsel. 
And at another day, to~wit: 
Virginia: 
~rcu~t Court of the County of Accomack, on Friday, , the 
6th day of October, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hun-
dred. and Thirty-nine. 
Elmer vV. Somers, Trustee in deed of trust of Irving H. 
Matthews ancl wife, Pltf[, 
against 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Administra-
tor of M. A. Somers, deceased, Def ts. 
In Chancery. 
Upon motion of Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and Elmer W. 
Somers, Administrator of M. A: Somers, deceased, leave is 
granted him to file his answer to the Cross-Bill filed in this 
cause. and it is hereby adjt1dg·ed, ordered and decreed that 
the same be filed accordingly. 
· The Court reserves the right, etc. 
page 27 ~ Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Accomack County. 
Elmer W. Somers, T~ustee in a _deed of trust from Irving 
= H; -Matthews and wife, Complamant, · 
. . 
: v. 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Adminis-
trator of M. A. Somers, Deed., Defendants. 
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Testimony and other incidents of the above-styled cause 
heard before J olm E. N otting·ham, Judge of the Circuit Court 
for the County of Accomack, Virginia, on the 23rd day of 
Octo her, 1939. 
Present: H. Ames Drummond, Attorney for the Complain-
ant, and B. Drummond Ayres and Godfrey H. Child, At-
torneys for the Defendants. 
Note: It is agreed by counsel for all parties in interest that 
the evidence in this r...ause be taken ore tenus and that the costs 
therefor be taxed as part of the costs in this suit. 
ELMER W. SOMERS, 
the Complainant, being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Drummond: 
Q. Mr. Somers, were you Trustee in a certain deed of trust 
from Irving H. Matthews and wife dated October 30, 1919? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you make the loan? 
A. I did not. I just drew the deeds. 
Q. It is alleged in the Bill that subsequently that 
page 28 ~ loan for $7,500.00 was credited with $1,500.00 in 
1920. 
A.· I loaned the money myself. 
Q. Leaving a balance of $6,000? 
A. I loaned him the money and gaye him a credit. . 
Q. Your second deed of trust of $2,000 was incurred for 
the purpose of reducing the prior mortgage to $6,0001 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know what he paid for the property! 
A. Paid $9,000 and was offered $12,000 in 1920. 
Q. You knew Irving II. Matthews and you knew the farm? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Quite a valuable piece of land f 
A.. Yes, sir, belong·ed to Eddie Bunting and he sold it to 
Irving H. Matthews. 
Q. From 1920 until 1929 did you supervise the property? 
A. I didn't have anything· to do with it until 1927. He 
had some bad years in 1924 and 1926 and was in debt to Mar-
tin Hall Company and others and he came to me for help. 
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Mr. Ayres: We object. What is the purpbse of this Y. 
Mr. Drummond: My idea is that the insurance was in-
creased when ~e got in there. 
Q. What insurance did you have, or did he have on the 
place at that time? 
A. $1,000 on the buildings, nothing on his furniture. 
Q. When was that insurance increased to $3,000 on the 
buildings and $1,00_Q on the furniture and household effects? 
A. ·when he came to me for help. He came to 
page 29 ~ me in the fall of 1926 and I told him very frankly 
. he didn't have enough insurance; that my mother 
and I were glad to help him, but he would have to take in-
surance up to the limit, and I advanced the money and he 
went to Mr. Kelly and advanced the insurance to $3,000 and 
$1,000 on the furniture. I :financed him in 1927 and it was 
a pretty fair year and he paid his interest and paid his debts 
out, got clear of Martin Hall entirely in 1927 and paid Mr. 
Gillespie some interest that year, and I :financed him again 
in 1928, but that was a bad year. I financed him in 1929 and 
that was a good year and we paid 1\fr. Gillespie all of his in-
terest, paid him $720.00 interest and had a check for $400.00 
to Irving :Matthews himself. 
Q. Out of those proceeds of the farm coming to you which 
you could have applied on the second deed of trust you paid 
him. 
A. I paid him $1,020.00. 
l\fr. Ayres: He could have paid, or he would have been 
sold out. 
A. I didn't know Mr. Gillespie held the bond until 1926. 
Q. When did this fire oocur, Mr. Somers 1 
A. Sometime early in 1930, in March I think. I know Mr. 
Matthews had his potatoes all planted and lost everything 
he had, even his clothes. "" 
Q. Did you c.ollect the insurance money f . 
A. Immediately after the fire Mr. Matthews and his wife 
came to see me and wanted to know if we couldn't put the 
building- back there and the furniture. I told him as to putting 
the building back we would have to see Mr. Gillespie. I 
talked with Mother and l felt sure we could refurnish it. Mr. 
Gillespie came down with them two or three days 
page 30 ~ after that and said by all means ; Irving was a good 
boy and wanted him kept on and he was afraid I 
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wouldn't agree that the furniture be put back and I said 
absolutely. I advised them then to get a contractor and then 
Mr. Gillespie told me they arranged with Mr. Nock to build 
and I was to guarantee it out of the insurance money. 
Q. At that time he owed Mr. Gillespie $6,000, but wasn't 
in default in any interest? ' 
A. Not a bit in the world. 
Q. Did you refurnish the building out of the insurance 
money you had, the $1,000Y 
A. Yes, sir. Mr. Gillespie said go ahead and put them up 
a small building so he could go ahead with his work. I have 
a record right here, Mr. Drummond, just exactly what it was. 
Here is the whole record for 1930. 
Q. It shows you paid Young & Son $20.23 and A. J. Lillis-
ton $73.44. What was that fort 
A. About putting up the small building so he could con-
tinue with his work. 
Mr . .A.yres: What dates are those items? 
A. May 16th they were paid. They were put up in March . 
. Q. The record shows you received the insurance money on_ 
Mav 14th, is that true? 
A. Whatever that date is. 
Q. You had incurred the obligation, but you didn't pay 
them until the insurance money came in? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How much did you pay for the dwelling7 
page 31 }- A. $2,609.34. We have never found the checks, 
but the young lady found the stubs of it. It was 
paid July 25, 1930. 
Mr. Drummond: Showing Check 7242, July 25, 1930, L. A. 
Nock, full amount due by Irving H. Matthews for building · 
house, etc., $2,609.34. · 
Q. \VhoRe handwriting is that in? 
A. Miss Katherine Sterling. 
Q . .She was working for you at that time 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Somers, did you spend all of the $3,000, less attor-
nev's fees f 
A. Yes, sir, every cent of it. $2,800.00 and some dollars is 
my recollection. 
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Q. You have another bill July 26th for $79.74, Young & 
Son. 
A. That was lumber. 
Q. Another bill T. F. Mears $24.55. What is that for¥ 
A. I wouldn't know without looking up the record. 
Q. But all of the bills were incurred in the rebuildingt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The insurance company itself had the option to rebuild 
if thev desired to do so f 
A. They threatened to do so, but they finally settled. 
Q. 1\fr. Somers, you testified that was all the agreement 
of Mr. W. C. Gillespie. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is there any doubt about that f 
A. Not a bit in the world, because otherwise we 
pag·e 32 ~ would have paid it off. $4,000 from insurance would 
. only have left $4,000 and it would have brought a 
lot more than that then. 
Q. Mr. Somers, you have stated these obligations were in-
curred immediately after the fire? 
A. Within a week. 
Q. But they weren't paid uritil the insurance money was 
received? 
A. That is right. 
Q. But that you had g11aranteed payment of them out of 
the insurance money Y 
A. Oh, yes. I did that because he had to g·o to work. 
Q. When was it that Mr. Gillespie took the position that 
he now takes that he wanted the insurance money? 
A. After the obligation was all made and the building was 
being erected then Mr. Mapp would come to me and say Mr. 
Gillespie wanted the money. J\fr. Gillespie would come to 
see me and say he wanted Irving to go on and I would get 
in touch with Irving and he would come down. 
Q. Before these letters were written by Mr. Mapp you 
had incurred the obligation to rebuild 1 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. And were personally responsible for iU 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. All in accordance with the agreement with Mr. 1.;v. C. 
GillespieT 
A. Absolutely. 
· Q. Mr. Somers, will you please state to the Court about 
this $1,000 payment? 
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A. 1930 was a good year, as you recall. Mr. 
page 33 ~ Matthews decided he would go out and see if he 
couldn't get it. Then he made application to the 
Federal Land Bank, but he didn't get it from that.' Mr. 
Mapp fi]ed the Bill. I wasn't worried about that, because we 
had ample evidence to show what Mr. Gillespie agreed with. 
It meant nothing to me personally, but in the fall Irving came 
to see me after he found the ·Land Bank wouldn't let him have 
it. He wanted to get Mr. Gillespie out of the picture if there 
was any way to do it. I decided as fast as I had the money 
I would take the bonds over. He said at that time he was 
tied up with this Mappsville deal and he couldn't get any in-
terest on that and needed some money. I agreed to take it 
over as fast as I could get it. I paid that over. My le'tter 
from me to Mr. Mapp speaks as to what my instructions were 
about that and his reply. 
Mr. Drummond: I desire to introduce in the record as part 
of the evidence of Mr. Somers carbon copy of a letter dated 
October 13th, 1930, from Elmer VV. Somers to G. Walter 
Mapp, and ai::k that same be marked as Complainant's Ex-
hibit 1. Also check of Elmer W. Som~rs payable to G. VVal-
ter Mapp, dated October 13, 1930, for the sum of $1,000, check 
No. 7557, and ask that same be marked as Complainant's 
Exhibit 2. 
Q. Is this the letter you receh,ed from Mr. :Mapp dated 
the same day? 
A. Yes, sir, that was the only receipt I had for it and that 
is the envelope in which it came~ 
Mr. Drununonci: I desire to introduce in the record as 
part of the evidence of Mr. Somers a letter dated Ocfober 13, 
1930, from G. Walter Mapp to Elmer W. Somers as ·com-
plainant's Ex. 3. . . 
page 34 ~ Q. I hand you letter dated January 12, 1931, and 
ask you if you received that from Mr. Mapp, rep-
resenting Mr. W. C . .Gillespie f · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Drummond: I desire to introduce this letter in evi-
dence· as Exhibit 4 with the evidence of Mr. Somers. 
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Q.· I hand you letter dated October 6, 1931, from Mr. Mapp 
and ask you if you received that letterf 
A~ Y cs, sir, I g·ave it to you. 
Mr. Drummond: I desire to introduce this letter as part 
of the evidence of Mr. Somers, and mark same as Complain-
ant's E·xhibit 5. 
Q. Did you on October 9th reply to that letter? 
A. Yes, sir, that is a copy of it. 
Mr. Drummond: Desire to offer in evidence as part of the 
testimony of Mr. Somers a carbon c.opy of a letter dated Oct. 
9, 1931, from Elmer W. Somers to G. Walter Mapp as Com-
plainant's Exhibit 6. 
Q. D1cl you agTee to apply the $1,000 payment on the $5,000 
in accordance with the request of Mr. Mapp in 193H 
. A.. No, sir, I had no additional security for it. The only 
thing I had was his receipt for the $1,000. 
Q. Did you take from M:r. Irving H. Matthews or anyoue 
else any security whatever when you made the $1,000 pay-
ment to Mr. W. C. Gillespie 1 
A. Only the understanding from Mr. Gillespie that I was 
purcl1asing one-sixth of the bond. 
Q. And you had no other security for the $1,000 
page 35 ~ other than the pro rata assignment of the $6,000 
deed of trust? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. 1fr. Somers, who rented the land in 1933 and 1934 and 
possibly 1935? 
A. Mr. Roland Marshall rented it. 
Q. ~Who rented it to him? 
A.. I did. I consulted with Mr. Gillespie. Mr. Matthews 
died in 1932 and left me in the hole. I financed him in 1931 
and 1932, both bad years, and he died in the fall of 1932. 
Q. Did Mr. Gillespie agree and consent to your handling 
the farm clear up to the time it was sold? 
A.. He did. 
Q. Did Mr. Marshall come to you first or to Mr. Gilles-
pie? 
A. Mr. Marshall wrote me he had seen Mr. Gillespie and 
Mr. Gillespie left it to me. I talked with Mr. Gillespie be-
cause Mr. 1\f arshall was raiseq up that part of the county and 
I lmew he manied Mr. Bund1ck's daug·hter and I knew Mr. 
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Gillespie would know whether he was a g·ood tenant, and Mr. 
Gillespie said yes and we rented to him. 
Q. Are the statements set forth in the Bill of Complaint 
true and correct¥ 
A. Correct to a penny. 
Q. And that there is due to you as administrator of your 
mother's estate the amount set forth therein? 
A. Yes, sir, absolutely. · 
Q. Is there any other statement you care to make at this 
time? 
A. Not that I know of. 
page 36 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. Who were you representing when you paid this $1,000f 
A. Representing myself then. I thought it was a good loan 
and if I had had $6,000 I would have taken it over that day. 
Q. Mr. Mapp wrote to you early in May, 1930, about this, 
did he not·? 
A. Whatever the correspondence shows ther~. 
Q. That is a fact. 
A. I don't question that. · ·-.·> Yr.:.<-:. 
Q. You knew that he was representing Mr. Gillespie from 
that time on, didn't you t 
A. I knew he was representing Mr. Gillespie and Mr. Gil-
lespie would come down to see him and then come to see me~ 
Q. vVhen you made the payment in question you made that 
to l\fr. Mapp, didn't youf 
A. Oh, yes, I wanted Mr. Mapp to get his '.tee. 
Q. There was at .that time pending against you a suit 
brought by Mr. Mapp for the recovery of the $3,000 insur-
ance money? 
A. Yes, sir, there still is so far as I know. 
Q. Is it your contention that you paid this $1,QOO without 
any reference to this suit whatever? 
A. I will not say without any reference to that suit, but 
not in compliance with that suit. I had done with that in-
surance money exactly what I had been instructed to do with 
it by those entitled to it. 
Q. vVhat reference did you have to the suit when you paid 
the $1,000? 
page 37 ~ A. I said indirectly, yes. Naturally the suit is 
there and that ended it, but so far as paying it off 
to get rid of the suit-
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Q. What ended it 7 
A. If you have a suit even if you don't pay a cent it has a 
nuisance value. I didn't want a suit pending, but I didn't 
care anything about that part of it. 
Q. Then what did you dot What understanding did you 
have with reference to the suit? 
A. I had no understanding with reference to the suit. 
Q. You voluntarily out of a clear sky with this suit pend-
ing against you, Mr. Mapp pressing you by letter, paid him 
$1,000 for the sole purpose of taking this bond up. Is that 
your contention 1 Answer my question. 
A. I have a right to explain it .. 
Q. You are a lawyer. 
A. I was purchasing the bond. As I said a moment ago-
Q. I asked you whether or not it bad any r~ference when· 
you purchased it to the ending of this suiU 
. A. There wasn't any agreement about the suit at all. Noth-
ing had been do.ne with the suit except file the Bill. 
Q. Is it or not your contention that with this suit pending 
against you which Mr. Mapp brought in August, and with 
him pressing you by. letters, that you voluntarily and out of 
a clear sky paid him $1,000 solely for the purpose of taking 
up this bond without the reference of this suit? 
A. If I answer yes or not it is not the answer. The facts 
are, Mr. Ayres, that Mr. Mapp had never men-
page 38 t tioned the matter .to me after he- :filed a suit. M.r. 
Gillespie had seen me half a dozen times and 
wanted some money and Mr. Matthews had seen me and 
wanted money to get Mr. Gillespie out of the picture. I de-
cided as fast as I could get the money I would buy the bond, 
and that is what the $1,000 was paid for. 
Q. You still haven't answered iny question. Did the pend-
ing suit have anything to do with it at all? 
A. I told you absolutely no, so far as dismissing the suit is 
concerned. 
Q. Have" anything to do with it so far as settling the suit? 
A. I told you no, because if it had the suit would have been 
off the docket long ago. 
Q. That is what I want you to answer. 
A~ I paid no part of the costs of the suit and have never 
been billed for it. 
Q. I will ask you one more question. You haven't intro-
duced in evidence your bond of $2,000 constituting the second 
lien. 
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A. No, but I can get it. It is attached 'to my mother's pa-
pers. 
Q. This is the receipt which you gave l\Ir. Gillespie for the 
payment of his $405.00 isn't it? 
A. That is right. Just a Trusteets receipt. 
Mr. Ayres: I want to introduce as Exhibit A for the De-
fendant the receipt given ]\fr. W. C. Gillespie on October 9, 
1939, for $405.00, written on the back of the poster of sale. 
Q. The initial payment of 10% required by this is repre-
sented bv the $405.001 
~ A. 1:es, sir. 
page 39 ~ Q. That was more than enough to pay the ex-
penses of sale? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In fact it left a small balance in hand f 
A. The Bill of Complaint shows exactly what the balance 
in hand is. 
Q. Have you made up any account? 
A. I haven't had anything to make up. an account 011. 
Q. You. had that much. 
A. No need to make up an account of forty some dollars. 
Q. I believe you state in your papers there had been a 
statement of this account rendered Mr. Gillespie. Of course 
Mr. Gillespie is dead. '\Ve have not been ahle to find it. How 
was that rendered? 
A. l\fr. Gillespie would come to the office, many many 
times he has done that, and ·want to know what the status 
was. I would take the book,-shows everything· from H)33 
on,-and he would go over this book ,vith me. I would get 
the young- lady to add up on the adding machine what had 
been paid out and what had been paid in. 
Q. Is that how you showed him how the $405.00 was paid 
out? 
A. I am talking about the farming account. 
Q. I am talking about the $405.00 he paid on the purehaso 
price. 
A. I gave him a statement of how much was owing. 
Q. Did you give him a statement of how the $405.00 was 
to be distributed? 
A. It hasn't all been paid out. "\Ve would give him a state-
ment of it on the adding machine. 
Q. You said you gave him a statement of the $405.00 he 
paid on the purchase price showing· the balance owing. I am 
asking you now if you have a statement of that $405.00. 
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A. We gave ]1im :m a.dding machine statement 
page 40 ~ of it, not typc~written. I had everything· on the 
book and let llim look on the books. He hasn't 
done that once, but a dozen times. 
Q. Then the only thing· he has seen was a statement from 
the adding machine. 
A. No, be saw the books themselves, the original entries. 
Q. This poster says the ta~es to be paid by the purchaser 
from the year 1938, taxes up to 1938 to be paid by the Trus-
tee. 
A. I paid everything down to 1.935. I haven't paid 1936 
and 1937. I tried to get him to pay up the difference so I 
could close out the whole thing. 
Q. Did you ever take any other deed of trust from Mat-
thews and wife? 
A. In 1931 I thought w<1 had some money lined up whereby 
we could refinance the whole proposition. I fixed the deed 
of trust up and recorded it, but I was never able to refinance 
it. 
Q. Who is we? 
·A. Matthews· and myself, if I said we. I said so. 
Q. Yori were representing :MatthewR then? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Mr. Ayres: That is all. 
Mr. Drummond: That is all, 1\fr. Somers. 
ROLAND MARSHALL, 
the witness, being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
Bv Mr. Drummond: 
·· Q. Mr. Marshall, where do you reside now? 
pa,ge 41 ~ A. Right here South of Pastoria. 
Q. ·where did you live in 1933, 1934 and 1935? 
A. On the Irving H. Matthews farm. 
Q. When did you rent the Irving; H. 1\fattl1ews farm? 
A. In 1932, after Irving H. Matthews died. 
Q. Who did you go to to rent that farm! 
A. I went to see 1\fr. Gillespie first. I understood around 
the nehrhhorhood he hacl the say over it and Ile ref erred me 
to Mr. Somers, saying tl1ey owned it tog-ether and :M:r. Somers 
-had charge of the renting of it. I wrote Mr. Somers nnd he 
wrote me back and then I came to see Mr. Somers and he 
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fixed up the contract and broug·ht it up there one day and I 
signed it. . 
Q. What I want you to tell the Court,-you say he said 
that Mr. Somers and he owned the farm toge,therY 
A. That they owned the farm together and he left it up 
to Mr. Somers and whatever Mr. Somers done was all right 
with him. · 
l\fr. Ayres : When was this? 
A. In 1932. It was after Mr. Matthews died. I moved 
there the middle of November 1932. 
Q. You wrote Mr. Somers immediately. You didn't come 
to see him? 
A. No, I wrote him right away and he wrote me back.. If 
I am not mistaken I a.sked Mr. Fred Chesser and I thought 
he knew who had charge of it and I think he told me Mr. 
Gillespie and Elmer Somers. 
Q. And you went to see him and he said he and Mr. Somers 
owned it together and anything Mr. Somers did was 0. K. 
with him! 
A. He said Mr. Somers had charge of it. . 
Q. And following that conversation you rented it! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 42 ~ :Mr. Drummond: You can take the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. How long did you stay there Y 
A. Three years. · 
Mr. Avres: You can stand aside. 
Mr. Drummond: We rest, if your Honor please. 
The Court: .AU right, sir. 
"\• 
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a witness on behalf of the Defendant, being first duly sworn, 
testified as follows : . · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. Mr. Mapp, you are an attorney practicing in the County 
of Accomack? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you retained by J\fr. ·w. C. Gillespie, Sr. in the 
spring of 1930? 
A. I was retained,-! would have to jdentify the time. I 
see the :first letter I wrote was May 3, 1930. 
Q. For what purpose were you retained by Mr. Gillespie? 
A. To collect $3,000 insurance money on the l\fatthews 
farm up the county on which he had a deed of trust for a house 
that had been burned. 
Q. Did you advise Mr. Somers that you had been so re-
tained? 
A. Yes, sir, on May 3, 1930. 
Q. Will you introduce the copy of your letter to Mr. Somers. 
Letter from G. ,·valter Mapp to Elmer W. Somers, dated 
1\fay 3, 1930, introduced with the evidence of l\fr. l\.fapp as 
Defendant's Exhibit B. 
page 43 ~ Q. Following the writing of t1Jat letter to Mr. 
Somers did he have a verbal conversation witl1 
you? 
A. A a.sRume t.ba.t he did. Tl1ere l1ad been many letters and 
many conferences over this. I wonlcln 't unde{·take to Ray 
with reference to any particular conference, because I am 
dependent mo1·e or less upon tl1e record for the facts. hnt I 
find a. letter from 1\fr. Gillei:;11ic l1ere to me dated May 13, 1930, 
accepting an offer that I had submitted to Mm from Mr. 
Somers and I do not Ree l1ere a letter from Mr. Somer8 in an-
swer to that. It. mav be filed in t11is. but at any rate there 
had been some kind of official statement made. . 
Q. Let me see l\fr. Gillespie's letter to you. 
Mr. Avrcs: I desire t.o introduce in evidence as a rm.rt 
of the testirnonv of l\fr. '.Mapp a letter dated 1\Iav 13. 1930, 
from W. C. Gillespie to Mr. 1\fapp, and ask tlrnt same be 
marked as Defendant's Exhibit C. 
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Q. After you received that letter did you communicate 
with Mr. Somers¥ 
A. Yes, I wrote Mr. Somers on May 17th. 
Q. That is a letter which is copied in the Exhibit A. which 
is filed with the Bill a.nd is already before the Court. 
~ 
Mr. Ayres : Desire to off er the letter of May 17, 1930, 
from Mr. Mapp to Mr. Somers in evidence with the testimony 
of Mr. Mapp and have same marked as Defendant's Ex-
hibit D. 
Q. Did you receive any reply from this letter to Mr. Somers Y 
A. Yes, sir, on May 21, 1930, I had a reply from Mr. 
Somers. 
Q. That has also been read to the Court. 
Mr. Ayres: Desire to offer that in evidence as Exhibit E. 
page 44 ~ Q. Did you reply to that letter Y 
A. On May 21st. 
Mr. Ayres: I desire to offer in evidence with the testi-
mony of Mr. Mapp copy of letter dated May 21, 1930, to El-
mer W. Somers, and have same marked as Defendant's Ex-
hibit F. 
Q. Was there any further correspondence with )Ir. Somers 
in regard to this settlement? 
A. I wrote Mr. Gillespie on the 21st. May 31st. I have a 
letter from Mr. Somers. 
Q. On May 31st you received this letter from Mr. Somers7 
A. Yes, sir. That is the letter and presumably I got it at 
that date. I may have been away from home on tllat date. 
Mr. Avres: Desire to offer letter of Mav 31. 1930, from 
Elmer W. Somers to G. ,valter 1\fapp as Defeiidant's Ex-
hibit G. 
Q. Did you reply to that? 
A. Yes.· 
Q. In the letter of :May 31st :Mr. Somers speaks of Mr. 
Gillespie having agreed to the building being replaced. Did 
Mr. Gillespie discuss that with you 1 
.A.. Yes, discussed it at length. That is why I delayed an-
swering him until I could get Mr. Gillespie down and talk it 
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over with him, and in this letter of J uue 12th I wrote this 
letter to Mr. Somers and Mr. Gillespie was in the office when 
this letter was written. 
Q. But he always denied he made any such agreement 1 
A. Always denied it. 
Mr. Ayres: Desire to introduce letter of June 12, 1.930, 
from G. Walter :Mapp to Elmer ,v. Somers as Defendant's 
Ex. H. 
page 45 ~ Q. Did you write Mr. Somers again on the 19th 
of August? 
A. August 19th, yes, sir. 
Q. Did you advise him at that time you were going to 
bring suit unless settlement was made! 
A. "I am, therefore, writing· to advise that it is my pur-
pose to institute at once a suit for the collection of the in-
surance money and for the payment of the bond.'' 
Q. Will you kindly introduce that, please. 
Note: Letter dafo<l .Angu8t HJ, 1930, from G. vYalt.er Mapp 
to Elmer W. Somers introduced and marked as Defendant's 
Exhibit I. 
Q. Mr. Somers I believe replied to you under date of Au-
gust 20th t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
M 1'. #\ v-res: Desire to offer in evidence the letter from 
Elmer W. Somers to G. ·walter Mapp dated August 20, 1930, 
and ask that same he marked as Defendant's Exhibit .J. 
Q. Did you bring the suit as threatened? 
A. Yes, sir, on Aug·ust 25th. 
Q. Was the suit matured? 
A. Yes, sir, I made a memorandum from my ledger show-
ing I drew check on An?;ust 25th to John D. Grant, .Jr., Clerk, 
deposit in suit of Gillewpie v. Somers, Trustee, $9.50. To 
Robert H. Oldham, Deputy Clerk $2.00. I guess I under 
estimated and thev called on me for $2.00 more and that 
amount was later I:l~paid to me by check of Elmer vV. Somer!::i. 
Q. Did you serve notice to take depositions in 
page 46 ~ that suit? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Have you that notice f 
~- Yes, sir. "Executed September 30, 1930, by delivering 
a copy of the within writ to Elmer ·w. Somers, Trustee and. 
Attorney for I. H. l\fatthews and Pearle W. Matthews all 
within my bailiwick, E. P. Parks, Sheriff." 
Mr. Ayres: I desire to introduce that Notice with the 
evidence of Mr. Mapp marked as Defendant's Exhibit K. 
Q. Were the depositions taken? 
.A.. No, sir. · 
Q. Why were thev not taken Y 
.A.. Because after 'some kind of a hearing up here an agree-
ment was reached and I find a letter I wrote Mr. Gillespie 
on October 10th in which I wrote him that it had been settled 
and he need not come down the following clay, which was the 
day set for tl1e depositions. 
Q. v\Tb.en the first notice was served did or not M:r. Somers 
make contention he didn't represent Mr. Matthews? 
A. Yes. I don't rr.r.all tllat exc~pt from this correspond-
ence, but I find l1ere I wrote a letter to Mr. I. H. Matthews, 
"In re W. C. Gillespie v. I. H. MaUhews a?nd wife and others. 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. 1\fatthews: Last week I had notice served 
on Mr. Somers as your attorney to take depositions in the 
above entitled suit at the Court House here on Saturday 
morning, at. ten o'cloek, Mr. Somers at that hour informed 
me that he was not repres(mtinp.: you in the matter and this 
necessitated tho postponement of the taking of the depositions 
and the service of the notice on you of the taking 
page 47 ~ of s~me :1t my office here on Saturday morning, 
October l 1th. I broug·bt the matter to the atten-
tion of Judge N ot.ting·ham this niorning, informing llim that 
it was my pnrpo~e to nsk for a decree at the present tr.rm of 
Court", and he sug·gested that I wrote ycm and inform you 
that Mr. Somers was not rP-presenting you so that. you could 
employ counsel and he ready for taking of the depositions on 
Saturday mornin~r." Then on October 10th I wrote :M:r. W. 
C. Gillespie: ''Elmer "\V. Somers told me on yesterday that 
I needn't proceed further with your suit against him as he 
was going· to pay off your bond and wouldn't want any fur-
ther cxnr.nRe h1euned. Yon need not tl1erefore come to the 
office here tomorrow for the taking of t.he depositions. As 
soon as he is ready to pay· the money over, which I shall in-
sist on his doing in the next day or two, I will notify you and 
have you come down. If you want to re-lend your money I 
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have an excellent application for a loan, amply secured, which 
I will personally guarantee.'' · 
Mr. Ayres : I would like to have both of those letters in-
troduced with Mr. Mapp's evidence and have same marked 
as Defendant's Exhibits L and M. 
Q. Did a hearing take plac.e 01i the Bill in this cause at 
the October Term? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is there anything particular that calls that to your 
mind, that causes you to remember it particularlyf 
A. I know there was another suit and they were both heard 
the same morning and it had created quite some little interest 
around on the Court Green. Most of the lawyers were sitting 
over there when I read tlrn two Bills here. One was in the 
Godwin matter and the other in this. 
page 48 ~ Q. Which was heard first t 
A. The Godwin matter. 
Q. That was decided in your favor, was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Following the reading of the Bill in this cause what 
took placeY 
A. Mr. Somers said that be wouldn't contest the matter, 
that he would put up the money, or words to that effect. 
Q. Did he make any payment to you t 
A. Y-es, my recollection is when we went out of the Court 
House on· the Court Green just before we diversed, he. to go to 
his office and me to mine, he said I wm give you 1,000 today 
and the balance in a dav or two and I told him that would ba 
satisfactory. · 
Q. Did he give you the $1.0001 
A. To thP. beRt of my recollection he gave it to me the same 
afternoon. I am.not absolutely sure of that, but he does 
things ri~pt promptly ancl I think the letter and check were 
brought to my office. The check is dated October rn, 1930 
and payable to G. Walter 1\f app: at t.he bottom is noted W. 
0. Gillespie v. Irvin_q H. Matthews and that identifies it. ] 
deposited it right in the Peoples Bank and accounted to Mr. 
Gillespie for it, of course. 
Q. Was there any understanding that he was purchasing 
a portion of the bond he]d by W. C. Gillespie, or that he was 
to have any assignment of interest in the security of that 
·bond! 
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A. My understanding absolutely was it was a credit on the 
bond, or part payment of the $3,000. 
Q. Was there any agreement on your part from 
page 49 ~ Mr. Gillespie that he was to own a one-sixth of the 
bond or a one-sixth of the security f 
A. None whatever. There is a lot of correspondence. All -
of this runs down through three or four or five years and I 
have checked through that to see if I could be mistaken, but 
there is nothing in that correspondence that shakes my recol-
lection as to the transaction but it is all confirmatory. 
Q. Mr. Mapp, have you your office copy of the Bill which 
you filed in the suit of TV. C. Gillespie~ v. Elmer W. ,Somers? 
A. Mr. Gunter came in and asked me for an office copy 
and I let him have the original copy that I had. He died 
not very long after that. I assume this is the same one. I 
don't make these copies, but so far as I know and believe this 
is the copy. We always keep a copy of every paper that goes 
out of the office. 
Q. Dq you know where the original papers in the cause 
are? _ · 
A. No. Mr. Ayres. I don't. I thought they were in my 
safe and when Mz:. Gunter came in and asked for the papers 
we made a thorough search and couldn't find them. I thought 
I had kept both of the records. The other record was Ernma 
D. Ross and hiisband v. Elmer W. Somers, because the costs 
of the two suits were paid by the same eheck $31.50, and that 
was paid November 6th. 
Q. · Who paid the costs? 
A. Mr. Somers, and I gave him a receipt. "R.eceived of 
Elmer W. Somers check for Thirty-One Dollars and Fifty 
Cents ($31.50) tl1e same being· to cover costs i1¥illiam, C. Gil-
lespie, Assi.qnee, v. Irving H. Matthews and wife, and others 
$26.05, and Emma D. Ross and husband v. Elnier 1W. Somers, 
Tru.stee, etc. $5.45." 
Q. IR that n copy of the receipt you gave him t 
page 50 ~ A.. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Ayres: We want to introduce that receipt with· the 
evidence of Mr. Mapp, and ai;;k tliat same be marked as De-
fendant's Exhibit N. 
Q. You subsequently pa.id the costs to the Clerk? 
A. I have the Clerk's receipt in the file ·or in the office. I 
saw it just now. 
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Note: It is stipulated between counsel that Exhibit A filed 
with the Cross-Bill, being a copy of the bill filed in the suit 
of Willimn C. G-illespie and others v. Irvfng H. Matthews and 
others is hereby introduced in the record as Exhibit "X'' as 
a part of the testimony of Mr. Mapp in lieu of introducing 
his office copy to save duplications. 
Note: It is stipulated between counsel that the letter from 
. G. Fred Kelly to ·w. C. Gillespie, Sr., dated December 9, 1929, 
giving Mr. Gillespie infor~ation as to the insurance on the 
Irving H. Matthews property is hereby introduced in evi-
dence as Exhibit 0. Also stipulated tl1at the barn was not 
burned. 
Q. Mr. Mapp, were you apprised of any contest over the 
payment of this insurance by Mr. Kelly? 
A. No. I have some correspondence here. I can read that 
over, but I do not recall there was. 
Q. You stated to Mr. Gillespie~ or someone, t.]iat l\fr. KeUy 
had told you he anticipated no difficulty in the payment and 
that it would be made shortlv. Is that or not a fact? 
A. June 3rd. · 
Q. Were you ever advised by l\fr. Somers, Mr. Kelly, or 
anyone else t]iat the company was contesting the 
page 51. ~ payment of nny part of the insurance T . 
A. No, not that I recall. 
Q. Is tl1ere a11y qne~tion in your mind but what this pay-
ment of $1,000 ,vas to be a payment for credit on the bond 
and not for purchase t 
A. I have st.ated all of the facts, and it is my reco11ection 
that it was a part payment of the $8,000. My letter to him 
says it is to be credited on the bond, but at his request not 
to be actually put on the bond. 
Mr. Ayres: You can take the ,vitness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Drummond: 
·q. Mr. l\fapp, yon know, of course, that a building had 
been erected on the Irving- H. Matthews farm? · 
A. Yes, sir, had or was in the course of being· erect.P.d, be-
cause I have in mv file furnished by Elmer W. Somers "spent 
on new 110use. What became of balance of $117.45''. 
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... 
- ··o--Q. That was given to you prior to the receipt of the $1,0001 
A. I don't think so. I think that was furnished later. I 
can find the letter that identifies that. 
Q. I wish you would, please. 
A. All right. That was my recollec.tion. i\fy recollection 
is there was a letter aecompanying that later showing what 
he had paid on the house. I will stop directly to chec-k that 
for you. 
Q. It is your recollection you received that memorandum 
after the payment of the $1,000? 
A. That is my recollection, because it then later took all 
sorts of turns, later the Land Bank loan, and this, 
page 52 r that and the other. Mr. Gillespie would come to 
me and urge me to collect it and I would write 
Mr. Somers. 
Q. What was the object of giving you a memorandum of 
the expenditures of the insurance money, when you state he 
had already agreed to pay the full amount of the $3,000 to 
Mr! Gillespie 1 
A. There were at least three or fom~ different propositions 
after that. 
Q. You knew prior to tl1e institution of the suit tha.t the 
building was erected or being erected 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know of your own knowledge that Mr. Gillespie 
twas seeing :Mr. Somers f 
A. Sometimes, yes. I knew of once or twice. 
Q. That Mr. Somers had seen him when he had come out 
of your place f 
A. Yes, I think I told him once if he was talking with 
Somers and then Somers repeating· to me what be said and 
he telling me something different~-and this corresponden~e 
will show all sorts of discussions on that. 
Q. Mr. Mapp, according· to the evidence you have notice 
to take depositions was i:;erved to take them on October 4, 
1930, and no depositions were taken that day, but that they 
were continued to October 11th. 
A. I see a letter I wrote Mr. Gillespie to be here that day. 
Q. That case wasn't matured in time for the October Term, 
was it? 
A. Mr. Drummond, I don't know how we were here, but I 
just know we were here. I notice that the Bill 
page 53 ~ asked for a change of trustee, but I am just as 
certain that it was read her~ that morning, two 
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of them, and that that was the second one as you and I are 
sitting here. 
Q. Mr. Mapp, if the Bill were read here the Court's dis-
position of it would have been that it wasn't ready .for bear-
ing, and he wonldn 't. have passed upon the merits. 
A. The Court wasn't asked to pass on the merits, because 
Mr. Somers said he would pay it anc1 pay the costs and he 
wanted to dismiss it. 
Q. The case never was dismissed '1 
A. No. He paid the costs. 
Q. You say Mr. Somers in paying you the $1,000 was re-
f erring to the insurance money. He is ref erring to the bond. 
The inference naturally follows that if he was referring- to the 
insurance money he was going to pay $3,000 to credit on 
Mr. Gillespie's bond and at the same time has expended that 
much money on enhancing the value of his real estate. 
A. I told him in one of these letters, and that is what he 
said, after he paid the $3,000 he was g·oing to take up the 
bond. The original proposition was to take it aH up by 
October 15th. 
Q. But, Mr. Mapp, the facts of the matter are that l1e was 
agreeing to pay out all of the insurance money to your client 
after he had actually paid it out on the land. 
Q. He would pay out $1,000 after he put .back the house 
and said he would pay the other $2,000 in two or three days. 
Q. Of course it is a long· time and it is difficult to remem~ 
ber. 
A. I would not be able to refresh it all except 
page 54 ~ for this file here. I even find the letter that 1 wrote 
Mr. Gillespie to come down for a. settlement be-
cause it would all be paid in on that date. 
Q. Now approximately one year later you write Mr. Somers 
and you make him a proposition as follows: "In view of 
the unusual financial conditions now obtaining in the county 
neither Mr. Gillespie nor mys~lf want to appear too insistent 
upon his legal rights and wit]1011t waiving these rights in any 
sense I am writing to say that if the interest is paid on his 
bond down to date, leaving a balance of $5,000.00 due (the 
$1,000.00 heretofore paid him by you through me to be con-
sidered as a credit on the principal) he will indulge Mr. Mat-
thews and you a reasonable time further in which to raise 
this money.. We will let the suit brought by Mr. Gi1lespie 
against you stand on the docket as it now is and this arrange-
ments is not to be ~onsidered B.s effecting· the legal rights 
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either of Mr. Gillespie or yourself in the premises. Please 
advise me if this suggest.ion is agreeable to you and if so let 
me have check for Mr. Gillespie be.fore November 1st bring-
ing interest down to that date, and leaving a balance due 
on the bond of $5,000.00 with interest from November 1, 
1931. '' 
A. As a credit on t.he prineipal not interest. That bond, 
whatever it was when he paid the $1,000~ went as a credit on 
· the bond and would have first discharged the interest and the 
bala:µce on the principal. What I am trying to do in that let-
ter was to get as much interest paid and reduce the bond from 
$6,000 to $5,000. If he had paid the whole $3,000 at that time 
it would have first wiped out the interest. and the balance of 
the $2,000 would have applied to the principal. 
page 55 ~ Q. But you say here when the matter was fresh 
in your mind the $1,000 paid him to be considered 
as a credit on the principal. 
A. A credit on the principal to distinguish from interest. 
Then for him to pay up the interest and reduce the bond to 
$5,000 with interest to n certain date. · -
Q. But that proposition was never aceepted by l\Ir. Somers 
either orally or written. 
· A. I have a letter from him in which he writes back tha.t 
Matthews just cou]dn 't do it. 
Q. So that proposition contained in your letter of October 
6, 1931, was not accepted by Mr. Somers. 
A. No. 
Mr. Drummond: That is' all. 
Mr. Ayres: Are there any other letters about this in your 
file that you should have. 
Note : Copies of letters of Au!!ust 24th, 1931, from G. Wal-
ter Mapp to Elmer ,v. Somers and August 25, 1931, from 
Elmer W. Somers to G. Walter :Mnpp introduced in evidence 
and marked as Defendant's E·d1ibits P and Q. 
Q. You have a pencil note on that. Does that refresh your 
mind to anything? 
A. No, -except after talking with Mr. Gillespie I made that 
for my own p:uidance about what Mr. Gillespie wou]d do. 
Q. What was Mr. Gillespie wiJling- to do? 
·A. He was talking about taking ltp the whole thing. "If 
Elmer will pay balance of immrance money $2.~000 and irit. 
the bal. can stand for while". 
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page 56 ~ The Court: After he put the house on there 
Mr. Gillespie was still demanding $3,000 f 
Mr. Somers: That is correct. , 
Note: Letter of September 13, 1935, from G. Walter :Mapp 
·to Elmer W. Somers marked Defendant's Exhibit R; lettei· 
of Septeniber 15, 1935, from Elmer W. Somers to G ... Walter 
Mapp marked Defendant's FJxhibit S; letter of January 13, 
1931, from Elmer "\V. Somers to G. vValter Mapp marked 
Defendant. 's Exhibit T; letter of Aug·ust 4, 1931, from G. Wai-
ter Mapp to Elmer W. Somers marked Defendant's Exhibit 
U; and letter of August 5, 1931, from Elmer W. Somers to 
G. Walter Mapp marked Defendant's Exhibit V. 
Note: By ag-reement of counsel deed of trust dated Feb-
r:uary 6, 1931, from Irving H. :Matthews and Pearl W. Mat-
thew~, his wife to Elmer ·w. Somers and H. Chris Somers, 
Trustees, recorded in Deed Book 193, at pag·e 487, i'I- hereby 
introduced in eYiclence. 
This deed, made t.his the 6th day of lfehrnary, 1931 behveeh 
Irving H. Matthews and Pearle W. Matthews, his wife~ of near 
Assawoman, Virginia. parties of the first part, and ~]mer 
"\V. Somers and H. Cl11·is Somers, 'rruste0, parties of the 
second part : 
,vitnesseth: That for and in consideration of the sum of 
$1.00 in hand paid to the said parties of the first part, at and 
before the sealing and delivery of this deed, the receipt ivhere-
of is hereby acknowledged, a_nd the further provisions of 
this deed, the said Irv'ing H. Mat.thews and Pearle W. Mat-
thews, his wife, do gTant unto the said Elmer W. Somers and 
H. Chris Somers, Trustees, with general warranty 
pag-e 57 ~ of title, all of the following described property, to-
wit: 
(1) All that certain tract, piece or parcel of real estate, 
with the buildings thereon, situate, lying- and being in Ar-
buckle's N eek, near Assawoman, in Atlantic Magisterial Dis-
trict, Accomac County, Virginia, containing 44.34 acres, by 
actual survey, as per plat hereto attached and made a part of 
this deed, and bounded a.s follows: On the North and f;~st, 
bv tl1e land of Albert Nock: Southeast bv the land of Albert 
Nock; Southwest by the land of J olm Harmanson; and on 
the Northwest by the Connty road, leading- to Assawoman,-4 
it bein:2,· all of the land purchased by the sa_icl Irving H. Mat-
thews by deed of bargain and sale dated October 30, 1919, from 
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George Edward Bunting a1id wife, now of record in l)e~d 
Book 116, page 297, from the Land Records, in the Circuit 
Court Clerk's office for .Accomack County, Virg·inia.. . 
(2) Also all perso11al property belonging to the said par-
ties of the first part, including 3 m:ules, one Ford Sedan, orie 
fertilizer sow.er, one irish potato planter, one transplanter, 
75 potato bed frames with glass, and generally all other per-
sonal property belonging· to the said parties of the first part, 
including the household goods and kitchen furniture, located 
on the above described rea] estate. 
IN TRUST, IIO,VEVER TO SECURE, First, the follow-
ing indebtedness in the order named: One note payable to 
Grover T. Somers, or llis assigns, for the sum of Three Thou-
sand ($3,000.00) Dollars; one payable to ::M:. A. Somers, or 
her assigns, for the sum of Two Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, 
and one note payable to M.A. Somers, or her asAigns, fo,r the 
sum of One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars, all of said notes . 
being of even date herewith, payable oii demand, 
page 58 ~ and executed by the said parties of the first part; 
. after the pay;r;n~nt of the fore going· illdebted~ess 
then to ~ccure l\L .Ji. Somers, qr her assigns~ in the payment 
of. otie 1iote of even date herewit]~, payable 011 clem~nd, for 
the suni of Two Thousand ( $2.,000.00) Dollars, and executed 
by th~ said parties of .the first part:-it being understo9~ 
t~at Six Thousahd ($61000.00) DoI1ars is a first lien there-
under~ and Two Tl1ousaiid ($2,000.00) is a second lien there-
under. 
In the event .default .in the payment of the aforesaid notes, 
or any -installirients of interest thereon, or in the payment 
of any installments of taxes or levies on said real estate, or 
any insurance prm"!}iums on the improvements ther~on, ,tb~n 
the said Trustees, on being so requested by the holders bf the 
said notes, shall sell the property hereby described. And _it 
is hereby covenanted and agreed by the aforesaid parties of 
the first part, that. in the case of a sale, the same shall be 
made at Assawoman, Virginia, after first advertising the 
time, terms and plaCP of sale for ten clays, and it shall be upon 
such terms as the sai<l Trustees slrn 11 deem best for all par-
ties concerned; and the proeeeds of sale shall be applied to 
defraying the expenses of tllis trus.t, including the Trus~ee 's 
commission~ of five per cent (5% ), the amount of money then 
payable on the aforesaid notes, and the residue shal] be paid 
over to the said parties of the first part. 
And .the said parties of the first part covenant to pay all 
taxes, levies, clnes and charges upon the property hereby 
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conveyed, so long as the indebtedness l1ereby secured remains 
unpaid, and to keep the improvements thereon constantly 
insured in some good and responsible insurance company, in 
a sum of not less than Fom· Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars, 
for the benefit of the holders of said notes and to assign and 
deliver the said policy and any renewals thereof 
page 59 ~ over to the said Trustees, and agree upon a failure 
to do so that the said 'J.1rustees or holders of said 
notes may, ·if he or they i:;ee fit, effect insurance in such amount 
as they deem proper, and the money paid for such insurance 
poliey shall be a lien under this deed. 
Witness the following signatures and seals this day afore-
said. 
IRVING H. :MATTHEWS (Seal)' 
PEARLE W. MATTHEWS (Seal) 
(For Plat attached to tl1is deed and made a part thereof 
see Plat Book 3, page 90.) 
State of Virginia, 
County of ... t\.ccomac, to-wit: 
I, Margaret S. ::Mason, a Notary Public of and for the 
,County aforesaid, in the State of Virginia; do hereby certify 
that Irving 1-I. Matthews and Pearle ·w. Matthews, his wife, 
whose names are sig-ned to the writing above, bearing date 
on the 6th day of -F'ebruary, 1931, ]1ave this day acknowledged 
the same before me in mv Countv aforesaid. Mv commission 
expires on the 17th day. of August, 1934. .. 
Virginia: 
MARGARET S. MASON, 
Notary Public. 
In the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Accomack County, 
February 7th, A. D., 1931. 
This deed from Irving H. Matthews and Pearle W. Mat-
thews, his wife, to ElmP.r "\V. Somers and H. Chl'is SomerR, 
Trustees for Grover T. Somers and M. A. Somers. was. with 
the. certificate of the acknowledgment thereof, thereto an-
nexed, received by me in the Clerk's Office this day and acl-
mitted to record at 9 :35 o'clock A. M. 
, I 
Teste: 
JOHN D. GRANT, JR., Clerk." 
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follows: 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, 
the· witness, · being first duly sworn, testified as 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. J\fr. Gillespie, you are the son of vV. C. Gillespie, Sr. Y 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. When did your father diet 
A. 15th of September I think it was. 
Q. Of this year Y 
A. This year. 
Q. Did you qualify as his administrator? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you find this note among his effects Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Ayres : ·we wish to introduce this in evidence 
~arked as Defendant's Exhibit ,V, with the stipulation that 
·the orig·inal is to be withdrawn and a copy thereof filed. 
Mr. Ayres : You gentlemen take the witness. 
Mr. Drummond: No questions. 
COLMORE E. BYRD, 
the witneRs, being first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. J\fr. Byrd, what is yonr name? 
A. Colmore E. Bvrd. 
Q. Where do you live·? 
A. Pocomoke City, l\fd. 
Q. What is your occupation 1 
A. I gueRs I don't have any. 
page 61 ~ Q. Retired 1 
A. Retired. 
Q. What was your occupation before you were reitired? 
A. It was in tbe banking business. 
Q. At Pocomoke City1 -
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you related in any way to Mr. W. C. Gillespie, 
Sr.? 
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A. Brother-in-law. 
Q. What were your personal relations. Did he ever dis-
cuss his affairs with vou ? 
A. Frequently. .. 
Q. Were you or not more or less a counsel and adviser for 
him in his business affairs? 
A. I guess I could so term myself. He frequently asked 
my opinion and advice about affairs. .. . 
Q. Has he ever discussed the Irving I-I. :Matthews farm 
with you? 
A. Several times. 
Q. What was the last time, if you recall, that he discussed 
it with you¥ 
A. The last time was just prior to Jiis death. I was visit-
ing him at night. 
Q. That was during his last illness? 
A. Yes. I was visiting him at night. He seemed to be 
feeling a little better that night and he discussed some of his 
business affairs with me. 
Q. Had you learned at that time that it was claimed by Mr. 
Somers that Mr. Gillespie had consented to him 
page 62 ~ applying the insurance money to rebuilding the 
house on the farm? 
A. No, I had not. 
Q. Did he mention it. to you? 
A. Yes. In discnssiug the matter, and that was the par-
ticular matter he discussed with me that evening, he wanted 
to know, he was very much disturbed and he said he felt sure 
he was going to die a.nd he reg-rotted it so much that he 
couldn't have this matter settled before he passed away. And 
he asked bis wife to bring llim his paperH, wl1ich she did, and 
included in those papers was his bond which has just been 
presented, and he told me that 1\f.r. Somers had paid $1,000 
to Mr. Ma.pp in connection with the amount received from 
the insurance after the fire and he bad prior to that told me 
that Mr. Somers claimed that he had put a new building on 
the farm at the expense of twenty-eight hundred and some 
dollars. Prior to this conversation I mip:ht say tl1at Mr. Gil-
lespie told me that Mr. ~omers,-that shortly after the fire 
that Mr. Somers wanted to take the insurance monev and re-
place the buildings and I asked him if he was willing to de 
that and he said no; and he also told me he understood Mr. 
Somers had given a contract to have another building put 
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there. Well, I asked l1im why he objected to the building be· 
ing replaced and he said beeause values had gone down and 
he felt his money would be safer if he had the $3,000 insur-
ance money than it would if he was to put ·back the building 
and still obtain a $6,000 mortgage. And the night of this 
conversation that I allude to. at first I asked him if he had · 
ever g·iven eonsent to !fr. Somers to use the money and he said 
no. I told him it seemed to me it was 11p to Mr. Somers to 
turn the money over to the mortgagee and if hadn't done it I 
couldn't understand by what authority he could 
· page 63 ~ go ahead and use tbe money to rebuild. He said 
that in a way at one time his attorney J\fr. Mapp 
he understood :finally g·ave consent. He had employed Mr. 
Mapp he told me to compel Mr. Somers to pay the insurance 
money over to him as mortgagee and that it seemed he 
couldn't get him to do it and he had pnt the case in the hands 
of Mr. Walter Mapp with instructions to collect that fund 
from the insurance company. I asked him if the policy was 
made payable to him and be said no, it was made payable to 
.Mr. Somers as Trustee. I said the policy should have a clause 
payable to, him as Trustee and to you as mortgagee as your 
interest should appear. He said ·he understood that it wasn't 
and for that reason he had employed 1\fr. Mapp to restrain 
the insurance company from paying the money to Mr. Somers. 
I suppose he intended l\lr. Mapp to get an injunction ·holding 
the irnmrance company. Then he stated that he understood 
Mr. l\fapp bad agreed that Mr. Somers might use $2,000 of 
the amount to replace the building and pay him $1,000 in 
cash and in a way he said he had agTeed to that. I asked him 
if he had ever in any way given Mr. Somers consent to use 
the money for tlmt purpose and he said why should L didn't 
I have Mr. 1'·fapp employed to keep me from it, and he cer-
tainly did. 
Mr. Ayres: That is all. 
CROSS EXAMINA'l'ION. 
By Mr. Drummond: 
Q. Did you ever make any entrieR on that bond, Mr. Byrd, 
for Mr. Gillespie? 
A. No, sir. I l1Rve no recollection of ever having done it .. 
Q. Whose. ]mnclwriting is the back of that bond, if you 
know? · 
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A. Three of these credits I think I recog·nize as · 
page 64 ~ his handwriting. rhis last credit I don't know. It 
isn't his. All I can sav is I don't think it is his. 
Q. Mr. Byrd, did you ever discuss with him or he with 
you about renting this property ouU 
A. Only just before he was taken sick he asked me to write 
a rental contract between him and Mr. ,vmiam Brittingham 
f pr the year 1940. 
Q. But prior to that time had he ever discussed ·with you 
the renting out of the proper1:y, say 1933, 1934 and 19351 
A. I don't know. If so only casually. He never asked my 
opinion. 
Q. You never talked with him definitely about this except 
on two occasions, just after the fire and just before his death? 
A. He talked to me a number of times about the property 
along the lines of insurance. The first time I rather argued 
with him that it would be profitable to him to consent to re-
build the building and he then told me he considered the 
property would be worth more to him, the money would be 
worth more to him. 
Q. That wasn't true, Mr. Byrd, as a business man in 1930, 
that property values had depreciated f 
A. Well, a part of 1930 property had decreased. 
Q. In the spring of 1930 following the year 1929 real es-
tate values in Marvland and the Eastern Shore had not de-
preciated. · 
A. Real estate values llegan to depreciate immediately after 
the depression starting in 19,29. 
Q. But we had no depression here in 1929, but that was 
the time you talked witl1 him, in 1930 wasn't it? 
A. I can't tell you the year. I visit his house frequently 
and he talked with me abont his business affairs. 
page 65 ~ 1'fr. D111mmond: That is aH. 
M:r . .A.yreR: .TudgP. that is onr case. This last 
credit on the boml of $1.,000 I U:iink iR in Mr. Barnes' hand .. 
writing. 
Mr. Drummond: I don't think it is material one~ way or 
the other. 
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ELMER ·w. SOM:MRS, 
being recalled, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Drummond: 
Q. Mr. Somers, it is testified hy Mr. Mapp that you paid 
the costs of that Chan~ery suit .. Will you refer to your books 
and see whether you d1d or noU 
A. I testified that I personally did not pay it. I find on 
Mr. Matthews' farm account it was paid and charged to his 
farming account. 
Q. What day was it paid? 
A. November St.h, 1930, charged on Mr. Matthews' farming 
account G: Walter Mapp, Attorney, $26.05 costs. 
Q. You paid that for Mr. Matthews and charged it to his 
account? 
A. Yes, he paid me. 
Q. Have you any letters from Mr. Gillespie during the 
farming years ~hat you and be operated together T 
A . .Yes, sir, I have _a bunch of them here. 
'Mr. Drummond: If your Honor please, we are introducing· 
these just for the purpose of showing that he and Mr. Somers 
were renting out the property and he was insisting that noth-
ing be done until Mr. Somers discm;sed the matter with him. 
We desire to introduce them as Complainant's Exhibit 7 to 
17 inclusive. and Lea~es marknd Ex. 18 & 19. 
The Court': 4.\.11 right, sir. If the other's don't object I 
don't. 
page 66 ~ HERBERT BARNES, 
the witness, being first duly sworn, testified ns fol-
lows: 
DIRECT EX.A.MINATION. 
Bv Mr. Drummond: 
·Q. What is your name? 
-~· Herbert Barnes. 
Q. I hand you a bond for $6,000 and ask you is that your 
handwritin~ down to tile ho1.tom? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did yon make that, J\Ir. Barnes? 
A. October 28, 19HO. . 
Q. Do yon recall when you made it? 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. Who asked you to make it! 
A. I have no recollection in the world about it. 
The Court: All you know is it is your handwriting! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't know whether you made the entry on the 
day mentioned or not. Of course you wouldn't unless you 
have some recollection of the request made by Mr. Gillespie 
to vouT 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. You don't have any rP-collection of talking with Mr. 
W. C. Gillespie relative to iU 
· A. I ha.ve no recollection of the entry. Mr. Gillespie used 
to come to the office and I am sure he asked me to put that 
on there, but the date I don't know. 
Mr. Drummond: That is all. 
Mr. Ayres : No questions. 
page 67 ~ W. T. BHI'fTINGHA·M., 
the witness, being first duly sworn, testified as fol-
lows: 
DIRECrr E.X.Al\HNA'I~ION. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
Q. Mr. Brittingham did you rent this farm¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who did you pay the rent to f 
A. The first year and I think as well as I remember' part 
of the second yea.r was paid to Mr. Somers. 
Q. Mr. Gillespie tell you who to pay thei rent to? 
A. Last year I paid Mr. Somers $50.00 and :Mr. Gille8pie 
$150.00. 
Q. Why did you do tl1at.? 
A. He demanded it and give me a bond to protect. me from 
anybody coming back on me. 
Q. Do you know what year it was! 
A. 1937. I paid it all to l\tfr. Gillespie last year. I am 
not positive a.bout that, but I think that is right. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Drummond: 
Q. Mr. Brittingham, you paid him the· balance due after he 
had purchased the farm? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Drummond : I have no further questions. 
ELMER Vv. SOMERS, 
recalled, testified further as follows: 
By Mr. Drummond: 
Q. Mr. Somers, there has been some testimony here by Mr. 
Mapp that you were endeavodng· to protect your second lien 
by rebuilding the property in 1930. Is it a fact or not that 
you could have gotten a.11 of your money after the vear 1929 
within six months before the fire? · 
page 68 ~ A. As I stated this morning-, I took over Mr. 
Matthews' :finances in 1926, the fall of 1926--
The Court: Mr. Somers, you have been all over that. You 
say in 1929 you got enough to pay yourself back and you 
could have g·otten your $2,000 out of it. 
Mr. Drummond: If that is in that is all that is neces-
sary. 
A. In 1927 mv mother and I financed him and wanted to 
find out how he 'stood on his interest and found out Mr. Gil .. 
lespie owned the bond and there is a letter I received from 
GillespiP. in 1927. "You will the amount of Irving· Matthews 
and wife Bond $6,000. I want all interest for ] 925-26 and 
1927", and on August 30, 1927, r e;ave to Mr. Gillespie che~k 
for $1,080.00 for the t.hree. years interest, as per that letter. 
I could have app1ie<l that on the $2~000 bond if I had so de-
sired. and in 1929 I g-ave him check for two years $720.00, 
whicJ1 I could have applied. · 
Q. The Court says you made the statement in 1929 you 
could have gotten all of your money out in full? 
A. Evcrv cent of it. 
Q. Mr. Somers. it lias been testifie<l here that there were 
notices seryed on you to take depositions on Saturday, Oc-
tober 4, 1930, at ]0 o'clock, and thnt the depositions were ~ot 
taken but were continued to the next Sa.turday, October 11th, 
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and that about the 13th, which would be on Monday, the Bill 
was read to the Court and some hearing had up here. Do 
you have any recollection on that? 
A. Notice WflS served on me. I notified Mr. Mapp, of 
course, that I didn't represent Mr. Matthews and his wife 
in this suit because I was one of the defendants and. of 
course, dirln 't accept service for them. I imme-
page 69 ~ diately prepared for contesting the suit and found 
the notice of two cases, which I checked up on, 
showing Mr. l\Iapp didn't have a cliance in the world to win 
the suit which he bronght. I will give you these cases if you 
want me to, memorandums I made. 53 Va. 454 and 97 S. It 
510. 
Q. What is your recollection about that, the suit wasn't 
matured and ready for trial T 
A. No Bill was ever read to the Court. 
Q. As I understand Mr. Mapp said no depositions had 
been taken at that time. 
The Court: You couldn't hear it o-ratenu,s. 
Mr. Drummond: As I understand it is no que~tion abont 
any admission of facts in this case. 
Mr. Ayres: We have no object.ion to your asking .him any 
questions. 
Q. Have you any recollection of having any sort of a hear-
ing on or about that date in the October 1930 Tenn? 
A. About the Gillespie matter. no. Mr. Mapp referred to 
a Godwin case. I had advertised a piece of land for sale, th~· 
James L. Hall case. 
Q. Mr. Mapp said be had a positiYe recollection because 
of the two cases. He alAo pnt in that he paid the costs at the 
same time and both of them werP. determined at the same 
time. · 
Mr. Ayres: The receipt shows that. 
Q. W11at was the understanding, if any, you had 7 
A. I could explain that better by telling you about the 
other. I bad been to De~ i\foines tryin~ an insur-
page 70 ~ ance case, 1\fr. George Justis' case. I hacl the 
· .Tamei:; L. Hnll farm advertised for sale on ·that 
Saturday afternoon. I didn't coll)e down l1ome at ::ill, I got 
off the train as I recall at J\fakemie Park. 
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Mr. Ayres: Tha.t isn't relevant. 
The Court : No. 
A. The reason I do that is showing the other was notice 
for inju~ction suit. Mr. Mapp during my absence--
Mr. Ayres: I object to anything except what took place 
at the trial table. 
The Court: He can tell this. 
A. I had this property advertised for sale Saturday after-
noon. I didn't come to Accomac. Mr. Bunting met me at the 
train a.nd I went to Messongo. 
Q. Did he give you an injunction paper? 
A. No. I sold the property1 but somebody told me at that 
time it had already been sold at private sale. I we~t ahead 
with the sale anywa.y. ·when I got here they gave me notice 
tha.t they were going to contend tbe private sale took prece-
dence over the public sale. The private sale went through 
and the deed of trust went off. 
Q. And that was the Godwin sale f 
l1.. Nothing at all done in Court. The money I got from 
the James L. Hall property is what I paid to Mr. Mapp on 
the frying· Matthews bond. 
Q. And tha.t is the $1,000 you paid on the bond 1 
A. That is the $1,000 I paid him, but nothing heard in 
Court at all. 
Q. That original suit ag·ainst you by Mr. Godwin wasn't 
dismissed? 
page 71 ~ A. I clid not know until recently it hail not been 
dismissed. I understood that Mr. Matthews was 
paying the costs and Mr. :Mapp was g·oing to dismiss it. 
Q. No depositions heen taken 1 
A. No. sir. nothing ever been done about it. 
Q. And that WRS in 19?.0? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Any other Rfo.tcment you cle~ire to make? 
.A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Ayres: 
·Q. Mr. Somers, Mr. Matthews was farming in 1929, wasn't 
he? 
A. Yes. sir, very good farming. 
Q. You stated yon were :financing him in 1927. W"hat did 
you mean by that 7 
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A. In 1924 and 1926 Mr. Matthews got head over heels in 
debt. He owned Martin Hall a lot and Tom Bloxom a lot 
and different ones. He came to me in the fall of 1926 for help. 
I took him over and arranged with these people to wait until 
next year. 
Q. Then you put. np the money for this farming in 1929f 
A. Put up for the farming·, guaranteed the barrel account. 
I don't recall about the seed. 
Q. What security did you take for that Y 
A. Deed of trust on his crops. 
Q. And the money you got in 1929 was paid from Mr. Mat-
thews' farming operations that year? 
A. Oh., yes. 
Q. I take it you had a settlement with Mr. l\fatthews that 
year? 
page 72 ~ .A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the interest you paid on the first deed 
of trust he owoo was with Mr. Matt.hews' consenH 
A. Sure. 
Q. That was where he wanted it applied, wasn't itT 
A. He didn't say at all, but naturally I :figured he wanted 
to keep on. 
Q. You felt the farm would be sold if he didn't pay some 
interest soon? 
.A.. You are wrong about that. In 1927 we paid 1925, 1926 
and 1927 interest. 
Mr. Drummond: You paid three years in 1927 and two 
years in 1929 T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. $1,800.001 
A. That is correct. 
Mr. AyreR: We have no further questions 
Mr. Drummond: That is all. 
State of Virginia, 
County of .A.ccomac, to-wit: 
I, Margaret S. Mason, a Notary Public, do herebv certify 
that the foregoing depositions were duly taken before me at 
the time and place above set forth. My commission expire~ 
on-the 2nth clay of November, 1939. 
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Given under my hand this 20th day of November, 1939. 
MARGARET S. M:ASON, 
Notary Public. 
page 73 ~ I, John E. Nottingham, Judge of the Circuit 
Court for tl1e County of Aooomack, Yirginia, who 
presided over tl1e foregoing trial of :E~lmer vV. Somers, Trus-
tee in a deed of trust from Irving H. Matthews and wife, v. 
Wi11iam C. Gillespie, Sr., et als., do certify that the foregoing 
is a true and correct stenographic report of the testimony 
and other incidents of said tria] in the Circuit Court for the 
County of Accomack, Virginia, before me, on the 23d day of 
October, 1939,-decree deciding the same having been en-
tered on the 20th day of December, 1939,-except Exhibits 
introduced by the comp]ainant, numbered 1 to 1.9, both inclu-
sive, and Exhibits introduced by the respondents, designated 
as A to X, both inclusive. 
AR to tl1e original Exhibits introduced in evidence, as 
shown by the foregoing report, to-wit, complainant's Exhibits 
1 to 19, both inclusive, and respondents' Exhibits designated 
A. to X, both inclusive, which have been initialed by me for 
the purpose of authentication, it is agreed by counsel for the 
complainant. a.nd respondents that they shall be transmitted 
to the Supreme Court of Appeals as a part of the Record in 
this case in lien of certifying to the Court a copy of said Ex-
hibits. 
And I do fmther cortify that counsel for the complainant 
had reasonable notice in writing given by counsel for the 
respondents of the time and place when the foregoing report 
of the testimony, Exhibits and other incidents of trial would 
be tendered and presented to the undersigned for signature 
and authentication, and that the said report was presented 
to me on the 30th day of January, 1940, within less than sixty 
days after the entry of the final decree in this cause. 
Given under mv hand and seal this the 30th dav of .Tanu-
a.ry, 1940. · · 
.TNO. E. NOTTINGHAM (Seal) 
tT udge of the .Circuit Court for the 
County of Accomack. 
A Copy-Teste: 
JNO. E. NOTTINGHAM, 
Judge. 
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page 7 4 ~- And on this same day, to-wit: 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of the County of Accomack, on Wednesday, 
the 20th day of December, in the year of our Lord, Nineteen 
Hundred and Thirty-Nine. 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in deed oft.rust of Irv'ing H. Mat-
thews and w.if e, Pltff. 
a.Qainst 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., and }"Jlmer ·w. Somers, Adminis-
trator of :M.A. Somers, deceased; "William C. Gillespie, Jr., 
in his own right, and as Adl!linish'ator of ·wmiam C. Gil-
lespie, Sr., Mary S. Gillespie> widow of WilJiam C. G-illespie, 
Sr., Lois V. Russ, :Mnrgnerite Dixon, Kathleen Vicars, Al-
bert G-ille~pie and Hortense GilleE:pie, Def ts. 
IN CHANCERY. 
This cause came on to be regularly heard at the October 
term of this Court upon the Complainant's Rill taken for con-
fessed as to Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of l\L A. 
Somers, deceased, upon whom process has been duly served, 
as appears from the Sheriff's return thereon, he lmving failed 
to answer, demur or otherwise plead to same, the Answer of 
William C. Gillespie, Sr. to the Complainant's Bill in the 
nature of a CrosR-Bill with the Exhibits filed therewith, the 
Answer of Elmer ,v. Somers as Trustee and as Administw-
tor of l\L A. Somers, deceased, to the Cross-Bill of William 
C. Gillespie, Sr., the Petition of Vvilliam C. Gillespie, ,Tr., in 
his own right, ancl as Administrator of William C. Gillespie, 
Sr., Mary S. Gillespie, widow of ,vmiam C. Gillespie, Sr .• 
Lois V. Russ, :Marguerite Dixon, Kathleen Vicars, Albert 
Gillespie and Hortense HilleRpie. this dav filed 
pag·e 75 ~ with lenv(l of Court, praying that they may be made 
parties defendant to this i:mit, and that the An-
swer and Cross-Rill filed by ,v-illiam C. GHlespie, Sr., to be 
considered as their Answer and Cross-BiJJ, in accordance with 
the prayer of their Petition, and tlie Deposit.ions of witnesses 
taken ore tenus by agTeement of counsel for all parties to this 
suit, with the consent of the Court, and was argued by coun-
sel during the Oct.ober term, 1939, of said Comt, and rep:u-
larly submitted during- said term. 
On consideration wlwreof, it is adjudp:~d, orclflred and de-
creed that. Vvi11iam C. Gillespie, ,Jr., in bis own right, a.nd as 
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Administrator of ·wmiam C. Gillespie, Sr., l\Iary S. Gillespie 
widow of .. William C. Gillespie, Sr., Lois V. Russ, Marguerite 
Dixon, Kathleen Vicars, Albert Gillespie and Hortense Gil-
lespie be made parties defendant to this suit and that the 
Answer and Cross-Bill filed by .. William 0. Gillespie, Sr. be 
considered as their Answer and Cross-Bill in accordance with 
the prayer of their said Petition. 
And the Court being- of the opinion from the evidence in-
troduced in this case that the deed of trn~t bond of Irving H. 
Jfatthews and wife, dated October 20, 1919, for th~ original 
amount of Seventy-five Hundred Dollars ($7!500.00), on 
which the sum of Inftcen Hundred dollars ($1,500.00) wa:, 
paid in 1920, was owned at the time of the sale of the real 
estate of Irving H. Matthews on the basis of five-sixths by 
William C. Gillespie, Sr. and one-sixth by Elmer ,V. Somers, 
Administrator of l\f. A. Somers, deceased, the Court doth 
hereby adjudge, order and decree that the said .. William C. 
Gillespie, .Jr., aR AdminiRtra.tor of ·william C. Gil-
pag·e 76 ~ lespie, Sr. do pay to Elmer W. Somers~ Trustee, 
for the account of !1lrner vV. Somers, Administra-
tor of M.A. Somers, deceased, t.he sum of Five Hundred and 
Eighteen Dolla.rs and Twenty-two (;ents ($518.22), with in-
terest thereon from t.l1e 9th clay of October, 1937, and tbe 
costs of this snit; and upon receipt of said amount that the 
said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, do execute and deliver to 
William C. Gillespie, .Jr., fo1· the Estate of ·wmiam C. Gil-
lespie, Sr., a deed for the real estate of Irving- II. l\fatthews 
sold by the said Trustee on October 9, 1937, as per inventory 
and account of sale filed by the said Elmer Vv. Somers, Trus-
tee, on the 11th day of October, 1937; and that the said El-
mer ,v. Somers. ~Prusteo, do proceed to pay the balance of 
the taxes due and owing on t]1e said real estate up to a.nd in-
c.luding· December 31, 1937, in accordance with tlle terms of 
sale. It is furtlier adjuclged, ordered and decreed that the 
said Elmer W. Somers, Trustee~ do t.l1en proceed to make np 
and state his account on the sale of said farm in accordance 
with the statute lHws of the State of Vir,Q;inia fo1· sucl1 cases 
made and provided, taking a receipt from the said .. William 
C. Gillespie, Jr., in his own rig'ht, and as Administrator of 
W'illiam C. Gillespie, Rr., :Mary S. Gillespie, widow of Wil-
liam .C. Gillespie, Sr., Lois V. Russ, Marg11erite Dixon, Kath-
leen Vicars, Albert GillNmie and Hortense Gillespie, and from 
the said Elmer W. Somers, .Administrator of l\f. A. Somer~. 
deceased, for the 11et 1wo rata amounts dne them from the 
sale of said laud. And said Elmer ,v. Somers shall make 
full report of his actions l1ere1.miler. 
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And the said William C. Gillespie, Jr., in his owi1 
pap;e 77 ~ right, and as Administrator of ·wnliam C. Gilles-
. pie, Sr., Mary S. Gillespie, widow of William C. 
Gillespie, Sr., Lois V. Russ, Marguerite Dixon, Kathleen 
Vicars, Albert Gillespie and Hortense Gillespie, represent-
in2· to the court that they are ag·grievcd by the holding of the 
Court that Elmer ,v. Somers, Administrator of 1VI. A. Som-
ers, deceased, is the holder ·of a one-sixth interest in the afore-
said bond of Irving· H. Matthews and wife, dated the 30th 
day of October, 1919, originally in the sum of Seventy-five 
Hundred Dollars ($7,500.00.), on which there is a balance of 
principal now due of Six Thousand Dol1ars ($6,000.00), and 
that they are desirous of applying for an appeal to the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia, it is ordered that the 
depositions in this case be transcribed, certified by the ste-
nographer by whom they wer.e taken, and mt1de a pa.rt of 
tl1e record in this cause, and le-ave is granted to any party 
to this cause to use the orig·inal Exhibits offered and intro-
duced in this cause, which Exhibits bear the initials of the 
Jud~:e of this Court, before the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of this State in lieu of the same being copied in the tran-
script of the record; and it is further ordered that the execu-
tion of this decree be suspended for a period of sixty days, 
provided the said defendants, ·wmiam C'. Gillespie, Jr., in 
his own right,' and as Administrator of ,vmiam C. Gillespie, 
Sr., lV!ary S. Gillespie, ·widow of ,vu.Ham C. Gillespie, Sr., 
Lois V. Russ, Marguerite Dixon, Kathleen Vicars, Albert 
Gillespie and Hortense Gillespie, or someone for them, shall 
before this court, or its Clerk in his office, enter into and 
aclmowledgecl a honcl in the penalty of $250.00, made payable 
to the Commonwealth of Virginia, and conditioned 
page 78 ~ for the payment of the amount decreed to be paid 
to Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M. A. 
Somers, deceased, and the costs herein. 
And the Court reserves, etc. 
STIPULATION AS TO RE.CORD., FILED JANUARY 
29, 1940. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court for the County of Accomfl:ch. 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in deed of trust from Irving H~ 
Matthews and wife, .. 
1.,. 
,vmiam C. Gillespie, Sr., et als. 
I 
W. C. Gillespie, Jr~, et al., v. Elmer W. ~omers, et al. 1$ 
(lN CHANCERY.) 
STIPULATION .AS TO Hl~CORD. 
It is stipulated between counsel that while the above-~tyled 
suit was. pending the respondent, William C. Gillespie, Sr!, 
departed this life on or about the 13th day of September, 
1939,- intestate, leaving· him surviving a widow, Mary $. Gil~ 
lespie, and the following children, to-wit, William C. Gil-
lespie, Jr., Lois V. Russ, Marguerite Dixon, Kathleen Vicars, 
Albert Gillespie and Hortense Gillespie, his only heirs-at .. 
law; that William 0. Gillespie, Jr., qualified as Adminiatra-
tor of ·wmiam C. Gillespie,-Sr., on the 23d. clay of September, 
1939: that said Administrator and heirs-at-law filed Petitions 
in this cause praying to be made parties to the same and ask-
ing to adopt the Answer and Cross-Bill of William 0. Gil-
lespie, Sr., as their Answer and Cross-Bill, which was ac-
cordinp;ly decreed by the Court. 
It is further stipulated and agreed by counsel for all par-
ties that it is unnecessary to copy said Petitions, orders filing 
same and the decree making said petitioners par-
page 79 ~ .ties and adopting the aforesaid Answer into the 
Record, as there is nothing in controversy concern-
ing the same. 
And it is further agreed that in lieu thereof this Stipula-
tion Rnd Agreement of ·Facts shall be copied as a part of said 
Record. 
It is further agreed that Exhibit "A" filed with the Answer 
and Cross-Bill of the said William 0. Gillespie, Sr., be not 
copied inasmuch as the same was introduced in the testimony 
of G. Walter Mapp, marked Exhibit "X", and will be for-
warded with the original E,xhibits. 
Given under our hands this the 29th day of January, 1940. 
H. AMES DRUMMOND, 
Atty. for Plaintiff. 
B. DRUMMOND AYRES, 
Atty. for Respondents. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Accomack, to-wit: 
I, ,John D. Grant, Jr., Clerk of the Circuit Court for the 
County of Accomack, in the State of Virginia, do hereby cer-
tify that the foregoing is a true transcript of the record and 
proceedings in the .Chancery suit pending in said Court of 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee in a deed of trust of Irving H. 
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Matthews and wife, plaintiffs, again.st William C. Gillespie, 
Sr., and Elmer W. Somers, Administrator of M . .A. Somers, 
· defendants, pending in the said court, with the exception of 
the original exhibits referred to in decree entered therein, 
on the 20th day of December, 1939, which are to be delivered 
with this transcript and also with the exception of certain 
petitions, orders filing· same, and dec.ree making 
page 80 ~ petitioners parties, and adopting· the said answer 
into the record in accordance with stipulation filed 
,January 29, 1940, and included in this transcript on pag·e 78 
thereof. 
The cost of the foregoing transcript is $25.50 and is charged 
to the Respondents. 
JOHN D. GRAN'T, JR., Clerk. 
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Exhibit A. . 




E·lme·r vV. Somers, Trustee, in a certain deed of trust from 
Irving H. Matthews, aud Pearl vV. Matthews, his wife, dated 
October 30th, 1919, and now of record in Deed Book J,16, page 
299, default having been made in the payment of the indebted-
ness thereby secured, and at tbe request of one of the bene-
ficiaries therein, ,vill sell at public auction 
In Front of the Post Office At 
TEMPJ.iJRANGE·VILLE, VIRGINIA 
S.A.TURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1937 
At 3 :00 O'clock P. M. 
all of the following real estate, to-wit: 
All that certain tract, piece or parrel of real estate, with the 
buildings thereon, situate, lying and being in Arbuckles Neck, 
Atlantic Magisterial District, Accomack County, Virginia, 
containing· fifty ( 50) acres, more or less, and bounded as fol-
lows: On the North and East by the land of A. V,l. Nock; on 
the South by the la.nd of Dr. Harmanson and Frank Ma.t-
the-ws; and on the ,,rest by a Neck Road-it being all of tbe 
land purchased by the said Irving H. Matthews from George 
Edward Bunting and wife, by deed of bargain and sale, now of 
record in the Circuit Court Clerk's Office for .Accomark 
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County, Virginia-together with all of the improvements 
thereon and the appurtenances thereto belonging, or in any-
wise appertaining. 
TERMS OF SALE 
10% per cent of the purchase money will be required in 
cash on the day of sale, with liberty to the purchaser to pay 
as much more on that day ~s he may desire; the balance not 
paid on the day of sale to be divided into six equal install-
ments, paya.ble in one, two, three, four, five and six years, 
from date· of sale, evidenced by the bond'3 of the purchaser, 
with security thereto to be approved by the undersigned, said 
bonds to bear interest at the rate of six per cent per annum, 
from date until p8.id. Title to the property will be retained 
until payment in full of the purchase price, and the property 
to be kept fully insured for the benefit of the beneficiaries. 
Possession will be given the purchaser on January 1st, 19397 
but all rents, issues and profits from said land will go to the 
purchaser from January 1st, 1938. Taxes to be paid by the . 
purchaser from ,January 1st, 1~938. Upon payment in full of 
the purchase price, a deed, with special warranty of title, 
will be executed by the undersigned, conveying with ~pecial 
warranty of tit]e, said property to the purchaser, said deed. 
to be prepared by the undersigned at the purchaser's expense, 
with rev<:nm:) stamps thereon. 
For furt.hP.r particulars see said Trustee. 
GivPn nuder my hand this the 17th day of September, 1937. 
PLEASE POST · 
ELMER W. SOMERS 
Trustee 
(On back) 
Accomac, Va., Oct. 9, 1937. 
Received of Wm. C. Gillispie the sum of $405.00 in check and 
certirficate for balance of. $8,645.00 a total of $4,050.00 to_ cover 
the purchase price of the within described real estate. 
ELMER W. SOMERS 
Trustee. 
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May 3, 1930. 
:M:r. William C. Gillispie, Sr. ha.s spoken to me with ref er-
ence to the fire loss covered by insurance policy in one of G. 
Fred Kelly's companies, covering the dwelling of Irving H. 
Matthews, $3,000.00 and household and kitchen furniture · 
$1,000.00, said policy being payable to you as Trustee for 
W. C. Gillispie_. Mr. Kelly informs me that the policy has 
not actually been paid hut be is expecting it to be paid shortly 
and anticipates no hitch in tho matter. I am writing to ad-
vise that when vou are readv to settle for the item on the 
dwelling embraced in Mr. Giilispie's deed of trust, you will 
let me know and I will arrange to have him come to the office 
herP. for settlement, etc. 
I am representing Mr. Gillispie in the ma.tter. 
What you had better do is to arrange to take up, after 
the payment of the insurance, the balance of Mr. Gillispie's 
first lien, as you hold a second lien and then you have the 
whole matter in your own hands. 
Sincerely yours, 
GWM/VB 
Mr: G. Walter Mapp 
Dear Sir: . 
Exhibit n 
J.E. N. 
G. WALTER MAPP 
W. C. Gillespie 
5-13-30 
i am willing to accept Mr. Sommers proposition he made to 
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you Monday referance to Irving :Matthews business. :Mr. 
Sommers is to pay ($1,000) dollars in cash tlle remainder 
$5,000 dollars Aug. 15, 1930. I shall hold my mortgage I now 
have until the last payment is made principal and int. let me 
hear from you 
Yours 
W. C. GILL]1SPIE, SR. 
(Over) 
I shall trust to you to make such terms to Mr. Somers that 
will be binding·. · 
Ml'. Eln1P.r \V. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
My dear Elmer: 
Exhibit D 
J.E. N. 
May 17, 1930. 
W. C. G., SR. 
As attorney for VT. C. Gillispie, I am writing to advise that 
Mr. Gillispie will accept a cash payment of one thousand 
dollars ($1,000.00) to be credited on the interest and prin-
cipal of the bond of Irving MatthewR, with the understanding 
that the remainder of the insurance money is to be expended 
in a building to be erected on the farm in the place of the 
one burned and with the. further understanding tbat the bal-
. ance of Mr. Gillispie's bond is to be g,.1aranteed by you now, 
said bond to be paid in full on or before ·August 15, 1930. 
This is in accordance with my verbal understanding of 
your offer and if correct kindly write me specificly confirm-
ing· this understanding· and let. me have check for tlJe one 
thousand dollars ($1,000.00). 
. I will have Mr. Gillispie sign the insurance check payable, 
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· as I understand it, jointly to you as Trustee and to him as 
Beneficiary. 
Very sincerely yours, 
GWM/VB 
Exhibit E 
.T. E. N. 
G. vV AL'rER MAPP 
Elmer W. Somers 
Attorney at Law 
Accomac, Va. 
J\,f ay 21, 193.0 
G. Walter Mapp, Esq., 
Accomac, Virginia 
In-Re: ·wmiam C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews-
Deed of Trust Loan. -
Dear Mr. 1\fapp: 
Your letter of the 17th inst. reached my office while I was 
out of_the County on the 19th inst. Mr. Matthews agreed to 
permit new buildings to be paid for out of the insurance 
money pa.id on the dwelling destroyed, namely $3,000.00, and 
Mr. Matthe,vs has arranged with Mr. Lee Nock to put up a 
new residence for bim on the premises at the contract price 
of $2,400.00, and I have already guaranteed to Mr. Nock the 
payment of said a.mount according-ly out of the insurance 
money. I have already paid $93.44 for lumber and materials 
in -putting· up the small building in which Irving· Matthews 
and wife 110w live in order to enable them to carry on the 
farm. ']~he barn needs some repair work done on it, and I 
am sure that it will take the full amount of the $3,000.00 re-
ceived from the Insurance Company for loss on the dwelling 
to take care of these items. I had hoped at first to get by 
with $2,000.00, but have found it impossible to do so. 
In order to satisfy Mr. Gillespie~ however, Mr. Matthews 
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has arranged with another party to pay off Mr. Gillespie in 
full on August 15th, 1930, and I will personally guarantee to 
him the full amount due him at that time. You may advise 
him accordingly. 
With kindest personal regards, I am 
Very sincerely yours, 
EWS:S 
Mr. ElmP.r W. Somers, 
Acc~mac, Virginia. 
ELMER W. SOMERS. 
Exhibit F 
J.E. N. 
May 21, 1930. 
RE William C. Gillispie v. Irving H. Matthews. 
My dear Elmer : 
Your letter of May 21st is a disappointment. Your offer 
_was to pay l\fr. ·wmiam C. Gillispie one thousand dollars 
($1,000.00) cash out of the insurance money and the balance 
of his deed of trust loan to Irving H. Matthews on August 
15th, you guaranteeing the payment of said balance. 
Mr. Gillispie denies any agreement with Mr. Matthews 
with reference to the new buildings. He tells me that Mr. 
Nock a.i, well as Mr. Matthews urged him for his consent that 
the insurance money be re-expended in a building, which he 
declined to do. I submitted your offer above referred t.o to 
::M:r. Gillispie and recommended its acceptance, which he dicl. 
I ~ust now insist upon compliance therewith or what is per-
haps better still for the retirement of Mr. Gillispie's ·whole 
loan. · 
Kindly let me hear from you promptly. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP 
GWM/VB 
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Ea:kibit G 
J.E. N. 
Elmer W. Somers 
Attorney at Law 
Accomac, Va. 
May 31, 1930 
G. Walter Mapp, Esq., 
Accomac, Virginia 
In-Re: Irving H. Matthews-Deed of Trust-Note 
due ,vm. C. (Hllespie, Assignee of ·wm. H. 
Hitchens. 
Dear Mr. Mapp: 
Since talking with you this morning, I beg· to advise that 
Mr. Wm. C. Gillespie has seen me about the matter and, in 
the presence of Mr. J. Elmer Ooulbourn, he reiterated his 
previous agreement, namely, to have the insurance money 
spent on the buildings on the Irving H. Matthews farm, and 
the loan now held by bim taken over in full by Fred S. Chesser 
by August 15th, 1930. He stated that he wishes the matter 
to be handled on this basis, as he realized tllat Mr. Matthews 
was up against it and that he liad always been treated fairly 
by Mr. l\fatthews, and especially by me, although I did not 
make the loan for him, and that he would do nothing what-
ever to hurt. Mr. Matthews in any respect. If you have any 
doubt about this statement1 I suggest that you get in touch 
with Mr. Ooulbourn, who can and will, I am sure, advise you 
fully as to the conversation and agreement in question. 
EWS:S 
Very sincerely yours, 
Rxhibit H 
,T. E. N. 
ELMER W~ SOMI~RS. 
June 12, 1930. 
Mr. ElmP.r W. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
In Re William C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews, 
bond, insuranre, etc. 
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My dear Jmmer: 
I have delayed answering your letter of .May 31st until I · 
could see Mr. "\Villiam C. Gillespie, who is now in the office. 
After talking with you on May 311st I had had a conference 
with :Mr. Gillespie reporting your conversation to him ancl 
receivinp: from him certain instruct.ions. I was:o therefore, 
surprised to the point. of amazement at your letter. 
Mr. Gillespie informs me that he did not see you bnt you 
saw him on the clay in question and he further totally denie,s 
your statements as to his reiteration of the alleged agree-
ment as to the use of the insurance money. 
I am, therefore, writing· to advise tlmt in vi~w ·of the fact 
that you now have receded from the offer you verbally made 
to me and which, after communicating with l\fr. Gillespie, I 
accepted, to-wit: the payment of $1,000.00 out of the insur-
ance money, the balance of the bond to be guaranteed by you 
ancl paid August 15th, that ~M:r. Gillespie claims the entire 
amount of the insuranc.e money and wants check thernf or de-
livered to him or to me as his attorney at once. Mr. Gillespie 
is present as I write and has a copy of this letter. In reply-
ing you can reply directly to me and further conferences in 
the matter can be had with me as Mr. Gillespie's attorney . 
. Sincerely yours, 
GWM/VB 
Exhibit 1 
.T. E. N. 
G. WALTER MAPP 
August 1.9, 1930. 
Mr. Elnwr ,:v. Somers, 
Accomtic, Virginia. 
My dea 1· Elmer: 
Following our conference this morning with Mr. "'William 
C. Gillispie I was instructed by bim to proceed with the 
collect.ion of the bond of Irving H. Matthews and Pcm·Ie W. 
Matthews, elated October 30, 1919, originally for $7,500.00 
and assigned to him on the 28th clay of October, 1922, by 
William H. Hitc]Jens, for $0,000.00, said bond being secured 
by deed of trust to you as Trustee, said deed being recorded 
in Deed Book 116, at page 299. 
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As you know it is our contention that the insurance money 
should have been paid, all or a part, in satisfaction of this 
bond and it was our understanding that said bond was to ·be 
taken up by you on August 15th, which has past. 
I am, therefore, writing to advise that it is my purpose to 
institute a.t once· a suit for the collection of the insurance 
money and for the payment of the bond. 
·with kind perRonal regards, I am, 
Sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP 
GWM/VB 
Exhibit ,J 
,T. JiJ. N. 
Elmer W. Somers 
Attorney at Law 
Accomac, Va. 
G. Walter :Mapp. Esq., 
Accomac, Va. · 
.A'ugust 20, 1930. 
In Re: ·william C. Gillespie, Assignee, v. Irving H. 
:Matthews and wife-Deed of Trust 
Dear Mr. Mapp: 
Your favor of the 19th. instant received a.nd contents noted. 
Mr. Gi1lespie is absolutely safe under the deed of trust, 
as the land is certainly worth more money than he ha.s ag·ainst 
it. As I have previously advised you, Mr. Matthews can 
prove that :Mr. Gillespie agreed for the insura.nc.e money to 
be put into new buildings, and I, as Trustee, acted a<',eord-
ing to my instructions. 
I have taken the matter up with Mr. Matthews again with 
a view of borrowing the money elsewhere to pay off 1\fr. Gil-
lespie and if it can not he borrowed locally he will secure the 
money from the Farm Loan Bank, in order to get the matter 
cli~posed of. It generally takes a.bout thirty days to do so, 
however. 
Of course, if Mr. Gillespie thinks he can g·et the money 
sooner by de:ro_anding sale of the property, or filing suit for 
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same, he can do so. However, nothing can be gained thereby 
by anyone. 
EWS*M 
Very sincerely yours, 
ELMER W. SOMERS. 
Exhibit 1( 
tT. E. N. 
Iu the Circuit Court for the county of Accomac, Virginia. 
William C. Gillispie, Assignee, Plaintiff 
v. 
Irving H. Matthews, et als., Defendants 
IN CHANCERY 
To Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and as Attorney for Irving 
H. Matthews and Pearle W. Matthews: 
Take notice that I shall on Sa.turday, October 4, 19·30, re-
tween the hours of ten A. M. and three P. M. proc.eed to take 
the depoE:iitions of myself and others to be read as evidence 
in my behalf in the above entitled cause, said depositions to 
be taken at the law offices of Mapp & Mapp & Herbert Barnes, 
Accomac, Va.., before Eudie L. Parks, Commissioner in Chan-
cery, or some other competent official, and if for any reason 
the taking of said depositions be not begun or if begun be not 
concluded the same shall be continued from day to day or 
time to time at the same place and between the same hours 
until they are concluded. 
Given under my hand this the 30th day of September, 1930. 
WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, 
by Counsel. 
(On back) 
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Exhibit_[( 
J.E. N .. 
W"illiam C. Gillispie, Assignee 
v. 
Irving II. Matt.hews, et als 
NOTICE TO 'rA.KE DEPOSITIONS. 
ORIGINAL 
Executed Sept. 30th. 1930. by by delivering a copy of the 
within writ to Elmer W. Somers Trustee and Attorney for 
I. H. Matthews a.nd Pearle W. MattJiews all within my baili-
wick. 
E. P. PARKS, Sheriff. 
By R. G. FINNEY, Dy~ 
Exhibit L 
J.E. N. 
October 6, 1930. 
Mr. Irvin,2.· H. Matthews 
and 
Mrs. Pearle W. Matthews 
Assawoman, Virginia. 
My dear Mr. and l\frs. :Matthews: 
IN RE William C. Gillispie v. Irving H. Matthews 
and wife and others 
Last week I had notice served on Mr. Somers as your at-
torney to take depositions in the above entitled suit at the 
Court House here on Saturday morning, at ten o'clock. Mr. 
Somers at that hour informed me that he was not represent-
ing you in the matter and this necessitated the postponement 
of the taking of-the depositions and the service of the no-
tice on you of the taking of same at my office here on Satur-
day morning, October 11th. I brought the matter to the 
attention of Judge Nottingham this morning, informing him 
tbat it was my purpose to ask for a decree at the present 
term of Court, and he suggested that I write you· and inform 
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you that Mr. Somers was not rep1·ese11ting you so that you 
could em1lloy counsel and be ready for taking of the deposi-
tions on Saturday morning. 
Very sincerely yours-, 
G. \VALTER MAPP 
GWM/VB 
Exhibit 1vl 
.T. E. N. 
October 10~ 1930. 
M.r. "\V. C. Gillispie, Sr., 
Temperanceville, Virginia. 
My clear 1\fr. Gillispie: . 
Elmer ·w. Somers told me on yesterday that I needn:t pro-
ceed further with your suit against him as he was going to 
pay off your bond and wouldn't want any further expense 
incurred. You need not the ref ore come to the office here to-
morrow for the taking of the depositions. As soon as he is 
ready to pay the money over, which I shall insist on his do-
ing in the nes.t day or two, I will notify you and have you 
come down. 
If you want to re-lend your money I have a.n excellent ap-
plication for a loan, amply secured which I will personally 
guarantee. 





G. WALTER MA.PP 
Received of Elmer vV. Somers check for THIRTY ONE 
DOLLARS AND FTB,TY CENTS ($31.50) tl~e same being to 
cover costs WHiiam C. Gillespie, Assignee, v. Irving H. Mat-
thews and wife, and others $26.05, and Emma D. Ross and 
husband v. Elmer ·w. Somers, Trustee, etc. ,$5.45. 
Given under my hnnd this the 6th day of X ovember, 1930. 
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Exhibit 0 
J.E. N. 
S. W. Zimmer, President 
Edward W. Butcher, Vice Pres._&. Gen. Mgr. 
R. ·w. Prichard, Jr., Sec'y & Ass 't Gen. Mgr. 
Lewis ~.r adison, Assistant Secretary 
PETERSBURG INSURANCE CO., INC. 
G. ]red Kelly, Agent 
Onancock, Ya. 
Pe~ersburg, Va. 
W. C. Gillespie. Sr .• 
Temperance·ville, Va. 
Dear Sir: 
December 9, 1929. 
Replying to, your letter of this date, I find that Mr. Irving 
H. Matthews has a policy for $5,000, which covers $3,000 on 
dwelling, $1,000 on household and kitchen furniture, and 
$1,000 on barn. The loss is made payable to Elmer "\V. 
Somers, Trustee. for ·w. C. Gillespie. The policy was written 
on the 2nd day of September 1929' and expires 011 the 2nd day 
of September 1930. 
Yours truly, 
Exhibit P 
.T. E·. N. 
G. FRED KELLY. 
August 24, 1931. 
1\fr. Elmer W. Somers, 
Accomac, Vi r.ginia. 
M v dear Elmer: 
t have received your letter with reference to tl1e Irving 
l\fatthews loan. to l\fr. ·wmiam 0. Gillispie, Sr. I of course 
88 
recognize the tliffk!1~lty of swmging loans at this time, hence 
my cont;ideration and indulgence for nearly a year. In the 
meantime I have subjected rr1y§elf to a great deal of criticism 
on the part of my client. · :Besicles I have made positive ar-
:ange1!1en~s for the handling of tbi .. i:; 1;ng~ .. ~y wh~~ .it is. p. a·. id 
m, which I havg lwd tq ppstpm10 fropi time t9 tim~. l api 
now wl'iting to say that unless the money is in hand by Sep-
t~mber }0th, t}lat1 much &~ I . &lmll. r~gret ~Q hav~ to do. s.o, I shall h~y9 tg go forward with the demnntions m the smt, 
which is still pending. Stir around somewhere and get the 
money and l~t's get this 9l9sed up, withp-qt a whol(} disag·ree-
able mess, which 'will be just as unpleasant for me as for you. 
Sincerely yours, 
Exhibit Q . 
• T. E. N. 
G. W ALT$R Ml\PP 
Elmer W, Somers 
.Attorney at Law 
.Acconi.~c, Va. 
August 25, 1.931. 
If Elmer will pay balance of insurance money $2,000 & ip.t. 
the bal. can stand for while. · 
G. "\Valter Mapp, Esq., 
Accomac, V ~-
In Re: Vtm. C. Gilleft:pie v. frying II. Matthews. 
Dear Mr. Mapp: 
Your favor of. tbe 24-tli. instant received and contents noted. 
I have been doing my b~st to get this loan tra.nsferred for 
Irving Matthews and the item disposed of for him, but have 
~ot been able to do so as yet. ~cannot.do th~ impossible as J, 
hke the other people engaged m farmtng-, have been hard hit 
for ca~h this year. I haYe no idea where I can locate the 
money, but if you can do so Mr. lvfatthews will 3rrange t,p 
pay you fl good commission on the Joan. · · 
w. C. om~~pi'3, Jr,, ~t al~, V• Elni~r w. S.9m~:,;~? et al. ~ 
I am doing- my best under -th~ present circumstances and 
no one can do more. · 
Very sincerely yours, 
ELMER W. SOMERS. 
EWS 1.:f 
Mr. Elmer Vv. Somers, 
.A.tt<;>rn,~y nt l:i~w • 




S~ptember 18, 1935. 
lfr: ,v. C. Gille~pie hlls b~en to see me again, toqay witl1 
r~f er~nq~ to the balanc~ of tb.e jn~urance pion~y in. the J.mµg 
¥atthe-w& fire matter, Qn which following th~ he11rh1g before 
SAiJg-g N_J o_ t_tillgb_ ~u1 yo-~i pa_ .itl nie pn, Oct9bor 13, 1930 $l,OOO_. ~OO_ }l.nq lj.kewis~ · paid rue tbc ~Pists of t4e sqit up t9 that fli:;qe 
$l1J50, 
· Mr. Gillespie, as I told you, insists upon payment Qf the 
bal~:nce 9f $2,000.00., witl1 interest, whicl1 ypu agr~ed to pay 
~t tlw time of th~ h.earing b~f ore Judge N ottinghtPU, im!l 
thmi(3s t}l~.t 11~ lw.s e,ver waived his ri.,!i;ht to colleq.t said b~l-
~Jl~r. 9:r ha.cl any ~gr~~ment with you tha.t s~me was :µot to b~ 
collected. He has instructed me to proceeq with the colle~-
tion 9f thi~ b~l~nce, principtil ·and interest. I, of ~ourse, 
know the diflfo11ltie~ iriv<;>}v~-d i~ raising mo:ney n9w ancl q.o 
not clesirc to distr~ss you tµ1d-µly! I will be gla4 to t~JI~ it 
Qver witli you to see what arr&ngements c_a.n ·b~ mad~ lqok-
jng toward thjs payment. 
Very ~i11~r~ly yours, 
G. w· ALTER MA.fl? 
GWM-c 
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Exhibit S 
.r. E. N. 
Elmer W. Somers 
Attornev at Law 
Acconiac., Va. 
September 14th, 1935 
G. Walter Mapp, Esq. 
Accomac, Virginia 
Re: "Irving Mat.thews Farm." 
Dear Mr. Ma.pp: 
Your favor of tlie 13th instant received and contents noted. 
I am indeed surprised at the contents of same. Mr. Gil-
lespie has been renting this farm along with me as Trustee 
to Roland C. Marshall on a cash re,ntal basis for the past 
two or three years, in fact; ever since Irving Matthews died. 
He has instructed me time and again to take no steps in rent-
ing the farm except after consulting with him, and I have 
numerous letters here showing- that fact. I shall be very glad 
to show the letters to you at anytime; and also Roland Mar-
shall, the tenants on the farm, can and will verify my state-
ments. 
I can prove to you without any question whatsoever that 
Mr. Gillespie agreed, and in fact, advised rebuilding on the 
''Matthews Farm." The money was put back in buildings 
on the farm just as be desired and he holds the first deecl of 
trust on the farm. 
This is no time to sell property; however, as I have advised 
Mr. Gillespie- if he wishes the farm sold under the deed of 
trust I, as trustee, will advertise same for sale according·ly. 
You Rhould know financial conditions just as well as any-
one in the wor1d. Mr. GilleRpie made this loan himself with-
out even consulting me, ancf he regarded it as a good loan, 
which of course, it was when he made it. 
Real estate is down now but that is no fault of mine or 
yours. 
Very sincerely yours, 
ELl\IER W. SOMERS. 
EWS:P 
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Rxhibit T 
.T. E. N. 
Elmer W. Somers 
Attorney at Law 
Accomac, Va. · 
.r anuary 13, 19;11. 
G. Walter Mapp, Esq.', 
Accomac, Va. , 
In Re: Wm. C. Gillespie v. Irving H. :Matthews-
Loan. 
Dear l\fr. Mapp : 
Replying· to your inquiry of the 12th. instant, I beg to 
advise that I have been waiting on the Federal Land Bank 
of Baltimore to make a. loan on the Irving H. Matthews farm, 
and I am advised that the appraiser '\\ill take care of this 
matter in a few days. 
If you do, not mind, I suggest that you call :Mr. S. D . .A.mes 
on the telephone and he can and will advise you as to just 
when to except this matter to be fixed up. I hope it may be 
done in a few days. 
Very sincerely yours, 
E"\VS*M 
ELMER W. SOMERS. 
Exhibit U 
~T. E. N. 
August 4, 1931. 
:Mr. Elmer "\V: Somer!=;, 
Accomac, Virgfoia. 
J\,fv de;u Elmer: 
1fr. W . .C. Gillispie, Sr., is again after me about t]rn bal-
ance of the 1\fatthews bond. I told him my verbal under-
standing with you, that the same was to be taken up in full 
by July 15th as I recall it. I am aware that it is not the 
0 
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ensiest thing to transfer lo~!!~ 9:r tE!,ke up bonds in a year like 
this bu1 this matter has hung over for so long now that some-
thing will just have to be dq~e in :regard to it and I hone you 
will .as soon as the election is over give it your immediate at-. 
tenhon. 
Very sincerely y-ours, 
G. ·w ALTER J\I.APP 
ff\VM/V.B 
Exhibit F 
.T. E. N. 
Elmer Vv. Somers 
Attorn~y at lJaw 
Accomac., Va. 
Aug-ust 5, 1931. 
G. Walt~r fhi:p.p~ Esq..? 
~C'1omac, "\- a. 
~ ! J 
:fn ~e: Wm. C. Gi11e~pie, 4-ssi~~e, v. Irving ff. 
Matt.hews & ·wife-Deed of r.frµst. 
Dear Mr. Mapp: 
Your favor of the 4th. instant received and contents noted. 
I llfl.d f11lJy e~p,ect~il tl1~ irish potato crop to be a fair suc-
cess this year, so I might take over the balance due on this 
note by August 15th. myself. I fixed up the new q~e{l of 
trust and recorded it last spring with this purpose in mind; 
however, the crop has be~n ~n apsolute failure both as to 
quantity and price and it is absolutely impossible for me to 
do so. I do not know when I will pe able to take over the bal-
ance of this loan for Mr. Matthews, as transferring· of loans is 
now out of the question; l1rw~ver, I a~sure you that I will be 
very glad to do so if I can get any money in hand in the near 
future. I am doing all I can, but cannot, p~rfQ~ th~ ini.:, 
possible. · · 
·with kindest regards, I am 
Very sincerely yours, 
:~n-!M~~ )V. SOMERS. 
0 
W. C. Gille.s:pi~, Jr? et ~l.~ v~ ~~~r w. ~e>~~!S.! et al. 
Exhibit W: 
.T. E. N. 
Bloxom, Va. October 30, 1919 
On demand after date we promise to pay 
to the order of William H. Hitchens 
Sev~nt:y-fiv~ Hundred ~~cl :µo/100 ·nollais 
No ................ . 
$7.500.00 
Due On demand 
for value recejveq pa,yabl~ fit the 
ACCOMACK BANKING COMP ANY, INC . 
. ' . . . . . OF B~O:!:OM, V .A.. . .. 
with interest from November 1st, 1919. 
93 
~· .• :; 
The maker and endorsers each hereby waive the benefit qf 
their Homestead ~Jxemption as to this debt, and hereby' waive 
demand, protest, and notiee of non-paJ!I!~Tit h~reof, ~~q ~~ 
hereby authorize and empower any Attorney or record to 
confess judgment· ag~j~st . for tlie above sum and 
costs of suit, with ten per cent collection charges. This note 
is secured by deed of trust ~f ~ve:µ date to Elmer W. Somers, 
trustee. 
P. 0. Assawoman, Va. IRVING H. MATTH.HJWS 
fEAR~~ W. M.1\-r±HEWS 
(On b~cJr) 
Credit $1,500.00 principal and $450.00 dollars interest Nov. 
1, ]9~0- · 
iq,1~s12.i 
Cr. Int. 1 vr. $360.00 
l0J28/~2 ·+· i-r~ 'iit. $360.00 
10-28-23 credit with interest 360.00 
Credit ·with interest 360.00 · · · 10-28-1924 .... '• ... 
Cr~q.it by fntercs~ ?60.QQ 
10-28-1925 
Credit by interest 360.00 
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10-28-1926 
Credit by interest 360.00 
10-28-1927 
Credit -By interest 360.00 
10-28-1928 
Credit By int 360.00 
10-28-29 
Credit By int. 360.00 Int. to 10-28-30 
Credit Principal of bond with $fi40.00 as of Oct. 28 1930,, 
leaving $5,360.00 with int from Oct. 28_ 1930 
IJ or we guarantee the payment of this note. 
Hallwood, Va., 
October 28, 192-2. 
For the sum of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00), in hand 
paid I hereby assign this note to William C. Gillispie, with the 
deed of trust securing same. 
"WILLIAM H. HITCHENS 
Witness: 
ELMER W. SOMERS 
{Internal Revenue Stamp) 
Exhibit X 
.T. E. N. 
In the Circuit Court for Accomac County: 
William -C. Gillespie, Assignee of William H. Hitchens, Plain-
tiff 
t'. 
Irving· IL Matthews, Pearle W. Matthews, his wife, and El-
mer W. Somers, Trustee in a certain deed of trust from 
the ~aid Irving H. Matthews and wife, dated Octobe~ 30, 
1919; and Elmer "\V. Somers, Trustee and the Accomac 
Banking Company, Beneficiary, in a certain deed of trust 
dated November 8, 1920, Defendants 
IN CHANCERY 
To Honorable .T ohn F}. Nottingham, ludge of the :Circuit 
Court for Accomac County: 
Humbly complaining showeth unto the Court your Com-
,v. C. Gillespie, Jr., et al., v. Elmer W. Somers, et al. 95 
pl!linant, WiHiaro C. Gillespie, Assignee of vViUiam H. 
Hitchens, the following case : 
1st. That on the 30th day of October, 1919, Irving H. Mat-
thews and Pearle ,v. Matthews, l1is wife, executed a promis-
sory note for Seventy-Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500.00), pay-
able on demand, with interest from November 1, l9UJ, to 
William H. Hitc11ens, and on the same elate executed a deed 
of trust to Elmer ,v. Somers, ~rrnstee, on the following de-
scribed tract of land : 
'' All that certain tract, piece or pa.reel of real estate, with 
the buildings thereon, situate, lying• and being in Arbuckles 
Neck, Atlantic 1\fa~:isterial Distriet Accomack County, Vir-
ginia, containing· Fifty Acres (50 A.) more or less, and 
bounded as follows : On the North, a.nd East, by the land 
of .A. W. Nock; on the South, by the lands of Dr. Harmonson 
and F1rank Matthews; and on the ,vest, by the Neck Road,--
it being all the land purc.hased by the said G-eorge Edward 
Bunting from "r· H. "M atthcws, ancl now used by the said 
. George Bunting· as his homestead and this day c.onveyed by-
deed from the said George E. Bunting and wife, to the said 
Irving· II. l\Iatthews, which said deed is recorded in tl1e Clerk's 
Office of the Circuit Court. of Accomack immediately preceding 
this deed, togethrr with all the improvements thereon and the 
a.ppurtenauces thereto be]ongfog·, or in anywise appertain-
ing.,, 
Said deed of trust was duly recorded on November 1, 1919, 
an office copy of which marked "Exhibit A" is herewith filed, 
and prayed to be taken and read as a part of this hill. 
2nd. That on the 8th day of N ovemher, 1920, the said Irving 
H. l\fatthews and Pearle ,v. Matthews, bis wife, executed a 
8ecoud deed of trust on the same rea] estafo to the said El-
mer Vv. Somers, '.rrustee, to secme to the Accomac Banking 
Company, Inc., of Bloxom, Virginia, the payment of a promis. 
sorv note of even date with said deed for the sum of Two 
Thousand Do11ars ($2,000.00). 
Said SE'C.Ond deecl of trnst wa.s duly recorded on the 9th 
day of November, 1920, in the Cl(\rk's Office of the Circuit 
Court of .Accomac County. An offic.e copy of said deed i.s 
herewith filed ma rlced '' Exhibit B '' and prayed to be taken 
and read as a pa rt of this bill. 
3rd. That on November 1, 19~0, the first mentioned of said 
notes was du]y credited with the sum of Four Hundred li1ift.y 
Dollflrs ($450.00) interest and ,Fifteen Hundred Do1Iars 
,$1,500.00) on principal, leaving a l1alance due as of said date 
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of Six 'l'hot1sund Dolla1·s ($6,000.00); that the inter~st thereon 
seems to· have been regularly paid to the said William :fl. 
Hitchens, the payee and owner of said note, down to the end 
of the note year 1922, and that on the 28tq. day of October, 
1022, the said \Villiam H. Hitchens assig11ed said note to your 
Complainant for the sum of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00). 
That the interest on said note bas since been paid your 
,Complainant up to November 28, 1929, but tµat no part of 
the balanc~ of the principal .has been paid, .and that. there is 
now due on said note Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) with 
interest from said November 28, 1929. · 
4th. Your Compl~inant i8 advh:md and bclieyes that no 
part of the principal of the note secured by the second deep 
of trust of November 8, J 920, l~a.s been paid but understands 
that the interest on said note bas been kept up and that the 
principal of said note, with iµterest from November 8, 1929, 
is still dt~e and owing. 
5th. That on the clay of , 19 , th~ dwelling 
house on said reul estate· and the furniture therein was de-
stroyed by fire·; that said dwelling· house and furniture were 
insured under a policy in the PeterRt>urg Insurance 00111-
pany, Inc., being policy No. 101069, issued by G. Fred Kelly, 
~·f O*mcock,. yfrginin, fqr Three Thol1sancl Dollars ($3,00Q.OO) 
on the dwellmg house a"!ld One Th~usand Dollars (~l,000.00) 
on the household and lute.he~ f11r~}ture, the total loss under 
8~id policy b!?ing Four Thousand Dol1ars ($4,000.00);. that 
snid policy was "issued in the customary manner to the sai~l 
Irving· H. Matthews and was payable to the said Elmer W. 
Sp~ner~. 'l1l'Ustee, as i1is interest ~ay appe~.r. 
6th. 't'hat on May R, 193Q, your Complainant, through coun-
sel. 0. ,va1ter Mapp, notiffed the said Elmer W. Somer~ by 
letter that when the cher,k for said insurance was received 
he w01i1c1 ha:v~ ·c~mplainant com.~ to the Qffice at A~c~µi&.c, 
Vtrgfoia. for settlement of same, suggesting to the said 
SqmerR that after th~ payment of· the inRlffance, h~1 S~mers, 
had better take up the. 1-Jalancc Qf :Mr. Gillespie ~s first lien q:p. 
sa~q ptoperty, in· vie~ of tµ~ fac.t that the said Somers was 
undei'Rtood to be guarantor or th~ ~w11er of the ~econcl lien. 
Thflt shortly followiµg the writing of said letter of l\a:ay 
3, ] 930, t:l1c said Elmer \\T. Romeri:; submitted verballv to the 
said ·a. Wait~r l\fapp~ A.tt~rney for· y~ur Compl~inant, ·~ 
proposition t,o pay to yo~p· Cornplain~11t One Thcri.1s&µd Dol-
JarF:' ($1,000.00) of the insurance mpney, the balance of the 
_insuranpe m~mey to hp us~d t~1 ere~ting new ~uilding~ on ~fl.id 
-ttarrp l}TI<l that he, tl1~ said Elmer W. Spmers, would guarantee 
the l1a1t-n1~e µue · on the note to y~rnr C!qmr.l~in~u~t, like~~ 
g'Ufll'~µt£~eing that the ~aiµe would be ppid in full P.-Qt la~r 
. . .. 
·w. c. Gille~p,l~~ Jr~, ~t ,1.? v. ~~rr w. ~Pm~fij~ et al. ~1 
. th!l~ _t\.µg:u~t 1~7 l~~o; t~at the said G. wa~ter Mapp s~1b-
m1tted this proposition to y01p· Complainant, recommendmg 
that it be accepted and on ·such recommendation your Com-
plainant agreed the~eto and authorized its acceptanc~, whi~p 
"\YaS do:µc by the said G. W ~lter l\fapp o:p. May 17, 19~0, m 
tµe following letter ~dqresse4 tr.> the Eip.id ~lmer W. Sower~ : 
. 
":May 17, 1930. 
Mr. Elmer W. Somers. 
. ~.ccornac, Vir~nia. 
My d~a.r Elmer: . 
. As Attorney for W. c~ Q-Hlespie, I am writing to advis~ · 
thµt M~. Gillespie will accept a cash payment of one thou-
sa~d dollars ($1,000.00) tQ be credited on the interest ~:p.d 
prin~ipal of the pqnd of Irving Mflttnews7 witp t.h~ unqer-
'$tanpi~g th,~.t the reipainq.er of the· ins1~ra~ce money i~ to ~e 
cxpe1~q.~d i~ a builqjng to pe ere~ted on the farip iµ t~~ pla~~ 
of the 9~e burned ~.nq with the fiuther uµderstij11dmg · t4~t 
t~~ ba1a:p.ce of Mr. q~llespie 's bond is to ~ guaranteed. by 
y~n :no,y, s~i~l bo~4 t9 he paid in fpll on or before A.1.1gi1~t lq, 1930. . . . . . · · . · 
· '+1his iR i~ ~~cord~rn~e. ~th mY. yerbr1l pnq~r~tanq.ing of Y?lff 
offer, nnd if correct kmdly write me specrfi~~lly co:p.firrrnng 
this understanding·: anq l~t m~ pave cnec}{ for t4e 9Jle t}loll-
sand dollars ($1,000.00). 
I ,,,m have Mr. Gillespie ~tgn tlw i11surance check payable, 
as I understand it, jointly to you as Trustee and to hlm as 
Bf=)rtefichi:ry. 
Very sincerely yours, 
G. 1'T ALTER MAPP?' 
I: '·; I •, i 
GWM(VB 
Thut on J\fay ~l, 1930, ~airl El:r:per vV. Somers replied to 
the letter of the said G. \Valter :Mapp of May 17th in the fol-
lowing letter : 
'' May 21, 1930. 
G. Walter l\:fapp, Esq., 
Accomar! Virginia 
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In-Re: ·wmiam C. Gillespie, v. Irving H. Matthews 
-Deed of Trust Loan. 
Dear Mr. l\'.Iapp : 
Your letter o.f the 17th inst. reached my offiee while I was 
out of the County on the 19th inst. Mr. Matthews agreed to 
permit new buildings to be paid for out of the insurance money 
p3.id on the dwelling d0stroyed, namely, $3,000.00, and !fr. 
Matthews lias arranged with ~·ir. Lee Nock to put. up a new 
residence for him on the premises at the contract price of 
$2,400.00, and I have already guaranteed to Mr. Nock the 
payment of said amount accordingly out of the insurance 
money. I have already paid $93.44 for lumber and mate-rials 
in putting up the small building in which Irving Matthews 
and "1ife now live in order to enable tl1em to carry on the 
fa.rm. ~rhe barn needs some repair work done on it, aud 
I am sure that it wm take the fnll amount of the $3,000.00 
recei vetl from the Insurance Company for loss on the dwell-
ing· to take care of these items. I had' hoped at first to get by 
with $21000.00, but have found it impossible to do ·so. 
In order to satisfy Mr. Gillespie, however, Mr. 1fatthews 
has arranged with another party to pay off l\.I r. GilleRpie in 
full on August 15th, 1930, and I will personally guarantee to 
hin: the full amount duE: him at that time. You may advise 
him accordingly. 
·with kindest personal regards, I am, 
Ve1~y sincerely yours, 
ELMER "\V. SOMERS'' 
EWS:S 
That on l\fay 21st the saicl G. Walter :Mapp, Attorney for 
your Complainant, replied to the said Elmer ·w. Somers as 
follows: 
"M:ay 21, 1930. 
Mr. ltJlmer ·w. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
Re: \~lillia.m C. GillP-spie v. Irving H. Matthews. 
M: v deu r }~]mer: 
--Your lettel' of J\fny 21st is a disappointment. Your offer 
was· to pay l\fr. William C. Gillespie one thousand dollars 
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($1,000.00) cash out of the insurance money and the balance 
of his deed of trust loan to. Irving H. Matthews on August 
15th, you guarnnteoing the payment of said balance. 
Mr. Gillespie denies any agreement with :Mr. l\Iattbews with 
reference to the new buildings. He tells me that Mr. Nock 
as well as :Mr. l\fa.tthews urged him for his consent that the 
insurance money be re-expended in a building·, which he de-
clim~d to do. I submitted vour offer above referred to to l\fr. 
Gillespie and reeommended its acceptance, which he did. I 
must now insist your compliance therewith or what is per-
haps better still for the retirement of l\fr. Gillespie's whole 
loan. 
Kindly let me l1ear from you promptly. 
Sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP'' 
GvVM/VB 
That on :May 31st your Complainant went to the office of 
the said G. "'\"\T alter l\Iapp, at Accomac, Virginia, and iu said 
office had a conference with the said Elmer W. Somers in 
the pl'esencc of the said G. Walter :Mapp and he ancl his said 
Atfornt~y both again urged upon the said Somers the pay-
ment of the insurance money due your Complainant, either in 
accordan~e ·with hi8 offer wllich had been accepted by letter 
of May 17th or, failing in that, the whole amomtt; that on 
the same date, following said intcn,iew the said Jl}lmer vY. 
Somer~ wrote to the said G. Walter Mapp, Attorney, the 
followinp; letter : 
'' May 31, 1930. 
G. "1Talter Mapp, Esq., 
. Accomac, Virginia 
In-Re: Irving IT. Matthews-Deed of Trust-Note 
dne ·wm. C. Gillespie, Assignee of Wm. H. 
Hitchens. 
Dear l\fr. Mapp : 
Since talking with yon this morning, I beg to advise that 
!fr. Wm. C. Gillespie has seen me about the matter, and in 
tho prcsPnce of l\fr. J. Elmer Ooulhourn, he reiterated his 
11rmdous agreement, namely, to have the insurance money 
spent on the builcling·s on the Irving H. Matthews Farm, and 
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the loan now lielcl by him taken over in full hy Fred S. Cbessei; 
by August 15th, H-)30. He stated t1mt he wishes the mattei; 
to be handled on this basis, as he realized that Mr, Matthews 
was up ag·ainst it and that he had fthvays been treated fairly 
by Mr, Matthews, and especially by me, alth01,1gh I did not 
make the loan for him, and that he would do nothing what-
ever to hurt Mr. 1vfotthews in nny respect. If you have any 
doubt about this statement, I suggest that you get in touch 
with Mr. Cou.lbourn, who can and will, I am sure, advise you 
fully ~s to the conversation and agTeement in question. 
Y ery sincerely yours! 
]1LMER W. SOMER.8" 
EWS:S 
To which under date of June 12, 1930, the said G. Walter 
Mapp replied to the said Elmer W. Somers as follows : 
''June 12, 1930. 
Mr, Elmel' W, SomerR, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
In Re 'Wilfom1 C. Gillespie 't. Irving H. Matthews, 
bond, insurance, etc . 
. 
My dear :Wlmer: . 
I have delayed a.nswering· your Jetter of May 31st until I 
could 8ee Mr. William C. Gillespie, who is now in the office. 
After talking with you on May 31st I bad had a conference 
wHh 1\fr. Gillespie reporting yo,rr conversation to him and 
receiving from him cel'tain instructions. I was, therefore, 
surpris(ld to the point of amazement at vou letter. 
Mr. Gillespie inf orm·s me that he did ·not see you but you 
saw him on the day in questhm and he. further totally denies 
yoiu statements as to his reiteration of the alleged agree-
ment ft$ to tl1e use of the insurance money. 
I Hm, therefore, writing, to adYise that in view of the fact 
that vou now have receded from the offer vou verballv made 
to me and which, after communicatin~ wiih Mr. Gill~spie, I 
acoepted, to-wit, the payment of $1,000.00 out of the insur-
ance money, tl1e balance of the bond to be guaranteed by you 
and paid 1\i,gust 15th, that Mr. Gillespie claims the entire 
mncn.mt of the insurance money and wants. check therefor 
clr.livered to him or to me as his attorney at once. Mr. Gil .. 
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lespio is present as I write a11d has a copy of this letter. In ' 
1·eplyinp; you can reply directly to nie and further conf ereuce.s 
in the matter can be had with me M Mr. Gillespie's Attorp.ey, 
Very sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP'' 
GWM/VB 
7th. That on May. 13, 1930, drart number A2002, dated 
l\'la.y 18, 1930, was drmvn by the Petersburg Immrance Com .. 
IJany, Inc., in ·ravor of Irving· H. Matt.hews and E.W. S0IJ1ers, 
Trustee, for Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.00) covering the 
claim for loss under said policy No. 101069 and that said 
draft was endorsed by Irving H. Matthews and E. W. Somers, 
Trustee, and Elm.er W. Somers, and has been paid by said 
Petersburg Insurance Company, Inc. 
8th. That on August 19, 1930, your Complainant, together 
with his counsel, had a further conference with the said El-
mer W. Somers, ~gain urging the payment· to your Complain-
ant of the insurance money in full since the said Elmer W. 
Somers had not only failed to pay the $1,000,00 thereof at-
the time of the ~ollection of tbe insurance, and the balance 
of your complainant's note against the said Irving lI. Mat-
thews, and that following said conference Complainant'~ 
counS.el w1•ote the said Elmoi·. \V. Somers. as fallows, to-wit: · 
'' .A.ugust 19, 1930. 
Mr. E1mer "\V. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
My den r Elmer: 
J1'01Iowing our conference this morning with Mr. Willlam 
0. Gillespie I was instructed by him to proceed with the QO}T' 
lection of t]1e bond of Irving II. Matthews and Pearle W. 
1\'fatthews, dated OQ.tober 30, 191'9, originally for $7,500.00 
and assigned to him on the 28th day of October, 1922, by 
~William H. Hitchens, for $6,000.00, said bond being secured 
by deed of trust to you as Trustee, said deed being reeorded 
in DeE!d Hook 116, at page 299. 
As you know it is our contention that the insurance money 
should lw.ve been paid, all or a part, in satisfaction of this 
bond and it was our understanding that said bond was to be 
takt~n up by you on Aug·ust 15th, which has past. 
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I am, therefore, writing to advise that it is my purpose to 
institute at ouce a suit for the collection of the insurance 
money and for. the payment. of the· bond .. 
·with kind personal regards, I am, 
Sincerely yours, 
G. "WALTER MAPP',. 
.Gv\1 M/VB 
~rhat on August 20, 1980, the said J-!Jlmer vV. Somers re-
plied to the letter of the said G. "\Valter l\fapp of August 19th 
as follows· : 
'' August 20, 1930. 
G. ,,v aI tcr :M:app, Esq., 
Accomac, Ya. 
In Re: "William C. GiIIespie, Assignee, v. Irving IL 
· lfatthews and wife-DP-ed of Trust 
Deai· :Mr. 1\Ia pp : 
Your favor of the 19th instant received and contents noted. 
l\fr. Gillespie is absolutely safe under the deed of trust, 
as the land is certainly worth more money than he has against 
it. As I have previously advised you, l\fr. Matthews can 
prove tllat Mr. Gi1lespie ag-reed for the insurance money to 
be put into new Lnilding.s, and I, as Trustee, acted according 
to my instructions. 
I have taken the matter up with Mr. l\fatthews again with 
a view of borrowing the money elsewhere to pay off Mr. Gil-
lespie and if it can not be borrowed locally he will secure the 
money from the 'F1arm Loan Rank, in order to get the matt.er 
disposed of. It generally takes about thirty days to do so, 
however. 
Of course. if My. Gillespie thiuks he ~an get the money 
so01rnr by denumclmg sale of the property, or filing suit for 
same. he ean do so. However, nothing can be gained thereby 
by anyone. 
Very $incerely yours. 
ELMER "\V. SO:ME·RS" 
E,VS:l\..f 
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In the said conference of August 19, 1930, the said J.Jlmer 
"\V. Somers hauded your Complainant's counsel a memoran-
dum of figures taken off an adding machine, which aggregated 
$2,882.55, which amount he contended had been expended on 
the erection of a new l1ouse on the above described farm of 
the said Irving H. Matthews. 
9th. During all of the negotiations and interviews and cor-
respondence above set out the said Irving H. :Mat.thews had 
from time to time seen your Complainant requesting that 
he, the said .Matthews, be permitted to expend the insurance 
money in the erection of a new dwelling but your Complain-
ant had become doubtful of the security of his note, which 
was out of elate, and having had some difficulty in the collec-
tion of his interest, wished his indebtedness retired, as was 
his right, and had always deelinecl to agree to the expenditure 
of the insurance money in the erec.t.ion of new buildings. 
That the said I~lmer \V. so·rners had several times ma.de 
the same request, sometimes in the presence of counsel. At 
otlrnr times alone, bnt your C0111plai11ant never agreed that 
this should be clone, except as set forth in the letter of May 
17, 1930, by the said G. ,valter l\Iapp to the said Elmer \V. 
Somers, in acceptance of the offer of the said Somers, which 
the ~aid Somers then failed to perform. 
10th. Your complainant :;i lleges that he was entitled to 
the fun payment of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) COY-
erecl by said insurance policy for loss of the building on 
which he had a first deed of trust, ::;aid policy being payable 
to s::iid Trustee for his benefit and that the failure of said 
Trustee to divert, mis-apply or use said funds for any othe1· 
purpose without the agreement of your Complainant, was a 
nii~-application of said funds, for which the said Elmer W. 
Somers, Trustee, is liable as a fiduciary and also liable per-
sonally and should be removed as Trustee in said deed of 
trust. 
That your complainant is entitled after the payment of 
said insurai1ce money to have said property exposed to sale 
by public auction under the deed of tmst securing the note 
evidencing- the indebtedness to him, elated Oc.toher 30, 191.9, 
for the payment of the _balance t]rnt may then ho due and 
owing on said note, principal and interest.. 
In ·tender co;1sicleration ,,thereof and for as much as vour 
Complainant is remediless in t.he premises save by t11e aicl 
of a Court of equity where matters of this kind are alone 
properly cog·nizahle and relievable, your Complainant prays 
t1rn.t the said Irving H. Jfa.tthewR and Pearle vV. :MatthewR, 
his wife, and Elmer "\V. Somers, Trustee, in a certain deed of 
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trust from the said Irving H. Matthews and wife, dated Octo-
ber 30, 1919, and Jmmer °'V. Somers, Trustee, and the Accomac 
Banking Company, .Beneficiary in a certain deed of trust, 
elated N oyember 9, 1920, and the said Elmer vV. Somers per-
sonally may be ma.de parties defendant to this bill and· be 
re')_uired to answer same but answers under oath are hereby 
expressly waived; that a decree may be entered herein re-
ciuiring the said Elmer W. Some,rs, Trustee in the deed· from 
Irving H. Matthews and wife, dated October 30, 1919, to pay 
to your Complainant the sum of Three Thousand Dollars 
($:i,000.00) paid to him as such Trustee under the insurance 
policy of the Petersburg· Insurance Company, Inc., by draft 
dated May 1.3, 1930, to cover loss under policy No. 101069, 
on buildings burned on the real estate described herein said 
policy ·being for the benefit of your Complainant; that said 
Trustee be removed as Trustee in said deed of trust and a 
suitable and proper person be appointed Trustee in his place 
antl stead; that after the payment of said insurance money a 
decree may be entered for the sale of the real estate belong-
ing to the i::;aid Irving H. Matthews under said deed of Octo-
ber 13, 1!)19; that all pr_oper references ma.y be had, accounts 
ta.ken, decrees entered a.nd that your Complainant shall have 
such other, further an<l. g·cneral relief as the nature of hie.; case 
may requh-e or to equity shall seem meet. 
And your Comp]ainant will ever pray, etc. 
(On back) 
Elmer ·w. Someri;:\, Truste~, etc. 
1:. 
William C. Gillespie, Sr., et al. 
,i Ex.'' X 
.J.E. N. 
FjXHIBIT '' A.'' 
E1ileil with Answer of Wm. C. Gillespie in the nature of a 
cross hill. · 
Ex. :;x. with testimony of G-. \Valter Mapp. 
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Oeto ber 13, 1930. 
In Re: "William C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews 
-Deed of Trust. 
Dear Mr. l\fapp: 
As per agreement, I herewith enclose check for $1,000.00, 
to be credited on the above described deed of trust. Pleftse 
let me have a receipt showing· same paid by me. I will ask 
that you do not have the note credited with this payment, 
as I will probably have the note assigned to me as soon as 
tha full amount due thereon is paid. 
EvVS"M 
Y ery sincerely yours, 
Exhibit 2 
._T. E. N. 
ELMER. W. SOMERS 
Attorney at Law 
No. 7557 
Accomac, Va., Oot. 13, 1930 
Pay to the order of G. "\Valter Mapp .............. $1,000.00 
One 'rhousand and 00 /1.00 . .......•...••..•.••••••.• Dollars 
PEOPLES BANK OF BLOXOM, INC. 
Wm. C. Gillespie v. Irving H. l\{atthews 
68-658 Bloxom, Va. 68-658 
ELMER W. SOMERS 
1C>,6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Peoples Bank of Bloxom, Inc. 
Paid 
Oct. 15 1930 
Bloxom., Va. 




G-. ·w ALTER MAPP. 
Mapp &' :Mapp 
Herbert Barnes 
Attorneys at Law 
Accomac, Va. 
October 13, 1930. 
Mr. Elmer W. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
IN RE William 0. Gillispie v. Irving H. Matthews 
et als Deed of Trust 
My dear Elmer: 
This ;will acknowledge receipt of yours of October 13, 1930, 
inclosing your check on People's Bank of Bloxom, Incorpo-
rated, $1,000.00, to be credited on the bond of Irving H. Mat-
thews a.nd wife due William C. Gil1ispie. 
As requested by you the bond will not actually be credited 
with this payment until you further advise. 
Very sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER MAPP 
G vVl\if_/VB 
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Exhibit 4 
J.E.N. 
:Ma.pp & Ma pp 
Herbert Barnes 
Attorneys at Law 
.Accomac, Va . 
• January 12, 1931. 
Mr. Elmer W. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
l\Iy dear Elmer : 
What is now theo status of the William C. Gillispie loan to 
Irving H. Matthews. l\f y understanding at the October term 
of Court was that you were going to take the matter up at 
once. Mr. Gillispie is inquiring a.nd is desirous that the 
matter he straightened out. Can't you arrange to do this 
v. ithin the next five or ten davs 1 I don't want to seem un-
duly urgent but in view of the length of time it has been a 
subject of contention and in view of our understanding at the 
October term it seems to me some. arrangement oug·ht. to be 
made whereby this bond can be paid to Mr. Gillispie. 
Very sincerely yours, 
G. WALTER :MAPP 
GWlVI/VB 
Exhibit . .r; 
J.E. N. 
l\Ja.pp & Mapp 
Herbert Barnes 
Attorneys at Law 
Accomac., Ya. 
October 6, 19:n. 
Mr. Elmer \V. Somers, 
Accomac, Virginia. 
Mv dear Elmer: 
·since talking· with you I have had Mr. W. C. Gillispie down 
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to the office to go over the situation with him and in fact he 
is present as I write. 
In view of the unusual financial conditions now obtaining 
in. the county neither Mr. Gillispie nor myself want to ap-
pear too insistent upon his legal rights and without waiving 
these rights in any sense I am WTiting to say that if the in-
terest is paid on his l;>ond down to date, leaving a balance of 
$5,000.00 due ( the $1,000.00 heretofore paid him by you 
through me to be considered as a credit on the principal) he 
will indulge Mr. Matthews and you a reasonable time further 
in which to raise this money. 
vV(: will let the suit brought by Mr. Gillispie against you 
·stand on ihe docket as it now is and this arrangement is not 
to be considered as effectinp; the legal rig·hts either of Mr. 
Gillispie or yourself in th~ premises. 
Please advise me if this suggestion is agreeable to you 
and if so let me lmve_ check for Mr. Gillispie before Novem-
ber hit hringing interest down to that date, and leaving a 
balance due on the bond of $5,000.00 with interest from No-
vembcr 1. 19H1. 




G. ·w ALTER M.APP 
October 9, 1931.. 
G. V{alter Mapp, Esq., 
Accomac, Va. 
In RG: "William C. Gillespie v. Irving H. Matthews 
--Deed of Tn1st-Bal. due $5,000.00 and In-
terest. 
Dear Mr~ J\f a PP : 
Your favor of the 6th. instant received and contents noted. 
I have seen Irving Matthews about this matter and have 
gone over same fully with him. He st.atesi that it will be ab-
solutely impossible for him to raise more than the 1930 in-
terest under the ~xi sting circumstanc~s. As soon· as the 
lima beans und sweet potatoes are sold that amount will be 
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available ~nd paid over to me so I can send you check for 
the interest. 
Mr. Matthews is working as hard as he can and doing 
with as little as possible. He is trying to meet his obliga-
tions, but cannot do the impossible. M 1-. Gillespie must realize 
his condition. 
Yery sincerely yours, 
EvVS*l\tI 
1\fr. Elmer vV. Somers 





You wi11 find the amour1t of Irving Matthews and wife 
Bond $6,000 I want all interest for 1925-26 and 27. 
If this is not made out correct let me know and Oblige 
l\fr. Elmer W. Somers 
Dear Sir 




I understand throug·h J\fr. l\Iarshall you have rented the 
farm to him for 1934 I :want it understood I am not furnish-
ing any thing and will not become. responsible for any thing 
I wish for you to send an itemized aecount of all money re .. 
ceived and payed out from :M:r. Marshall for 1933 let me know 
at once · 
W. C. GILLESPIE, SR. 




Mr. Elmer "\V. Somers 
Dear 8ir 
If Mr. I-toland Marshall come to your office to rent the farm 
where he now lives, don't you rent to him until I see you I 
will try and come down as .soon as I can 
l\fr. Elmer W. Somers 
Yours 




Dear Sir Mr. Conquest says he will work for $2.00 per 
day and will fix up the corn crih all O K he said he will want 
a helper I think I can g-et a man to help him for $1.00 per day 
if this is all rig-ht let me know at once. 
Mr. Elmer "\V. Somers 
Dear Sir 
W. C. GILLESPIE, SR. 
Ex7,ibit 11 
.T. E. N. 
Temperanceville 10-1-34 
You can send check to Mr. Ira Hancock Oak Hall Va $9.44 
same being for 472 ft of lumber at 200 pe·r Hundred. 
W. C. GILLESPIE, SR. 
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Exhibit 12 
.T. E. N. 
Temperanceville 10-6-34 
Mr. Elmer W. Somers 
Dear Sir . 
You can send to Harry Lang $1.93 for 1 % days work on 
corn crib 1.00 per day he worked little over 1% days he 
charged 1.75 he went out to Assawoman and bought 3 lbs 




he was good help send check to Harry Lang Temperanceville, 
Va. 
Mr. }Jlmer Somers 
Dear Sir 
"'\V. C. GILLESPIE, SR. 
/Exhibit 13 
.T. E. N. 
Temperanceville 10-18-34 
I am through with the work on the Irving :Matthews farm 
Berton Conquest 2 days and 2 hours 4.40 
Shingles fro Berton Conquest 15 
4.55 
26 lbs nails 6 cts 1.56 
2 bundles of shingles 70 1.40 
I furnished 1 bundle of shingles 1 hundred in 
bundle 1.00 
No 1 liearts $1.50 1.50 
5.46 
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Ira Hancock told me to haul the lumber I could haul it 
cheaper than he could I got a truck for $1.00 and hauled it 
you can send to Berton Conquest 4.55 . 
You can send to W. C. Gillespie, Sr. 5.46. I have payed 
this bill for nails shingles. I ]J.ad to go to Pocomoke after 
2 bundles and truck If any thing you don't understand I 
will- explain it to you satisfactory 
Mr. Elmer \V. Somers 
Dear Sir 
Yours 




I want to see you before you contract with any one for 
Roland Marshall for 1935 you can call at vVill Britingham 
Store or write me what day I can come down in Xmas it is 
important A JM erry Xmas 
Mr. Elmel' ,v. Somers 
Accomac O H Va 
Dear Sir 
Yours 




I have been trying to come down to see you 'I am not 
very well and can't get any one to drive the car don't you 
make a.ny bargain with Mr. Marshall for 1936 ref era.nee to 
renting until I see you I will be down to see you soon as T 
can 
"'\V. fJ. GILLESPIE, SR. 
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Mr. Elmer ·v{. Somers 
Dear Sir 
Exhibit 1 fi 
J.E. N. 
Temperanceville 8-14-35 
As I have not heard from you I have the same mind as I 
told you in my last letter I shall not stand for no R-o<>Teement 
you may make with Roland Marshall for 1936 without con-
sulting with me first 
Mr. Elmer W. Somers 
Denr Sir 
W. C. GILLESPIE., SR 
Ea:hibit 17 
.T. E·. N. 
Temperanceville 12-11-35 
You can send me a check for $12.25 to be payed to Wm. T. 
Briting·ham for driving pump and outfit for same on Irving 
Matthews farm why I say send check to, me the Bill is cbarg 
to me 
Yours 
W. 0. GILLESPIE, SR. 
Exhibit 18 
.T. E. N. 
THIS LEASE made this 31st day of October, 1935, by and 
between Elmer W. Somers, Trustee, and William C. Gillespie, 
beneficiary, parties of the first part, and William T. Britting-
lrn.m, of Temperanceville, Virginia, party of the second part. 
WITN1JSSETH: Tha.t the said parties of the first part 
clo ]ease unto the said party of "the second part, his personal 
repre~entatives and assigns, all of that certain piece or parcel 
of woods and cleared land, known as the "Irving H. Mat-
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thews Fa.rm," and located near Assawoman, in Atlantic, Mag-
isterial District, Accomack County, Virginia, and boundecl 
by the lands of John Harmonson and others, the said farm 
containing a total of ,Yorty-two ( 42) acres> more or less, for 
the term of one year, to-wit, from tT anuary 1st, 1936, to De-
cember 3] st, 1936, with the privilege of going on said land at 
any time an<l sewing seeds and doing all work necessary for 
the proper cultivation of said farm for 1936; and also with 
the privileg·e of one year additional provided notice in writf.i. 
ing of his desire to extend said lease until December 31st, 
1937, is given the saicl parties of the first part, their personal 
representatives or assig11s, by August 1st, 1936, by the said 
pa1:ty of the second part, his personal representatives and 
ass1g·ns. 
The rent for said property shall be One Hundred Sevent~ 
five ( $175.00) Dollars, for the year 1986, and Two Hundred 
($200.00) Dollars, for the year 1937, and payable as follows: 
One-half September 1st of e.ach year; and the balance No-
vember 15th of each year. 
The aforesaid les~ors covenant for the aforesaid lessee 
quiet enjoyment of his term; and the aforesaid lessee cove-
nants to pay the rent as afore said. 
ThiR lease is made in triplicate, a- copy thereof being held 
by each of the parties hereto. 
·witness the following signatures a~d seals this day first 
above written. 
ELMER W. SOMER.S, Trustee 
vV. 0. GILLESPIE, SR. 
,v. 'Ii. BRITTINGHAM 
(On back) 
Exhibit 18 




Elmer \V. Somers, Trustee, and William C. Gillespie, pene-
ficiary 
with: 
"William ~e. Brittingham 
LEASE ON "IRVING H. MATTHEWS FARM." 
Copy for : Elmer W. Somers 
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Exhibit 1!J 
.T. KN. 
~~HIS CONTRACT, made this lHth day of August, 1932, 
between Elmer W. Somers, Trustee for Irving H. Matthews 
and Pearl W. Matthews, his wife, of Accomac, Virginia, party 
of the first. part, and R. C. J\Iarshall, of Assawoman, Virginia, 
party. 0£ the second part; 
WIT~ESSETi-I: 'rhat the said party of the first part 
doth lease unto the party of the second part, all that cei-tain 
tract, piece 01· JJarcel of land containing 32.42 a.cres of cleared 
land and 11 .90 acres woodsland, a total of 44.34 acres of 
which Irvhig· Matthews died, seized and possessed, together 
with the huildi.ng·s thereon, located near Assawoman, Atlantic 
~fogisterial District, Accomack County, Virginia, for the year 
19~R~ yielding thetefor tbe . sum of Five, -Hundred Dollars 
($500.00) in cash, which ·said rental is payable· as follows: 
$300.00 on August 15th, 1'9~3 and the balance of $200.00 on 
November 1st, 1933,-the said lease to run for the yea1· 1933, 
with the privilege to the said party of tJ1e second part to 
renew said lease for tl1e term of three (R) years, upon giving 
to th,1 said party of the fi:rst part notice- in writing to that 
effect on or before July 1st, 1933 ( provided the lien holders 
are agreeable thereto), in which event the said leai;;e shall be 
- renewed for the time so stated upon the terms herein1 unless 
the same. are changed by a new agreement in writing between 
the parties to this contract. 
It is further understood and agreed that the said party of 
the second part shall sow and manure said land and operate 
same in a. good farming like manner so as not to do any 
clmnag·c thereto; and in the event he does not renew tlle lease 
on sai~ property for the following· year, then tl1e said party 
of the first pa rt, or the incoming- tenant have tl1e right to 
go upon said land and sew seeds and haul manure thereon 
after Sept. 1st, 1933, provided no damage is done to the crops 
grovdng on said land at. that time. . , 
The aforesaid fossor covenants for the aforesaid lessee 
quiet enjoyment of bis term. Th_e aforesaid lessee covenants 
to pay the rent; that he will not destroy or misuse any of the 
premises fi.nd that the lessor may re-enter for default of pay-
ment of rent or for the breach of covenants. 
This lea8e is made in duplicate, the copy thereof being held 
by eac.h of the parties hereto. 
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"\Vitness the following signatures and seals this day afore-
said. 
ELMl~R ,v. SOMERS (Seal) 
Trustee for Irving H. Matthews and 
Pearl Vv. Matthews, his wife. 
R. C. MARSHALL (Seal) 
Thi::; lea.so and contract is hereby renewed for the year 
1984 on the same terms and conditions as set forth herein and 
with the privilege of renewal for the year 1935, according to 
the terms and conditions of this contract. 
Notes for 1934 are to be executed and delivered to the party 
of the first part by the party of the second part before this 
lease sha11 have full binding eff ec.t for the said year 1934. 
Given under our hands this 21st day of ,July, 1933. 
l~LMER vV. SOMERS (Seal) 
Trustee for Irving- H. Matthews and 
Pearl 'lv. 1\fo.tthews, his wife. 




Elmer ,v. Somers, Trustee for Irving· H. :Matt.hews and wife 
·with 
R. C. Marr.;hall 
LEASE 
Copy for: 
Elmer W. Somers, Trustee 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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